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ABSTRACT
With the advent of inexpensive computing and efficient power electronics, the load mix in commercial buildings
has experienced a fundamental shift away from almost exclusively traditional alternating current (AC) loads toward
primarily direct current (DC) loads—devices which use DC electricity either for end-use or as a power conditioning
stage. Simultaneously, installations of DC distributed generation sources for commercial buildings, such as rooftop
photovoltaic arrays, are accelerating. Despite this proliferation of DC devices, the basic design of building electrical
distribution systems has changed very little in the past century: AC distribution remains the industry standard. The AC-
DC electricity conversions required to connect DC sources and loads to the AC electric grid result in wasted energy.
Partial replacement of AC distribution with DC distribution can improve overall building electrical energy efficiency;
the result is a mixed AC-DC electrical distribution system. This dissertation develops a modeling framework, math-
ematical program, and global optimization algorithm which determine maximally energy efficient designs for mixed
AC-DC building electrical distribution systems. The research approach precisely quantifies building electrical energy
efficiency at a systems level, not simply the level of individual devices. The results of two case studies validate the
power of the optimization algorithm and demonstrate that well designed mixed AC-DC building electrical distribution
systems can achieve higher efficiency than either AC or DC distribution used alone.
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It’s a long way to the top.
In 1893, George Westinghouse won the contract to provide electric lighting at the Chicago World’s Fair using
alternating current (AC), underbidding Thomas Edison’s direct current (DC) proposal by nearly half [1]. The event
marked the symbolic victory of AC over DC in the “War of the Currents”—an intense technical and public relations
competition waged over whether Edison’s DC or Westinghouse and Nikola Tesla’s AC paradigm would dominate
the nascent electric power industry. 120 years later, AC remains the standard for the generation, transmission, and
distribution of electricity, including within buildings.
Meanwhile, much has changed about the way we use electricity. Fueled by the development of low-cost computing
and advanced power electronics, the load mix in commercial buildings has slowly shifted from AC to DC devices. The
interconnection of these DC loads to the AC electric grid requires AC-DC power conversion, introducing energy loss
and reducing power system efficiency. In a 21st century revival of the AC versus DC debate, DC electricity distribution
systems for buildings have been proposed as a means to reduce the energy losses associated with AC-DC converters.
This dissertation presents a modeling approach and optimization algorithm to maximize the energy efficiency of
electrical distribution systems for commercial buildings via the use of mixed AC-DC electricity distribution. A mixed
AC-DC electricity distribution system contains separate AC and DC subsystems which serve AC and DC devices,
respectively, reducing the losses associated with AC-DC conversion. The case study results demonstrate that well
designed mixed AC-DC building electrical distribution systems can achieve higher efficiency than either AC or DC
distribution used alone.
1.1 Motivation
The digital age revolutionized nearly all aspects of industrialized society, including societal patterns of electricity
consumption. Thirty years ago, most building loads were traditional, linear, AC devices, such as incandescent lamps,
heating coils, and induction motors. In today’s commercial buildings, however, DC loads are rapidly replacing these
traditional loads. The DC load category includes all devices which require DC either for end-use or as a power
conditioning stage—loads such as computers, consumer electronics, cellular telephones, electronic ballast fluorescent
lamps, light-emitting diode (LED) lamps, and variable frequency motor drives (VFDs). Simultaneously, installations
of distributed generation (DG) technologies in buildings are growing in response to incentives and environmental
concerns. Most DG sources for buildings—such as photovoltaic (PV) arrays—are DC devices.
1
Despite this proliferation of DC devices, the basic design of building electrical distribution systems has changed
very little in the past century: AC distribution is still the industry standard. Connecting DC loads to the AC electric grid
requires AC-DC conversion (rectification). Similarly, DC sources require DC-AC conversion (inversion) at their point
of interconnection to the electric utility. Under the present paradigm, AC-DC conversions occur at individual devices,
one converter per device. In addition to degrading system power quality, rectifiers and inverters waste energy—both
directly within the converter electronics and indirectly by inducing undesirable harmonic currents in the AC network.
If AC-DC conversion were instead performed centrally for part or all of a building, there would be potential for
both improved efficiency and reduced cost in operating DC loads and sources [2–4]. Centralized conversion replaces
many small, inefficient converters with a single large, efficient converter [5]. In addition, DC distribution allows DC
sources to serve DC loads directly, eliminating the double energy conversions that occur in an AC distribution system.
The opportunity for energy savings is considerable—by one estimate as much as 8% of the U.S. national electricity
consumption [4]. For example, AC-DC switching power supplies for computers and consumer electronics operate at
70–80% efficiency [6, 7]. In 2002, these devices processed 6% of all electricity used in the United States [6], a
percentage that is growing with the proliferation of consumer electronic devices [8, 9]. Were the efficiency of these
power supplies alone improved to 90%, it would reduce U.S. national electricity consumption by some 37 TWh1
annually, or approximately 1%.
1.2 Research Contribution
Despite the apparent efficiency advantage, widespread implementation of building-level DC electricity distribution
is presently out of reach for technical and economic reasons. Whole building DC distribution represents a paradigm
shift from traditional AC distribution and significant research is required in order to understand and quantify its po-
tential benefits [2]. Technological, economic, reliability, and safety issues must be characterized and assessed; these
issues are under active research [2–4, 10–18].
What is missing from the existing literature is a thorough treatment of the efficiency advantage of DC distribution
over AC. Although researchers have examined some efficiency aspects of DC distribution, such as wiring and converter
losses [5,11,19,20], no study to date has comprehensively compared the energy efficiency of AC and DC distribution
systems for buildings. This dissertation extends the work of [19] to provide such an assessment.
The major contributions of this dissertation are
1. A comprehensive energy efficiency model for mixed AC-DC building electrical distribution systems based on
harmonic power flow,
2. A nonlinear mathematical programming problem based on the efficiency model which determines the optimal
design of a mixed AC-DC building electrical distribution system, and
11 TWh = 1 billion kWh
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3. A global optimization algorithm for the mathematical program.
The research is novel in several respects. First, this dissertation presents a systems level comparison of the energy
efficiency of AC and DC building electrical distribution systems, considering all relevant electrical losses; no other
research to date presents such a systematic approach. Second, the mixed AC-DC power flow equations and their
reformulation is unique and allows the use of certain reformulation techniques which have never before been applied
to power systems analysis. Finally, this dissertation presents the first application of global optimization based on
Nonconvex Generalized Benders’ Decomposition [21] to electrical power systems.
1.3 Organization
The first half of this dissertation develops the mixed AC-DC harmonic power flow model for efficiency analy-
sis, while the second half applies this model to the optimal design of mixed AC-DC building electrical distribution
systems. The dissertation begins with background information and a survey of the relevant literature in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 provides a unified modeling framework and individual device models for the efficiency analysis of mixed
AC-DC building electrical distribution systems via harmonic power flow, while Chapter 4 develops the associated
power flow equations. Chapter 5 presents a mathematical program for the optimal design of mixed AC-DC building
electrical distribution systems and Chapter 6 outlines an algorithm for its solution. Chapter 7 presents two case studies
illustrating the application of the model and optimization algorithm and Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation.
The dissertation also includes seven appendices which supplement the material in Chapters 3–7. Appendix A
provides modeling assumptions and parameter estimation techniques for the device models developed in Chapter 3.
Appendices B and C document the full reformulation of the mathematical programming model presented in Chapter
5, while Appendix D compares the performance of several relaxation techniques for the reformulation. Appendix E
documents the data used for the case studies presented in Chapter 7. Finally, Appendix F provides reprints of several
papers related to the model development in Chapters 3–5 and electronic Appendix G provides the source code for the
models and algorithms developed in this dissertation.
1.4 Notation
Mathematical notation in dissertations is notoriously esoteric and incomprehensible; this dissertation is not an
exception. In an effort to preserve the reader’s sanity, at least in part, the following principles apply to the notation
used throughout the dissertation:
1. In mathematical equations, the font style determines the type of quantity:
(a) Throughout most of the dissertation, regular italic font, a, denotes parameters, variables, indices, and
other numerical quantities. In Chapters 4–6, bold italic font, a, differentiates variables from parameters
and indices.
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(b) Calligraphic font, A, denotes mathematical sets.
(c) Roman font, a, denotes annotations and descriptive qualifiers used to differentiate between quantities.
For example, the index c represents a converter, the set C represents a set of converters, and the superscript C
in PCc indicates that quantity P is a converter power.
2. Throughout the text, quantities are defined where first referenced. Whenever quantities are general enough
to have subtly different meanings in different contexts (for example, power P ), the text clarifies (or at least
attempts to clarify) the extent of the immediate context for the meaning of the quantity.
3. If appearing alone, both indices and descriptive qualifiers appear as subscripts. However, if appearing together,
the index remains a subscript while the descriptive qualifier moves to a superscript. For example, Ph represents
an arbitrary power at harmonic h, PB represents an arbitrary branch power, and PBh represents a branch power
at harmonic h.
4. Descriptive qualifiers may contain multiple letters. If a quantity has multiple qualifiers, then the qualifiers are
separated by commas, as in PC,maxc .
5. Indices always consist of single letters. Multiple indices are not separated by commas except in cases in which
some indices assume numeric values. For example, when h = 1, Viht is written Vi,1,t.
6. Tildes, hats, and check marks are special qualifiers:
(a) Tildes, ã, indicate phasor quantities, that is, complex numbers. Tildes are used primarily to distinguish
phasor voltages or currents from their associated (real-valued) magnitudes.
(b) Hats, â, indicate either quantities defined with a source convention (that is, into the electrical network)
or sets of devices which are considered sources.
(c) Check marks, ǎ, indicate either quantities defined with a load convention (that is, out of the electrical
network) or sets of devices which are considered loads.
Hats and check marks appear extensively in the mathematical formulation presented in Chapter 5.
7. For those unfamiliar with set notation:
(a) The symbol ∈ indicates existence in a set. For example, a ∈ A reads “element a exists in set A.”
(b) The symbol ⊆ indicates a subset. For example, A ⊆ B indicates that set A contains a subset of the
elements in set B.
(c) The operation A∪ B indicates the union of sets A and B, that is, the set of all elements which appear in
either set A or set B.
(d) The operation A ∩ B indicates the intersection of sets A and B, that is, the set of elements common to
both sets A and B.
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(e) The operation A \ B indicates the set difference between sets A and B, that is, the set of all elements of
A that do not also exist in B.
(f) The operation A× B denotes the Cartesian product of sets A and B, that is, the set of all element pairs
(a, b) such that a ∈ A and b ∈ B.
(g) The symbol ∅ indicates the empty set.
In addition to these notes, Appendix B provides a complete list of symbols used in the mathematical formulation
developed in Chapters 4 and 5.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
I tell you, folks, it’s harder than it looks.
The U.S. Energy Information Administration defines a commercial building as “a building with more than 50
percent of its floor space used for commercial activities. Commercial buildings include, but are not limited to, stores,
offices, schools, churches, gymnasiums, libraries, museums, hospitals, clinics, warehouses, and jails” [22]. The U.S.
Department of Energy’s Building Technologies Office includes all non-residential, non-industrial structures in the
commercial buildings category, as well as residential buildings of three or more stories [23]. Commercial buildings
consume approximately 18% of U.S. primary energy and 36% of U.S. electricity [8].
The study of electrical efficiency in commercial buildings lies at the intersection of several lines of research, both
within and outside the field of electrical power systems engineering. DC devices degrade the efficiency of AC elec-
trical distribution systems because such systems are not designed with AC-DC conversion as a primary consideration.
Quantifying and minimizing the negative impact of DC devices in building electrical distribution systems requires a
thorough understanding of AC building electrical distribution system design, the challenges posed by the use of DC
devices within AC distribution systems, and the modeling and optimization techniques required to extract quantitative
data from these qualitative principles.
A systematic treatment of the efficiency of building electrical distribution systems requires precise definitions. In
this dissertation, a building electrical distribution system is defined as the network of all transformers, cables, ducts,
wiring, and power conversion apparatus whose performance is affected by the choice of an AC or DC distribution
system, including AC-DC converters at loads and distributed generation sources. Figure 2.1 illustrates conceptually
the definition of a building electrical distribution system. The following formal definitions, adapted from [19], apply
to the figure:
• The point of common coupling (PCC) is the location at which the utility grid connects to the customer distribution
system. By convention, this is typically the point at which the utility meter is located.
• A point of interconnection (POI) is the location at which a source or load exchanges AC or DC electrical energy
with the distribution system.
• The building electrical distribution system includes all electricity distribution and conversion apparatus between
the utility PCC and the various POIs, including the first energy conversion apparatus (if any) at each POI.
• The system input energy EIn is the total useful energy delivered at the utility PCC and each source POI within a
specified time period, typically 24 h (daily) or 8,760 h (annual).
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Point of Interconnection (Sources) Point of Interconnection (Loads) EOutEIn
AC Network
DC Network
Energy Efficiency = EOut / EIn
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M
Point of Common Coupling
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual model for the energy efficiency analysis of commercial building electrical distribution systems, including specific examples of building
loads and DG sources.
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• The system output energyEOut is the total useful energy consumed by loads at each load POI within the specified
time period. Examples include heat delivered to a heating load, converted mechanical energy delivered to a
mechanical load, and converted DC electrical energy delivered to the DC link of an electronic device or a VFD.
• The system energy efficiency is the ratio of system output energy to input energy over the specified time period.
2.1 Commercial Building Electrical Distribution Systems
The majority of commercial buildings employ a simple radial feeder design for electricity distribution, an arrange-
ment that closely resembles a traditional utility distribution network. Commercial buildings employ solidly grounded,
low voltage (LV), three-phase, four-wire AC distribution operating at 480Y/277 V and 208Y/120 V (Figure 2.2). The
utility interconnection is made at 480 V, while 208 V service is provided by one or more step-down transformers
within the building. The 480Y/277 V system serves heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) loads as well as
commercial lighting equipment (primarily single-phase fluorescent fixtures operating at 277 V), while the 208Y/120 V
system serves receptacle loads (computing equipment, plug-in lamps, small appliances, and similar devices). Some
smaller commercial buildings omit the 480 V system and connect to the utility at 208 V, while very small commer-
cial buildings (less than 500 m2) may use solidly grounded, single-phase AC (split-phase) distribution at 240/120 V
(Figure 2.3) instead of three-phase AC distribution.
Some very large commercial buildings (greater than 10,000 m2 or 5 stories and up) implement medium voltage
(MV) distribution within the building in order to gain a better utility rate and avoid excessive voltage drop associated
with long runs of LV wiring. The MV level selected is usually the utility service voltage, as this choice avoids the need
for additional transformers. This voltage is typically 12.47 kV or 13.2 kV, although it may be as low as 4.16 kV or as
high as 35 kV. When MV distribution is used, local step-down transformers throughout the building provide LV service
at 480Y/277 V and 208Y/120 V, either via local radial feeders or the use of a secondary spot network (Figure 2.4).
The spot network is commonly used when the building requires high reliability, such as in high-rise office buildings
with multiple tenants. Other distribution configurations are available [24], but they are rarely used in practice because
a radial network is typically the most cost effective design.
2.1.1 Distribution Equipment and Wiring
The primary distribution equipment items are the distribution transformer, additional voltage step-down trans-
formers (if required), the service entrance switchgear or main panel, and subpanels located throughout the building.
Switchgear and subpanels differ primarily by the type of switching and fault protection employed [24]. Electrical
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Network Protectors Network protectors prevent reverse 
current from the spot network.
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integrated metering located in a 
utility vault within the building 
serves the medium voltage feeders. 
(Medium voltage switchgear may 
not be required if multiple separate 
service entrances are used instead.)
Figure 2.4: Secondary spot network used to achieve high reliability in large commercial buildings.
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The distribution transformer is typically utility-owned and may be pole-mounted (liquid-filled), pad-mounted
(liquid-filled or dry-type), or located inside the building within a utility vault (dry-type). Step-down transformers
are usually designed for indoor use. The majority of building transformers are dry-type with a 150 °C rated tem-
perature rise [24, 25]. Peak efficiency for National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) TP-1 compliant
LV, dry-type transformers occurs at 35% loading, while transformers that predate NEMA TP-1 typically experience
peak efficiency around 40-50% loading [25, 26]. In practice, building transformers rarely operate near peak efficiency
because of oversizing applied during system design; the average load factor for building transformers is less than
20% [25].
Commercial buildings are typically wired using cable mounted within raceway (conduit) or cable trays [24]. The
typical arrangement for three-phase LV wiring is one individual conductor per phase, plus a neutral conductor, mounted
within metallic conduit. In some cases, the neutral is oversized to comply with harmonic requirements [27]. For
single-phase systems, multi-conductor sheathed cables are more common; such cables are typically installed without
conduit. MV cables for large buildings may be single-conductor or multi-conductor and must be shielded, whereas LV
cables are unshielded [24, 27]. Some specialized applications (requiring high current, low voltage drop, or maximum
configurability) use bus duct instead of cable [24].
2.1.2 Design Considerations
Existing design standards and codes for commercial buildings [24, 27–29] focus almost exclusively on AC elec-
tricity distribution, although efforts to provide more guidance for DC systems are presently underway. Three factors
determine the design of commercial building electricity distribution systems: limiting voltage drop, ensuring adequate
heat dissipation, and ensuring adequate overcurrent and fault protection. System efficiency is very rarely a design
consideration.
The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard C84.1 [28] establishes acceptable ranges for load
utilization voltage and specifies voltage drop allowances for various portions of the distribution system which may not
be exceeded if sufficient end-use voltage is to be assured (Figure 2.5). Furthermore, the American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) Standard 90.1 [29] mandates that the total voltage drop
within building wiring shall not exceed 5% under any conditions: 2% in the feeder conductors and 3% in the branch
circuit conductors. The distribution system must be designed to keep voltage drop within these prescribed limits under
all load conditions, which means that the system is sized for maximum load. Voltage drop is usually calculated via
the approximate method or via the use of a lookup table. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
Standard 241 [24] states that “voltage-drop tables and charts are sufficiently accurate to determine the approximate
voltage drop for most problems” and gives approximate tables and plots for cables, bus duct, and transformers. Many
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Figure 2.5: Voltage drop allowances as specified in ANSI Range A [28].
Besides voltage drop, distribution system conductors and equipment must have sufficiently low resistance and
sufficiently high temperature tolerance that steady-state system loss (heat) is adequately dissipated without equipment
damage. Losses and heat dissipation are not calculated directly; instead, the accepted method of calculating required
ampacity is to use tables and derating factors provided in the National Electrical Code (NEC) [27]. The NEC includes
detailed instructions for conductor sizing, including minimum assumed load levels and conductor derating instructions
for a variety of conditions, such as enclosed environments, multiple conductors, and high levels of harmonic current.
In most cases, the NEC ampacity calculation, not voltage drop, determines the minimum size of building conductors.
The third system design consideration is fault protection. The system short-circuit (fault) current level must be
limited to protect against two conditions associated with high current: damage from magnetic forces and damage from
rapid heat buildup. Fault protection primarily affects the specification of switchgear and circuit breakers, which must
provide adequate overcurrent protection for cables and transformers that have already been selected based on voltage
drop and steady-state heat dissipation requirements.
Building electrical distribution systems designed based on these principles are, in general, highly efficient at rated
power if conversion losses are excluded [19], but they do not necessarily achieve maximum energy efficiency from
a systems perspective. Although the use of oversized cables keeps conductor losses low, the use of oversized trans-
formers increases system no-load losses. Moreover, even when transformer and cable losses are small, the system
efficiency may be low due to conversion losses associated with DC loads and sources.
2.2 DC Devices
Whether tallied by sheer numbers or total energy, most loads and DG sources in modern commercial buildings are
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Figure 2.6: Electrical energy consumption in commercial buildings by load category in 2008 [8].
and efficiency.
2.2.1 DC Loads
Formally, a DC load is any load that employs an AC-DC converter (a rectifier) at the interface to the electric grid.
This definition encompasses both loads that use DC electricity natively, such as consumer electronic devices, and loads
that use DC electricity as an intermediate power conditioning link, such as electronic lighting ballasts and VFDs.
The load mix in today’s commercial buildings presents a strong contrast to the traditional loads for which distri-
bution systems are designed. Figure 2.6 displays the total electricity consumption in commercial buildings in 2008 by
load category [8]. Together, miscellaneous electrical loads (MELs) and lighting make up over 50% of building load.
These categories consist almost entirely of DC loads: computing and office equipment compose the majority of MEL
load, while most modern lighting systems use electronic ballast fluorescent lamps [19]. In addition, the penetration of
VFDs for HVAC and refrigeration equipment is steadily increasing, indicating that an unknown but substantial portion
of the remaining categories is also DC load.
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The growth of DC loads has several proximate causes. Consumer demand and falling prices have led to the prolif-
eration of consumer electronic devices with switching power supplies, such as computers, liquid crystal display (LCD)
monitors, televisions, and cellular telephones. Meanwhile, a desire for greater efficiency is driving the installation of
high efficiency electronic ballast fluorescent lighting instead of conventional, magnetic ballast lighting. A similar de-
sire for improved efficiency and control has motivated widespread implementation of VFDs in appliances, including
in large loads such as dishwashers, washing machines, air conditioners, and electric heat pumps [2, 19].
All DC loads employ either a passive rectifier, which consists of a diode bridge and, optionally, a passive filter, or
an active rectifier, which instead uses switching power electronics to control and shape the rectifier current waveform.
The power quality concerns associated with rectifiers are well-studied [30–33]. Rectifiers are nonlinear devices: they
draw a distorted (nonsinusoidal) current from the electric grid even under sinusoidal voltage conditions. Using Fourier
analysis, it is possible to express nonlinear current in terms of harmonic spectra. Rectifiers often produce currents rich
in harmonics. Harmonic currents are detrimental to power distribution system performance because they increase the
system RMS current without a corresponding increase in power transfer, reducing the system power factor. Harmonic
currents also induce voltage distortion in the distribution system; voltage distortion is harmful for induction motors
and some other traditional loads.
Rectifiers affect the efficiency of building electrical distribution systems in two ways. First, the rectifier harmonic
currents increase resistive and magnetic losses in wiring and distribution transformers. Second, the rectifiers them-
selves exhibit conversion losses. Both of these effects are understood qualitatively but have not been well quantified
for practical buildings.
2.2.2 DC Sources
Grid-connected synchronous generators, by far the most common conventional generation technology at the utility
scale, are uncommon in commercial buildings.2 The most common DG sources for buildings are rather DC devices:
PV installations (a large majority of building-scale DG installations [8, 34, 35]), small-scale wind turbines, microtur-
bines, or fuel cells. PV panels and fuel cells are natively DC devices, while small-scale wind turbines and microtur-
bines often use a DC link for power conditioning. All of these DC sources require a DC-AC converter (inverter) in
order to supply energy to the electric grid.
Most publications and standards focus attention on PV systems given their relative ubiquity and rapid growth in
market share. The development of utility interconnection standards such as [36] has largely mitigated power quality
concerns associated with PV inverters. However, inverters still exhibit conversion loss, diminishing the effective
energy output of PV installations. Typical PV inverter efficiency falls in the mid 90% range [37]. However, when DC
2Synchronous backup generators for commercial buildings are quite common, but operate almost exclusively in an islanded mode, that is, physi-
cally disconnected from the utility via a transfer switch [34]. (This is a code-compliance issue.) Moreover, backup generators are only used in
emergencies; they do not provide energy to the building under normal operating conditions.
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sources serve DC loads via an AC distribution network, the system experiences double conversion losses (DC-AC-
DC), reducing the source-to-load efficiency to the mid 80% range or lower. Coupling DC sources directly to DC loads
is significantly more efficient [2, 4], but requires a DC distribution system instead of AC.
2.3 DC Distribution Systems
Recently, DC distribution systems for buildings have received renewed interest within the power systems com-
munity. The postulated benefits of DC distribution over AC include simplicity, reliability, increased efficiency, better
integration of renewable resources, and reduced costs [2–4,20]. There exists a significant and growing body of research
that validates the feasibility of DC distribution within buildings.
Many existing building loads and AC wiring systems are compatible with DC distribution with minimal modifi-
cation; the exceptions are transformers and induction motors [2, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18]. Effective DC device controls
now exist both for individual converters [3, 16, 17] and for voltage-based droop control within a microgrid [12, 15].
Although overcurrent protection has traditionally been the key concern for DC distribution systems [14, 16], recent
developments in DC breaker technology [16, 17] and power electronics controls [3] have largely mitigated protec-
tion issues at the building scale. Commercial efforts to develop standards for low voltage DC distribution are also
underway [38].
Several studies have also examined the efficiency of DC distribution, but the results are conflicting because no
single study accounts for all sources of loss. Provided that a sufficiently high DC voltage is used, wiring loss for DC
distribution is significantly lower than for AC distribution [11, 14]. Although [5] concludes that efficiency gains in
the wiring are offset by centralized conversion losses, the authors do not explicitly examine energy savings associated
with the reduction of end-use AC-DC conversion losses or system losses associated with harmonic currents. Other
studies project significant energy savings from the elimination of rectifiers [4, 19, 20].
2.4 Models for Electrical Distribution Systems
The engineering models used for electrical distribution systems in buildings are largely based on conventional
power systems analysis techniques originally developed for the electric grid [24, 30]. The electric power industry has
developed standard frequency-domain models for power systems branch elements, sources, and loads [30, 33, 39, 40].
These models represent the system as a fixed network of resistors and inductors which facilitate a variety of convenient
frequency-domain analyses, including conventional power flow, harmonic power flow (HPF), voltage drop studies,
motor starting studies, and fault analysis.
Conventional power flow and HPF capture the steady-state behavior of a power system and are therefore suitable
for estimating distribution system losses and efficiency. However, the accuracy of the loss estimate is directly tied to
the accuracy of the underlying models used to represent the system. In most cases, the goal of power flow is to gain
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Table 2.1: Comparison of power system analysis assumptions and actual building behavior.
Typical Assumption Actual Building Behavior
X  R for transmission lines and transformers X/R = 1–5 for building transformers
X/R = 0.1–0.5 for building cables and wiring
Real power P ∝ voltage angle δ
Reactive power Q ∝ voltage magnitude V
Most building networks exhibit P ∝ V , not δ
Constant resistance R R varies with temperature and frequency
Balanced three-phase operation Significant current unbalance due to mix of
single-phase and three-phase load
Constant load power Load power may vary widely with voltage
Linear load More than 50% nonlinear load
insight into system voltage behavior rather than to explicitly compute efficiency. Therefore, conventional power flow
analysis often exploits simplifying assumptions (Table 2.1) that are reasonable for utility systems but are not accurate
at the building scale. These assumptions limit the applicability of commercially available power flow software to
building-level analysis.
In addition, traditional power flow models use a level of detail that is inadequate for accurate loss computation [19].
Nevertheless, many power flow models permit logical extensions that are suitable for loss modeling and efficiency
analysis. Chapter 3 of this dissertation describes these extended models in detail. When used in conjunction with an
HPF framework specifically tailored for loss modeling (Chapter 4), HPF becomes an effective tool for the efficiency
analysis of mixed AC-DC building electrical distribution systems.
2.5 Optimization of Power Systems
The specialized field of optimal power flow (OPF) seeks to optimize the operation of electric power systems using
linear and nonlinear mathematical programming techniques. First introduced by Carpentier in 1962 [41], OPF has
since become an integral aspect of utility planning and operations. OPF differs from other power systems optimization
procedures, such as economic dispatch and unit commitment, in that it includes the power flow equations in the
formulation. This criterion encompasses a wide range of power systems optimization problems, and, as a result, OPF
is an extremely broad and active field of research [42–48].
Although OPF has traditionally been applied to transmission systems, it provides a rich foundation for the design
and optimization of building electrical distribution systems as well. Since the core power flow equations remain the
same for an electrical network at any scale, OPF formulations for transmission systems apply equally well at the
distribution level. In addition, prior work in capacity planning and power system expansion is instructive for the
inclusion of binary decisions within an OPF framework [47, 48].
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In general, OPF may be summarized as any optimization procedure that seeks a solution to a nonlinear mathemat-
ical program of the form
min f (u, x)
s.t. g (u, x) = 0,
h (u, x) ≤ 0,
in which
u is a vector of independent decision variables, or control variables, such as generator power outputs and
power system control settings,
x is a vector of dependent variables, or state variables, such as system voltage magnitudes and angles,
f(u, x) is a scalar objective function that represents some aspect of system operation to minimize, such as cost
of generation or total system loss,
g(u, x) represents a set of equality constraints which must include the power flow equations, and
h(u, x) represents a set of inequality constraints, such as generator power and bus voltage limits.
This general formulation and several common variations are summarized in OPF texts [49, 50] and a primer by the
author [51]; the latter is available in Appendix F. Of the OPF variants, Security-Constrained Unit Commitment (SCUC)
presents a close parallel to the mixed AC-DC electrical distribution design problem described in Chapter 5. The
following introduction to classical OPF and SCUC is condensed from [51].
2.5.1 Classical Formulation
Most OPF variants build upon the classical formulation of Carpentier [41] and Dommel and Tinney [52]. The
classical OPF formulation is an extension of economic dispatch (ED): the objective is to minimize the total cost of
electricity generation while maintaining the electric power system within safe operating limits. The power system is
modeled as a set of buses i ∈ N connected by a set of branches ik ∈ B. Controllable generators are located at a subset





. The objective is to minimize the total cost of generation.









s.t. Pi (V, δ) = PGi − PLi ∀ i ∈ N , (2.1b)
Qi (V, δ) = Q
G
i −QLi ∀ i ∈ N , (2.1c)
PG,mini ≤ PGi ≤ PG,maxi ∀ i ∈ G, (2.1d)
QG,mini ≤ QGi ≤ QG,maxi ∀ i ∈ G, (2.1e)
V mini ≤ Vi ≤ V maxi ∀ i ∈ N , (2.1f)
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δmini ≤ δi ≤ δmaxi ∀ i ∈ N . (2.1g)
In (2.1b)–(2.1c), Pi (V, δ) and Qi (V, δ) represent the power flow equations in polar form (see Chapter 4) while the
right hand sides represent the net real and reactive power injection at each bus (generation minus load). The control








and the state variables are the bus voltage magnitude and angle at each system bus besides the slack bus,
x = (δ2, . . . , δN , V2, . . . , VN ) .
The voltage magnitude and angle at the system slack bus (by convention, bus 1) are fixed, usually to Ṽ1 = 1.0∠0°.
Some OPF formulations also include controllable phase-shifting or tap-changing transformers, in which case the
corresponding phase angles and tap ratios augment the set of control variables. Other formulations include branch
current limits. Even without variable phase angles, variable tap ratios, or branch current limits, the classical OPF
formulation is difficult to solve. Since the power flow constraints (2.1b)–(2.1c) are nonlinear equality constraints, the
feasible region is nonconvex. In addition, the presence of trigonometric functions complicates the construction of
approximations. For this reason, OPF problems have historically been solved using tailored algorithms rather than
general purpose solvers.
2.5.2 Security-Constrained Unit Commitment
In electric power systems operation, unit commitment (UC) refers to the scheduling of generating units such that
total operating cost is minimized. UC differs from ED in that it operates across multiple time periods and schedules
the on-off status of each generator in addition to its power output. UC addresses generator startup and shutdown
constraints and costs, limits on generator cycling, ramp rate limits, reserve margin requirements, and other scheduling
constraints. UC is a large-scale, multi-period, mixed integer nonlinear programming problem (MINLP). Many UC
formulations relax certain aspects of the problem in order to obtain a mixed integer linear program (MILP) instead—
for instance, by using linearized cost functions.
SCUC extends UC by modeling the power flow equations during each time period. The power flow equations
ensure that the scheduled generation satisfies not only the scheduling constraints but also system voltage and branch
flow limits. In other words, SCUC ensures that the UC algorithm produces a generation schedule that can be physically
realized in the power system.
The SCUC formulation extends the classical OPF formulation to include a time index t ∈ T and a set of binary
control variables wit to the OPF formulation, where wit = 1 if generator i is committed for time period t and wit = 0












+ CSUi wit (1− wi,t−1) + CSDi (1− wit)wi,t−1
)
, (2.2a)
s.t. Pit (Vt, δt) = PGit − PLit ∀ i ∈ N , ∀ t ∈ T , (2.2b)
Qit (Vt, δt) = Q
G
it −QLit ∀ i ∈ N , ∀ t ∈ T , (2.2c)
witP
G,min
i ≤ PGit ≤ witPG,maxi ∀ i ∈ G, ∀ t ∈ T , (2.2d)
witQ
G,min
i ≤ QGit ≤ witQG,maxi ∀ i ∈ G, ∀ t ∈ T , (2.2e)
V mini ≤ Vit ≤ V maxi ∀ i ∈ N , ∀ t ∈ T , (2.2f)
δmini ≤ δit ≤ δmaxi ∀ i ∈ N , ∀ t ∈ T , (2.2g)







PGit ≥ PReserve ∀ t ∈ T . (2.2i)
The objective function (2.2a) includes terms for unit startup costs CSU and shutdown costs CSD in addition to the
generation costs in each time period. The construction CSUi wit (1− wi,t−1) charges startup cost CSUi in time period t
only if generating unit i transitions from off in time period t−1 to on in time period t, that is, wi,t−1 = 0 and wit = 1.
Similarly, shutdown cost CSDi is charged only if the generating unit shuts down.
The generation limits (2.2d)–(2.2e) are modified such that uncommitted units must have zero real and reactive
power generation. Constraint (2.2h) specifies positive and negative generator ramp limits PUpi and P
Down
i , respec-
tively; these are physical limitations of the generators. Constraint (2.2i) requires a spinning reserve margin of at least
PReserve; sometimes this constraint is written such that PReserve is a fraction of the total load in each time period.
This SCUC formulation is one of many possible formulations. Some formulations include more precise ramp limits
and startup and shutdown characteristics; others include constraints governing generator minimum uptime and down-
time. Many SCUC formulations implement reformulation techniques to reduce the number of bilinear terms. Because
of the presence of binary decision variables and nonlinear equality constraints, SCUC is a large-scale, nonconvex,
multi-period MINLP and is among the most difficult optimization problems in power systems engineering [50, 53].
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CHAPTER 3
MODELING MIXED AC-DC ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS
I looked round, and I knew there was no turning back.
With appropriate model selection, HPF offers a rigorous but computationally efficient method for calculating the
steady-state losses of an electrical distribution system. This chapter develops a framework and set of device models
for analyzing mixed AC-DC power systems using HPF. Consistent with the requirements for power flow analysis, the
power system model is developed in the frequency domain under the following assumptions:
1. The system is operating at periodic steady state,
2. The system is balanced three-phase,
3. The system is in thermal equilibrium, that is, temperature is invariant,
4. The distribution network is linear at each harmonic frequency, and therefore
5. Superposition applies.
3.1 System Representation
Electrical power systems are typically modeled as a network consisting of a set of buses (nodes) interconnected by
a set of branches (arcs). Buses represent physical points of electrical interconnection, such as electrical distribution
panels, while branches represent transmission lines, cables, transformers, and similar power systems equipment. At
each bus, power may be supplied by electrical sources or consumed by electrical loads.
Electrical network models, like general network models, operate on the principle of flow balance, or “conservation
of flow” [54]. Conservation of flow states that for some given quantity (in this case, electrical power) the condition
(Total flow out)− (Total flow in) = (Supply)− (Demand)
must hold at every network node. For electrical networks, conservation of flow follows from the application of Kir-
choff’s current law (KCL), which states that the sum of currents entering an electrical node equals the sum of currents
leaving the node.
Power systems engineers describe the flow balance of an AC electrical network using the matrix equation
Ĩ = Ỹ Ṽ , (3.1)
in which
Ĩ is a vector of AC current injections at each bus in the network, that is, supply minus demand,
Ỹ is the system admittance matrix, which models the electrical behavior of the system branches, and
Ṽ is a state vector of AC bus voltages which fully determines network current flow for a given Ỹ .
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It is often more convenient to express (3.1) in terms of electrical power flow,





in which S = P + jQ is a vector of complex power injections at each bus in the network, ◦ indicates element-wise
multiplication, ∗ indicates complex conjugation, and j represents the imaginary unit
√
−1. References [40] and [33],
among others, provide a complete development of (3.2) and its solution via power flow analysis.
In a mixed AC-DC electrical distribution system, separate power flow equations apply to the AC and DC portions
of the network. The DC power flow equivalent of (3.2) is
P = V ◦ (GV ) , (3.3)
in which
P is a vector of DC power injections at each bus,
G is the DC system conductance matrix, and
V is a state vector of DC bus voltages.
In addition, AC-DC converters link the AC and DC networks via the power injections S in (3.2) and P in (3.3).
3.1.1 Mixed AC-DC Network Model
In this dissertation, a mixed AC-DC electrical network consists of a set of buses N interconnected by a set of
branches B. This mixed network may be partitioned into two separate networks: an AC network containing buses
NA and branches BA, and a DC network containing buses ND and branches BD. At each system bus (AC or DC),
electrical power may flow into or out of the network in one of several ways:
• Power may be supplied to the bus from an electrical source s ∈ S,
• Power may be demanded from the bus by an electrical load ` ∈ L, or
• Power may be transferred into or out of the bus by an active converter c ∈ C.
The power flow equations (3.2) and (3.3) govern branch power flow in the AC and DC networks, respectively.
The power injections from sources, loads, and converters contribute to the S terms of (3.2) (for AC) and the P terms
of (3.3) (for DC). Sources and loads interact with one bus only. Power transferred via an active converter, however,
reappears elsewhere in the network (minus losses), injected into another bus or with a different power type (AC or
DC).
Figure 3.1 illustrates the notation for buses and branches in a mixed AC-DC electrical network as developed in this
dissertation. Figure 3.2 illustrates how branches, sources, loads, and converters connect to a bus. The AC network is
shown in red and the DC network in blue; both networks are also labeled. In this modeling approach,
1. Buses may exist in both the AC and DC networks simultaneously, as illustrated by bus i in Figure 3.1. When a
bus is present in both networks, the physical interpretation is a pair of co-located but physically separate buses,
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Bus i Bus k
Branch ik
AC DC





AC network branches, ik 2 BA
DC network buses, i 2 ND
DC network branches, ik 2 BD
AC network
DC network
Figure 3.1: Illustration of bus and branch notation for a mixed AC-DC electrical network.
one AC and one DC, with proximity to the same set of branches, sources, loads, and converters.
2. Branches represent passive electrical elements, such as cables or transformers, that allow bidirectional power
transfer between two buses. Power flow in a branch is always a function of the voltage at either end of the
branch; it cannot be controlled directly. Branches are indexed by the buses at their endpoints, as illustrated by
branch ik in Figure 3.1. Because branches are passive elements, they cannot connect the AC and DC networks
together: both ends of a branch must be in the same network.
3. Sources and loads also connect to exactly one network, AC or DC.
4. Active converters can be AC-DC (rectifiers), DC-AC (inverters), or DC-DC (simply called DC-DC convert-
ers).3 Active converters always have two terminals: an input and an output. Converter terminals may connect
to any bus in any network (AC or DC), including the case in which both terminals connect to the same bus.
When both converter terminals connect to the same bus, one terminal must be in the AC network and the other
in the DC network, as illustrated by the example converter in Figure 3.2.
3.1.2 Modeling Requirements
For modeling purposes, all power systems equipment in a building electrical distribution system must be classified
as a branch, a source, a load, or a power converter, consistent with the framework identified in Section 3.1.1. Further-
more, for consistency with the power flow equations (3.2) and (3.3), the individual device models used for all electrical
branches, loads, sources, and converters must comply with the following requirements:
3AC-AC active converters are also possible and are used occasionally in utility and industrial distribution systems. They are rare in commercial
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of notation for device connections at a bus in a mixed AC-DC electrical network: branches,
sources, loads, and converters.
1. Branch elements must have a passive, two-port network representation that readily integrates into admittance
matrix Ỹ or conductance matrix G.
2. Branch element model parameters must be fixed (independent of voltage), such that Ỹ and G are constant
matrices for a given set of branches.
3. Shunt elements (loads, sources, and converters) must provide mathematical models for injected power that are
explicit, differentiable functions of AC voltage Ṽ or DC voltage V , as appropriate.
4. Converter models must provide an explicit, differentiable relationship between input and output power.
5. Any implicit effects of voltage on device parameters (for example, temperature effects) must be addressable
with an iterative update procedure that is separate from the power flow computation.
In addition, since the end goal is the evaluation of total system loss, each device model must provide a method to
compute its internal loss for a given voltage state. This method can be executed in post-processing after solving the
system state using the power flow equations. Therefore, the method need not necessarily evaluate an explicit function;
any procedure which returns device loss is acceptable.
3.2 Model Templates
Only two generic models are required to provide a complete modeling framework for power flow in a mixed
AC-DC electrical power system:
1. A generalized equivalent Π branch model, representing branches, and
2. A ZIP4 shunt model, representing sources, loads, and converters.
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Figure 3.3: Generalized per-phase equivalent Π branch model, including off-nominal turns ratio.
These generic models meet the requirements given in Section 3.1.2 and are sufficiently flexible to model a wide range
of power systems apparatus. They serve as templates for the equipment and load models developed later in this chapter
and form a standard framework for the power flow equations developed in Chapter 4.
3.2.1 Generalized Equivalent Π Branch Model
Power systems branch elements, such as cables and transformers, are readily represented by the generalized equiv-
alent Π branch model of Figure 3.3 [40,51]. The generalized equivalent Π branch model consists of a series admittance
ỹSe, a shunt admittance ỹSh, and an ideal transformer with complex turns ratio a : 1. The shunt admittance ỹSh is split
into two equal components which are placed at either end of the branch. Turns ratio a is a complex exponential
consisting of magnitude A and phase shift ϕ,
a = Aejϕ, (3.4)

















































































































































































(gSe cosϕ− bSe sinϕ)
− 1
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(gSe sinϕ+ bSe cosϕ)
− 1
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Equations (3.10) and (3.11) form the foundation of the power flow model developed in Chapter 4.
Many branch elements (such as cables) have a nominal turns ratio, A = 1 and ϕ = 0. With a nominal turns ratio,
the model reduces to the circuit of Figure 3.4. Furthermore, the generalized equivalent Π branch model is also valid
for DC branches, in which case all quantities become real-valued:
• ỹSe simplifies to gSe,
• ỹSh simplifies to gSh,














Figure 3.5: ZIP shunt models, (a) source and (b) load. A ZIP shunt model is composed of parallel constant impedance
(Z), constant current (I), and constant power (P) branches.
• Y ′ simplifies to G′ evaluated for ϕ = 0.
































3.2.2 ZIP Shunt Models
With appropriate parameter selection, ZIP shunt models can approximate the behavior of most shunt elements in
electrical distribution systems. A conventional ZIP model consists of parallel constant impedance (Z), constant current
(I), and constant power (P) branches such that the AC power consumed or supplied by the shunt element is a second
order function of voltage magnitude V = |Ṽ | [30],
PNet + jQNet =
(








C + jF represents the constant impedance branch,
B + jE represents the constant current branch (relative to the voltage angle δ), and
A+ jD represents the constant power branch.
ZIP models may be defined with either a source or a load convention, as shown in Figure 3.5. Complex power
PNet + jQNet is supplied to the bus for a ZIP source model and demanded from the bus for a ZIP load model,
consistent with the directions of currents ĨS and ĨL in Figure 3.5.
Rather than use coefficients A–F , it is more convenient to express a ZIP model in the form
PNet + jQNet = (P + jQ) + (ID − jIQ)V ∓ (g − jb)V 2, (3.13)
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in which
P + jQ specifies the real and reactive power of the constant power branch,
ID + jIQ specifies the direct and quadrature current components of the constant current branch relative to the
voltage angle,
g + jb specifies the admittance of the constant impedance branch,
and the sign on the admittance term depends on whether the ZIP model uses the source convention (−) or load
convention (+). The AC current ID + jIQ is defined relative to the AC voltage Ṽ = V ∠δ: direct component ID is in
phase with the voltage, ID∠δ, while quadrature component IQ leads the voltage by 90°, IQ∠δ + 90°.
The conventional ZIP model (3.13) does not accommodate current injections with a fixed (absolute) angle. How-
ever, given fixed current I< + jI=, the expanded ZIP model
PNet + jQNet = (P + jQ) + (ID − jIQ)V + (I< − jI=) Ṽ ∓ (g − jb)V 2 (3.14)
properly captures the power associated with fixed angle current injections. The expanded model can therefore represent
Norton equivalent current sources and, by extension, Thévenin equivalent voltage sources. This feature is particularly
useful in modeling the electric utility interconnection (Section 3.4.3).
Table 3.1 summarizes the complex power PNet + jQNet and associated complex current ĨNet for AC ZIP source
and load models in relation to bus voltage Ṽ = V ∠δ. DC equivalents are obtained by substituting δ = 0, b = 0,
IQ = 0, I= = 0, and Q = 0; for DC, ID = I< = I . Table 3.2 summarizes the DC expressions.
3.3 Modeling Considerations for Efficiency Analysis
The adequacy of HPF for efficiency analysis depends largely on the quality of the underlying equipment mod-
els. Factors which influence total energy loss in building electrical distribution systems include time-varying load
conditions, the configuration of three-phase systems, nonlinear device behavior, frequency (harmonic) effects, and
temperature. These factors are presented in order of relative impact, with time-varying load conditions typically hav-
ing the greatest effect on total energy loss and temperature having the least.
3.3.1 Time-Varying Load Conditions
Electric power system losses are not linearly proportional to system loading, so any complete evaluation of energy
efficiency must account for time-varying load conditions. A significant portion of system loss is resistive and therefore
scales with the square of system loading. In addition, the system load factor governs the relative impact of constant
losses, such as transformer core losses. To a large extent, this aspect of efficiency analysis is missing from existing
studies of DC distribution systems; only one study [14] accounts for the time variation of load power.
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Table 3.1: Complex current and power relationships for AC ZIP models.
Shunt Branch Parameters Complex Current Real Power Reactive Power
ĨNet PNet QNet
Constant Impedance (Z) g, b ∓ (V (g cos δ − b sin δ) + jV (b cos δ + g sin δ)) † ∓V 2g† ±V 2b‡
Constant Relative Current (I) ID, IQ ID cos δ − IQ sin δ + j (ID sin δ + IQ cos δ) V ID −V IQ
or
Constant Absolute Current I<, I= I< + jI= V (I< cos δ + I= sin δ) V (I< sin δ − I= cos δ)
Constant Power (P) P , Q
1
V
(P cos δ +Q sin δ) + j
1
V
(P sin δ −Q cos δ) P Q
†Sign of term depends on ZIP model type: (−) for source, (+) for load
‡Sign of term depends on ZIP model type: (+) for source, (−) for load
Table 3.2: Complex current and power relationships for DC ZIP models.
Shunt Branch Parameter DC Current Real Power
INet PNet
Constant Impedance (Z) g ∓V g† ∓V 2g†
Constant Current (I) I I V I




†Sign of term depends on ZIP model type: (−) for source, (+) for load
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Total energy loss is the integral of total power loss over a specified time period. A convenient way to estimate lost
energy is to discretize the system load profile using a sufficiently granular set of individual time periods T such that
system operation within each time period qualifies as quasi-steady-state. In this approach, HPF provides the power





in which PLoss (t) is the power loss as a function of time and τt is the duration of time period t [19].
To accurately account for time-varying conditions, each system source and load requires not only a rated power
but also a load profile. Load profiles may be derived via direct measurement (for existing buildings), from simulation
data [55, 56], or from publicly available survey data [57]. This dissertation uses representative load profiles for office
buildings derived from simulation data as described in [58] (see Appendix F).
3.3.2 Three-phase Systems
Conventional power flow for three-phase systems uses a single, per-phase equivalent circuit to represent all three
phases; this approach is often termed “single-phase power flow.” The single-phase approach is accurate only for bal-
anced operation at the fundamental frequency. For unbalanced operation or in the presence of harmonic currents,
standard practice is to use a three-phase approach based on sequence networks [40]. Three-phase power flow trans-
forms the unbalanced phase quantities in a set of balanced sequence components—positive (+), negative (−), and
zero (0)—each with its own network representation, admittance matrix, and electrical states. After executing power
flow for each of the sequence networks, the resulting sequence quantities are transformed back to phase quantities to
estimate the system state.
In the sequence representation, positive-sequence quantities rotate electrically in the normal phase sequence (ABC)
with 120° phase shift between phases; negative-sequence quantities rotate opposite of normal (ACB), also with 120°
phase shift. Zero sequence quantities do not rotate; all three-phases are in-phase and therefore add algebraically
(rather than geometrically) in the neutral conductor. These definitions affect the system model for each sequence. For
example, positive- and negative-sequence currents produce zero current in the system neutral conductor due to phase
cancellation, but the neutral carries three times the zero-sequence current of each individual phase. Therefore, given
a physical neutral impedance ZN, the effective positive- or negative-sequence neutral impedance is 0 but the effective
zero-sequence neutral impedance is 3ZN.
HPF analysis of unbalanced three-phase systems requires the solution of all three sequences at each harmonic of
interest. This expands the model variable space by a factor of three, greatly increasing the difficulty of solving the
system state. Although building electrical distribution systems usually operate with some level of current unbalance,
this dissertation assumes balanced operation in order to maintain the tractability of the problem. Extension of the
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model to unbalanced operation is left for future work.
Even in a balanced three-phase system, however, each harmonic frequency has an associated phase sequence due to
the interaction between the electrical rotation of the phases at the fundamental and the frequency of the harmonic [33].
For a positive-sequence fundamental (h = 1), the associated harmonic sequences are
+ for h = 4, 7, 10, . . .
− for h = 2, 5, 8, . . .
0 for h = 3, 6, 9, . . .
Zero-sequence harmonics are also known as “triple N” or “triplen” harmonics because they lie at the multiples of the
number of phases N (in this case N = 3). This dissertation presents three-phase harmonic device equivalent circuits
which properly model these characteristic harmonic sequences.
3.3.3 Nonlinear Device Behavior
Nonlinear devices, including rectifiers which serve DC loads, are challenging to model in the frequency domain as





in which I1 is the current magnitude at the fundamental frequency and h is the harmonic order [30,59,60]. For single-
phase loads, Ih is nonzero only for odd valued h, while for three-phase loads, Ih is nonzero only for odd, non-triplen
harmonics (h = 5, 7, 11, 13, . . .). Unfortunately, the 1/h approximation poorly models modern rectifiers [61–64].
This has led to the development of analytical and empirical injection spectra for specific types of rectifiers [65, 66].
Whether empirical or analytical, fixed injection currents work well for design studies because they can be adjusted
to represent a worst-case scenario. However, fixed injection spectra are ill suited for efficiency studies because they
• Do not accurately model constant power or ZIP loads under changing voltage conditions [19, 65],
• Do not capture harmonic current attenuation due to phase cancellation or voltage distortion [66–69], and
• Do not allow direct estimation of converter losses [19].
In particular, fixed injection spectra tend to overestimate higher order harmonics in power systems. Since higher order
harmonics contribute disproportionately to transformer losses, this practice results in an overestimate of system loss.
A more accurate approach is to dynamically update the injection current in the frequency domain with respect to
changes in the system voltage. This can either be done directly in the frequency domain using Fourier analysis [66] or
indirectly by solving a time-domain representation of the rectifier circuit and computing the harmonic currents via a
Fourier transform [19, 60, 65]. Either approach introduces significant computational burden and numerical instability
compared with the use of a fixed injection spectrum. Therefore, the design of an HPF algorithm for efficiency analysis
is faced with a difficult tradeoff between model accuracy and algorithm tractability. The approaches implemented in
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this dissertation differ by device (see Section 3.4), but are all compromises between fixed injection spectra and full
hybrid analysis methods.
3.3.4 Frequency Effects
The operating frequency of power systems equipment has a significant impact on equipment losses. In conventional
HPF studies, the frequency scaling of device inductive and capacitive reactance is taken into account, but series and
shunt resistances are assumed constant. However, these equivalent resistances also depend on frequency due to the
nature of magnetic losses, the skin effect, and the proximity effect.
When time-varying magnetic flux passes through a conductive material, it induces circulating currents, termed
“eddy currents” due to their localized circular behavior [39]. Eddy currents create losses due to the resistance of
the material they pass through. All else being equal, eddy current losses are proportional to both the square of the
frequency f and the square of the magnetic field strength B [30, 33],
PEC ∝ B2f2.
In the machine core, the magnetic field strength is proportional to the applied voltage V . However, the magnetic field
strength in the windings is proportional to the equipment current I . Therefore, core eddy current loss is modeled as a
shunt resistance (PEC ∝ V 2) while winding eddy current loss is modeled as a series resistance (PEC ∝ I2).
In ferromagnetic materials, time-varying magnetic flux causes a second loss, called hysteresis loss, due to the
realignment of the magnetic elements in the material. The rate of this realignment, and by extension the hysteresis
loss, is directly proportional to frequency f [33]. In addition, hysteresis loss is related (nonlinearly) to magnetic field
strength B and the degree of saturation of the material. The equation
PHyst ∝ BSf
provides a reasonable approximation of this relationship, in which the Steinmetz exponent S typically ranges from
approximately 1.5 to 2.5 [33] but may occasionally be larger. Exact computation of hysteresis loss requires detailed
knowledge of the B-H curve of the magnetic material; such information is usually not available for generic build-
ing equipment. As an approximation, machine magnetic cores are assumed linear with Steinmetz exponent S ≈ 2
throughout this dissertation. This allows modeling of core hysteresis loss as a shunt resistance (PHyst ∝ B2 ∝ V 2).
The skin effect is the tendency of time-varying currents to flow near the surface of conductors rather than with a
uniform current density throughout the entire conductor. The result is an increase in the effective conductor resistance.
The effect is negligible at low frequency, but at high frequency, conductor resistance scales with
√
f . Larger conductors
experience the skin effect at lower frequencies. For typical building conductors, the skin effect has little impact at the
fundamental frequency but a significant impact at high-order harmonics. The skin effect is well-studied [70] and a
variety of approximate models are available in the literature [30, 71–75]. Where applicable, this dissertation employs
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a compact ladder circuit model for the skin effect, as described in [75] (see Appendix F).
The proximity effect is the alteration of the current density in multiconductor cables experiencing time-varying cur-
rents due to the distortion of the magnetic fields surrounding the conductors. Like the skin effect, the proximity effect
decreases the apparent cross-sectional area of the conductor, increasing the effective conductor resistance. Modeling
the proximity effect is highly complex and depends strongly on conductor geometry. However, the proximity effect
is, in general, much smaller than the skin effect at power frequencies. For this reason and because it cannot be easily
modeled without detailed knowledge of conductor geometry, the proximity effect is neglected in this dissertation.
3.3.5 Temperature Effects
The resistance of metallic conductors is proportional to temperature according to





T is the conductor temperature,
R is the conductor resistance,
TRef is the reference temperature,
RRef is the conductor resistance at the reference temperature, and
TF is a temperature constant [40, 76].
Temperature constant TF depends on the conductor metal: 234.5 °C for copper, 228.1 °C for hard-drawn aluminum,
or 225.0 °C for aluminum transformer windings [30, 76].5 Over the rated operating range of building wiring (approx-
imately 20–90 °C), conductor resistances may vary as much as 25%. The potential variation is more pronounced for
the windings of dry-type transformers, which may operate at temperature rises of up to 150 °C at full load. Since
resistive (I2R) losses vary directly with conductor resistance, equipment temperature should be considered to ensure
an accurate loss calculation.
In conventional power systems analysis, branch impedances and the Ỹ matrix are fixed, that is, conventional studies
do not employ temperature correction. Instead, branch resistances are calculated according to pre-defined (typically
worst case) temperature scenarios.6 For efficiency analysis, however, a better temperature estimate is desirable because
it allows a more accurate estimate of device losses.
The well-known thermal resistance model of Figure 3.6 sufficiently represents the thermal behavior of many power
systems apparatus [30]. In a thermal resistance model, the device temperature rise is linearly proportional to steady-
state heat flow out of the device, that is, the device loss. The ratio of steady-state temperature rise to loss is the thermal
5It can be shown algebraically that (3.15) is identical to the temperature correction equation R = RRef [1 + α(TRef − T )] discussed in [30].
However, unlike TF , the correct value of α depends on the reference temperature: α = 1/(TRef + TF ).
6For example, to be conservative in design calculations, it is common practice to use the highest rated operating temperature (highest resistance)
for voltage drop calculations but the lowest ambient temperature (lowest resistance) for fault analysis studies.
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Figure 3.6: Thermal resistance model for power systems apparatus. Temperature rise is directly proportional to heat









TRise is the device temperature rise above ambient,
PLoss is the total loss within the device,
TRise-Rated is the rated (or reference) device temperature rise, and
PLoss-Rated is the corresponding rated (or reference) device loss [30].
Conductor temperature T equals the ambient temperature TAmb plus the conductor temperature rise TRise over ambi-
ent. Therefore, by rearranging (3.16),






With appropriate parameter selection and algebraic manipulation, (3.15) and (3.17) encompass the majority of thermal
models discussed in the IEEE and NEMA standards for analysis of power systems and equipment [26, 30, 76, 77];
see [78] and [79] in Appendix F for a more complete development.
Since PLoss is typically a function of conductor resistance, (3.15) and (3.17) provide a set of nonlinear equations
that fully describes the thermal behavior of power systems apparatus. This nonlinear system may be solved directly
via temperature dependent power flow [78] or indirectly using an iterative update procedure [19]. In the latter case, Ỹ
is fixed for any given execution of the HPF algorithm, but is updated after each HPF solution such that the procedure
converges to the correct temperature state of the system. The direct approach is more efficient [78]. However, because
the relevant equations are highly nonlinear, the iterative update procedure is better suited for optimization formulations.
The update procedure implemented in this dissertation is as follows:
1. Specify TAmb for each device and initialize operating temperature T = TAmb.
2. Update device conductor resistances using (3.15).
3. Recompute the device branch or ZIP model parameters.
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Table 3.3: Device models for commercial building distribution equipment, sources, and loads.
Category Model Examples
Branch
Cable Cable, bus duct
Transformer Distribution transformer
Source
Fixed Voltage Source Utility interconnection, synchronous generator
Fixed Power Source Photovoltaic array, wind turbine, fuel cell
Load
Static Linear Load Heating coils, capacitor bank
Rotating Linear Load Induction motor
Passive Rectifier Load Switching power supply, electronic lamp ballast
Fixed Power Load Variable frequency motor drive
Converter Active Converter Inverter
4. Execute the HPF algorithm to obtain an estimate of the system state.
5. Using the estimated system state, compute PLoss for the device.
6. Compute a new estimate for T using (3.17).
7. If T has converged within tolerance, stop. Otherwise, return to 2.
3.4 Device Models
As with any complex system, modeling electrical power systems for efficiency analysis requires a degree of com-
promise between model accuracy and tractability. High precision models for building sources, loads, and distribution
equipment are available in the engineering literature [33], but these models are complex and require highly specific de-
vice data that is often unavailable for generic building equipment. The use of such models often requires assumptions
that degrade model accuracy such that any increased precision from the model complexity is offset by uncertainty
in the data. Conversely, conventional power flow models are simple and easy to use, but lack sufficient detail for
performing accurate loss estimation.
One major research outcome of [19] was the development of a set of building load and distribution equipment
models that can reasonably predict equipment losses given a minimum of known device data. This dissertation extends
the work of [19] to a set of nine flexible device models that collectively represent the vast majority of sources, loads,
and other distribution equipment found in building electrical distribution systems (Table 3.3). Each of the models
readily integrates with the modeling framework outlined in Section 3.2. Each model description includes an equivalent
circuit diagram and the set of governing equations for the model. Some models also include additional discussion of
frequency scaling and temperature correction, as appropriate. Appendix A provides parameter estimation techniques



























Figure 3.8: Compact ladder model for power cables which incorporates the skin effect.
3.4.1 Cables
The medium line Π model of Figure 3.7 is the conventional method of modeling power cables in power flow
analysis [30]. The model parameters are specified to yield the correct impedance at the fundamental frequency. Shunt
capacitance C is often omitted for short cables, including most building wiring, because its effect is negligible. The
conventional Π model does not model the skin effect. For small building conductors, the error is negligible, but larger
cables exhibit significant increases in resistance due to the skin effect.
With appropriate parameter selection, the ladder model of Figure 3.8 provides a compact but accurate approxima-
tion of the skin effect across a wide range of frequencies. Compact ladder models of this type were originally proposed
in the communications field [71–74] but have since been extended to power systems analysis [75,80,81]. The model is
valid for either time- or frequency-domain analysis. Reference [75], available in Appendix F, provides a full treatment
of this model.























Similarly, ladder inductances Li must be selected to yield the correct low-frequency internal inductance of a circular



















External inductance LExt is then selected such that the total cable reactance XRef is correct at some reference fre-





in which XL (ωRef) is the internal reactance of the ladder computed at reference radian frequency ωRef . Optimal
values of kR and kL may be computed for any desired frequency range [75]; kR = 3.51 and kL = 3.27 are used in
this dissertation. For cable sizes typically found in buildings, this selection of kR and kL provides a highly accurate
skin effect model from DC to beyond 3.0 kHz (h = 50).
Figure 3.8 is valid for per-phase, positive- or negative-sequence analysis of three-phase electrical networks. How-
ever, single-phase and zero-sequence three-phase models must also include the neutral impedance, as illustrated in
Figure 3.9. The zero sequence model applies for triplen harmonics; see Section 3.3.2. Like the ladder for the phase
conductor, the ladder for the neutral conductor is determined from (3.19)–(3.22). (If the phase and neutral conductors
are identical, then the ladders will also be identical.) LExt must reflect the increased reactance of the circuit in the
presence of a neutral impedance, if any.


























Figure 3.9: Single-phase and zero sequence compact ladder model for power cables. α = 1 for single-phase cables
and α = 3 for three-phase cables.




















in which α = 1 for single-phase cables and α = 3 for three-phase cables.
The resistance of cables is a function of temperature and cable losses as described in Section 3.3.5. To correct for
temperature effects, the cable DC resistance RDC must be updated after each HPF solution according to the procedure










is the equivalent series resistance of the cable at each harmonic h. After each update to RDC, the
ladder parameters must also be recalculated to reflect the resistance change.
3.4.2 Transformers
In power flow analysis, transformers are typically modeled using the equivalent circuit of Figure 3.10 [30, 40].
Series resistancesRP andRS model the primary and secondary resistive and stray load losses while the shunt resistance
RC models the core loss. For power flow analysis, modelers often employ one or more of the following simplifications:
• Reflect the secondary series impedance to the primary and lump all series impedances together,
• Neglect the shunt branch, or
• Neglect the series resistance.








Figure 3.10: Conventional transformer equivalent circuit model.
ϕ
N
RW REC ROSL LEQ
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Figure 3.11: Transformer equivalent Π circuit model, including separation of frequency-dependent resistance. Valid
for single-phase, three-phase positive-sequence, or three-phase negative-sequence operation.
RW is the winding copper loss equivalent resistance,
REC is the winding eddy current loss equivalent resistance,
ROSL is the other stray load loss equivalent resistance,
RC is the core loss equivalent resistance,
LEQ is the equivalent winding series inductance,
LM is the magnetizing inductance, and
a is the transformer turns ratio.
This model is an adjustment of the conventional transformer model which conforms to the equivalent Π branch circuit
template presented in Section 3.2.1. Major differences include
1. The reflection of the primary side series impedance to the transformer secondary,
2. The combination of primary and secondary series impedances into one element,
3. The division of the core branch into equal portions which connect on either side of the series impedance, and
4. The separation of the series resistance (the combination of RP and RS) into RW, REC, and ROSL, which
represent winding copper loss, winding eddy current loss, and other stray loss, respectively.
Figure 3.11 is valid for single-phase, three-phase positive-sequence, and three-phase negative-sequence operation.
For three-phase transformers, the turns ratio a : 1 must include any phase shift due to the transformer connections.















Figure 3.12: Zero-sequence equivalent circuit models for three-phase transformers. All Y connections are grounded.
between the primary and secondary terminals. By convention, the high side positive-sequence voltage and current lead
the low side by 30° and the negative-sequence high side voltage and current lag the low side by 30°.
For three-phase zero-sequence operation, including at triplen harmonics, the transformer equivalent circuit changes
according to the transformer connections (Figure 3.12). The core Π branch, represented by Z̃T in Figure 3.12, is the
same as in the positive- and negative-sequence model. However, the surrounding zero-sequence equivalent circuit
depends on the connection type:
Y–Y The equivalent impedance includes three times both the primary neutral impedance Z̃NP and the secondary
neutral impedance Z̃NS.
Y–∆ From the primary (Y) side, the transformer behaves as a shunt element to ground and includes three times the
primary neutral impedance Z̃NP in series with the Π branch. From the secondary (∆) side, the transformer
behaves as an open circuit.
∆–Y From the primary (∆) side, the transformer behaves as an open circuit. From the secondary (Y) side, the
transformer behaves as a shunt element to ground and includes three times the secondary neutral impedance
Z̃NS in series with the Π branch.
∆–∆ The transformer behaves as an open circuit from both the primary and secondary sides.
These equivalent circuits assume grounded Y connections; any ungrounded Y connections (infinite Z̃NP or Z̃NS)
appear as open circuits in the zero-sequence model. Reference [40] provides a complete treatment of sequence models
for three-phase transformers.
In the conventional transformer model, the resistances RP, RS, and RC are assumed constant, independent of
frequency and temperature. Distribution transformers under harmonic load, however, present significantly different
equivalent resistance at various harmonic frequencies [77]. Moreover, the various types of load losses scale differently
with both frequency and temperature. Splitting the equivalent series resistance into RW, REC, and ROSL allows an
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independent treatment of each type of transformer load loss.
RW models the transformer winding resistive loss, or “copper” loss. Although the winding resistance scales with
frequency due to the skin effect, the effects of frequency on the other load losses are much more pronounced in
transformer sizes used in buildings [33]. Therefore, RW may be assumed constant with respect to frequency with
negligible error.
REC models winding eddy current loss, that is, load loss caused by eddy currents induced in the transformer




ROSL models other stay loss, that is, loss due to stray magnetic flux in the structural components of the transformer.
Other stray loss also scales with frequency, but to a lesser extent than winding eddy current loss. This is because
the skin effect prevents the stray magnetic flux from fully penetrating the steel of the transformer structure at high
frequencies [77]. Equivalent resistance due to other stray loss at harmonic frequencies may be approximated by using
a scaling coefficient of 0.8 [77],
ROSLh = h
0.8ROSL1 . (3.29)
Transformer core loss and magnetizing current are much more difficult to analyze for frequency dependence be-
cause saturation introduces a nonlinear characteristic to the core behavior. For economic reasons, transformers are
designed such that their cores approach saturation under normal operating conditions. If voltage distortion causes
peak voltage to rise above the saturation point of the B-H curve of the transformer core, then disproportionately large
magnetizing currents and core losses result [82]. In such situations, linearity and superposition no longer apply [83,84].
This complicates the construction of transformer equivalent circuit models at harmonic frequencies.
Several methods for modeling the saturation of transformer cores have been proposed [33, 82, 83, 85]. However,
all require knowledge of the transformer B-H characteristic and are therefore impractical for cases in which this
characteristic is unavailable, such as in the creation of general purpose models. An alternative is to assume linearity
and accept the resulting modeling error. If the voltage distortion is small and saturation effects are not pronounced,
this error is small [33]. In typical building systems, voltage distortion from DC loads tends to flatten peak voltages,
which reduces transformer saturation as load increases. Thus, in the absence of detailed information, linearity is a
reasonable assumption for distribution transformer cores in buildings.
Assuming linearity, eddy current loss is proportional to both the square of the frequency and the square of magnetic
flux density in the core. However, for a given voltage, the maximum flux density in the core is inversely proportional
to frequency [33]. The inverse frequency dependence of the maximum flux density counters the direct frequency
dependence of the eddy current loss,
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GC-ECh ≈ GC-EC1 , (3.30)
in which GC-ECh is the core conductance due to eddy current loss at harmonic h. The effect is similar for hysteresis




in which GC-Hysth is the core conductance due to hysteresis loss at harmonic h and S ≈ 2 is the Steinmetz exponent
[33]. Given (3.30)–(3.31), it is reasonable to approximate RC as a constant because
1. Harmonic voltages are small compared to the fundamental, and therefore core losses at harmonic frequencies
are negligible compared to core loss at the fundamental frequency.
2. The relative breakdown of core loss between eddy current and hysteresis is not generally available. However, at
harmonic frequencies the hysteresis loss represented by GCore-Hyst decays rapidly, leaving only the frequency-
independent component GCore-EC.
3. Even under large levels of harmonic current distortion, distribution system harmonic voltage magnitudes tend
to be small beyond the first few harmonics. Therefore, the relevant range of h is small.
Together, these observations suggest that a simplified harmonic model for the core loss will have little impact on the
computation of the overall transformer loss.
Given all these frequency effects, the equivalent Π circuit parameters for the single-phase, three-phase positive
sequence, and three-phase negative sequence transformer models are























0° Single-phase, Y–Y, or ∆–∆,
+30° Y–∆ or ∆–Y and h = 1, 4, 7, . . . (+ sequence),
−30° Y–∆ or ∆–Y and h = 2, 5, 8, . . . (− sequence).
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It is customary to change per-unit voltage bases across a transformer such that the magnitude of a equals one. At









in which Z̃NPh and Z̃
NS
h are primary and secondary grounding impedances, respectively. All other three-phase trans-
former types are instead modeled as a constant impedance load at both the primary and secondary buses for zero-





















Transformers are exclusively AC devices and cannot be included in the DC network.
Like cable losses, transformer losses depend on temperature. Transformer winding resistance RW is directly
temperature dependent and may be corrected using (3.15). Establishing the correct reference temperature is impor-
tant; transformer winding resistance (or, equivalently, load loss) is usually specified at rated transformer temperature
rise above rated ambient. Transformer stray load losses vary inversely with temperature [26]. Therefore, REC and
ROSL must be decreased with increasing temperature. Because stray load loss is the result of induced current in the
transformer structure and other surrounding conductive materials, (3.15) cannot be applied directly. Instead, standard
practice is to use the inverse of the correction factor for the winding resistance,




in which RStray represents either REC or ROSL. RC is not temperature corrected. All temperature-dependent trans-
former resistances must be updated after each HPF solution according to the procedure outlined in Section 3.3.5.
3.4.3 Fixed Voltage Sources
The electric utility is best modeled as a fixed voltage source, typically with a finite source impedance. The Thévenin
equivalent circuit for a fixed voltage source may be converted to a Norton equivalent circuit (Figure 3.13) using
the relationships ĨNo = ṼTh/Z̃Th and Z̃No = Z̃Th. The ZIP current injections are nonzero only at the frequency
corresponding to the type of voltage source (h = 0 for DC or h = 1 for AC). For an AC source, the current is modeled



























Figure 3.14: Fixed power source model connected via power electronics converter.
in which θNo is the angle of current ĨNo.
Often, the utility data provided consists of rated voltage V , short circuit current availability ISC, and the utility





















3.4.4 Fixed Power Sources
Distributed generation sources are modeled as fixed power sources connected to the network via a power electron-
ics interface, as shown in Figure 3.14. This flexible model covers a wide range of distributed generation scenarios;
a common example is a photovoltaic array connected via a grid-tie inverter or DC-DC converter. The DC and fun-
damental frequency AC ZIP source models for a fixed power source consist only of a constant power branch with
Ph = POut, with h = 0 for DC or h = 1 for AC. IEEE Standard 1547 [36] prohibits most distributed generators from
providing voltage control when connected to the utility. Therefore, fixed power sources are modeled with Q1 = 0.
Conversion losses for fixed power sources are modeled as a quadratic function of converter loading such that
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Figure 3.15: Measured and fitted efficiency data for GE Energy GEPVb-2500 inverter. The fitted per-unit loss parame-
ters are α = 0.0112, β = 0.0209, and γ = 0.0234. Measured data was obtained from the publicly available California
Energy Commission inverter test database [37].
POut = PIn − α− βPIn − γP 2In,
in which α, β, and γ are parameters for the quadratic loss model; this model is a simplification of the inverter perfor-
mance model developed in [86]. Parameters α, β, and γ may be determined empirically using a linear least squares
fit given a set of known input powers PIn and corresponding output powers POut. The fit obtained is typically quite
good. For example, Figure 3.15 compares the measured and fitted efficiency for a typical grid-tie inverter.
Power electronics converters connected to DG sources generally inject negligible harmonic current in order to
comply with IEEE Standard 519 [31]. The fixed power source model therefore omits harmonic current injections; the
ZIP source model is an open circuit at each harmonic frequency.
3.4.5 Static Linear Loads
Static (non-rotating) linear loads, such as heating coils, are modeled using the RL series circuit of Figure 3.16 [30].
Resistance R and inductance L are fixed such that the load consumes rated power at rated voltage. No temperature or
frequency corrections are applied to the load resistance.7
This model corresponds to a ZIP load with a constant impedance branch only. At each harmonic, the ZIP parame-
ters for the model are
7Although the resistance of incandescent lighting does exhibit significant temperature dependence [13], incandescent lighting represents a negligible















in which ωh is the harmonic radian frequency and ωhL = Xh is the series reactance of the circuit at harmonic h. For














No zero-sequence current can flow in ∆-connected and ungrounded Y-connected static loads, so such loads are mod-
eled as an open circuit for triplen harmonics.
Partitioning the power consumed in static loads into useful power and losses is somewhat arbitrary. In this disserta-
tion, the static load model assumes 100% electrical energy efficiency at the fundamental frequency; this is a reasonable
approximation for heating loads. Conversely, the model assumes no useful power transfer at harmonic frequencies; all
power consumed at harmonic frequencies is treated as loss.
3.4.6 Rotating Linear Loads
Induction motors comprise the vast majority of directly connected rotating load in commercial buildings [19].
Therefore, this dissertation treats all rotating loads as induction motors. Synchronous motors are not modeled, while
universal motors are approximated as static loads.
Figure 3.17 displays a slightly modified version of the classic induction motor equivalent circuit model in which
R1 is the stator winding resistance,
R2 is the rotor winding resistance,








Figure 3.17: Fundamental frequency induction motor equivalent circuit model including stray load loss.
RStray is the stray load loss equivalent resistance,
RLoad is the (slip-dependent) equivalent load resistance,
L1 is the stator winding inductance,
L2 is the rotor winding inductance, and
LM is the magnetizing inductance.
The classic model lumpsRStray withRLoad [30,39,87]. However, explicitly modelingRStray allows a full segregation
of all electromagnetic motor losses: stator and rotor winding copper losses inR1 andR2, respectively, magnetic (core)
loss in RC, and stray load loss in RStray [19, 79]. (Mechanical losses are independent of the electrical power system
performance and are therefore lumped into RLoad.)
In the induction motor equivalent circuit, the load resistance is a function of motor slip such that




Motor slip s is, in turn, a nonlinear function of voltage. For constant torque loads, slip is proportional to the inverse
of the voltage magnitude squared [33, 79]. The resulting equivalent impedance model for the motor is also nonlinear
and non-polynomial—both undesirable features for power flow and optimization models. This dissertation imple-
ments a more tractable alternative: an empirical fit of the ZIP model coefficients to the nonlinear motor impedance
characteristic. Reference [79] in Appendix F describes this approach.
At harmonic frequencies, an induction motor has zero steady-state mechanical power output and therefore RLoad
is also zero (Figure 3.18). This is analogous to the locked rotor condition. Typically, the impedance of the core branch
is much greater than the harmonic rotor impedance and therefore may be neglected [33,88]. The result is the simplified
series equivalent circuit of Figure 3.19(a), in which both Rh and Lh are functions of frequency [79]. For three-phase
motors, the zero-sequence harmonic equivalent circuit also includes three times the grounding impedance of the motor
(Figure 3.19(b)). Most three-phase induction motors have either ∆ or ungrounded Y connections and therefore appear
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Figure 3.19: Simplified harmonic models for induction motors: (a) single-phase, three-phase positive-sequence, or
three-phase negative-sequence and (b) three-phase zero-sequence.
The harmonic behavior of induction motors is highly dependent on motor design [33]. However, several approxi-
mate frequency scaling methods for Rh and Lh have been proposed [79]. This dissertation uses the empirical formula
developed by Cummings [88], in which
Rh ≈ h0.6 (R1 +R2 +RStray) ,
Lh ≈ h−0.2 (L1 + L2) .









This method produces a conservatively high estimate of harmonic losses compared to other scaling methods but has
the advantage of simplicity. Low order harmonic losses in voltage-fed induction motors are typically small compared
to fundamental frequency losses, so the error caused by uncertainty in the harmonic model is negligible unless voltage


















Figure 3.20: Passive rectifier circuit models: (a) single-phase and (b) three-phase.
As with other electric machines, induction motor losses are a function of temperature. The stator and rotor resis-
tances R1 and R2 may be corrected for temperature using (3.15) and the procedure outlined in Section 3.3.5; see [79]
in Appendix F for details.
3.4.7 Passive Rectifier Loads
Passive diode rectifiers provide AC/DC conversion for switching power supplies, electronic lamp ballasts, variable
speed motor drives, and a variety of other DC loads. Diode rectifiers are best analyzed in the time domain using
the well-known equivalent circuit models of Figure 3.20. Diode rectifiers—in particular single-phase rectifiers—
are notorious for their historically high harmonic distortion and poor power factor [30, 64, 66]. However, rectifier









Constant current model: Iload(t) = Constant
Constant power model: Vload(t) · Iload(t) = Constant
Figure 3.21: Simplified rectifier model.
The simplified circuit of Figure 3.21 adequately represents both single-phase and three-phase diode rectifiers op-
erating at steady state. For a single-phase rectifier, voltage
Vrect (t) = |Vin (t)| , (3.35)
while for three-phase rectifiers, Vrect matches whichever line-to-line voltage is greatest,
Vrect (t) = max {|VAB (t)| , |VBC (t)| , |VCA (t)|} . (3.36)
A general analysis of this circuit’s operation is a staple of power electronics texts [60, 89]. The scientific literature
regarding diode rectifiers, for instance [61, 65, 66, 90–93], focuses overwhelmingly on harmonic current spectra and
power quality. Accordingly, most published analysis makes two simplifying assumptions:
1. The rectifier’s DC output is modeled as either a constant voltage or a constant impedance, and
2. Ideal (lossless) diode, inductor, and capacitor models are assumed.
Although these assumptions are sufficient for predicting worst-case harmonic current injections, neither holds true for
practical rectifiers. The DC output is best approximated as a constant power load or occasionally as a constant current
load [13, 65], while practical circuit elements include parasitic losses which degrade rectifier efficiency and dampen
the injected harmonic currents.
Figure 3.22 expands the ideal rectifier model to include the effects of lossy diodes, inductors, and capacitors. Each
power diode is modeled as an ideal diode in series with threshold voltage VD and series resistance RD [60, 94]. A
discussion of practical inductors and capacitors is absent from most academic literature regarding diode rectifiers, but
adequate models may be gleaned from industry application notes and manufacturers’ data sheets [95–97]. The induc-
tor model includes parasitic resistance RL to model winding loss; parasitic capacitance and core loss conductance are
omitted because they are negligible at low frequency. Similarly, the capacitor model includes equivalent series resis-
tance RESR and leakage resistance Rleak, but omits any parasitic series inductance. Appendix A provides estimation

















Figure 3.22: Non-ideal rectifier model suitable for efficiency analysis.
Diode rectifier efficiency is most easily analyzed by estimating rectifier losses for a given operating condition.


















The first integral in (3.37) is the average rectifier current, IDC, while the second is the square of the RMS value of the





Similarly, inductor loss PL = RLI2RMS. Neglecting Rleak (which is typically very large compared with the capacitor




Assuming a near-constant output voltage, IDC ≈ Iload, an approximate expression for total rectifier loss is









Given a harmonic spectrum and an estimate for IDC, (3.38) yields a reasonably accurate estimate of rectifier losses
without requiring a full simulation.8
There are several established techniques for adapting time domain rectifier models for frequency domain power
flow analysis [19, 33]. These include:
• Fixed injection spectrum—The simplest but least accurate technique is to model the rectifier using a fixed har-
monic injection spectrum. Power electronics texts [60] and industry standards [30, 31] use the ideal rectifier
spectrum, Ih = I1/h, as a benchmark, but this spectrum usually underestimates the harmonic distortion of
8Confer [5], which uses a similar approach to estimate the conduction losses of active converters.
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practical passive rectifiers. More accurate alternatives include using published harmonic data, such as in [63],
or spectra derived from rectifier simulation under fixed input voltage conditions. Fixed injection spectra do not
account for changing voltage conditions or the attenuation and diversity effects [66, 68] and generally will not
yield the correct output power for a constant power DC load.
• Time domain analysis—For small systems, the entire system may be modeled directly in the time domain and
solved using circuit simulation software [33], such as PSIM [98] or EMTP [99]. However, such analysis is
computationally expensive and unsuitable for large networks.
• Frequency domain analysis—Several published analyses [65,66,92] compute rectifier harmonics analytically in
the frequency domain via Fourier analysis. The advantage of frequency domain analysis is that no simulation
is required and input voltage effects can be incorporated directly. However, the calculus required to compute
the Fourier coefficients is mathematically challenging, so such techniques usually use idealized component
models and require simplifying assumptions. When practical component models are introduced, the differential
equations and associated integrals lack a known closed form solution and instead must be solved numerically at
considerable computational expense.
• Hybrid analysis—A fourth option is hybrid time and frequency domain analysis, in which time domain rectifier
simulations are iterated with frequency domain HPF [100]. Forward and inverse fast Fourier transforms (FFT)
provide translation between the two domains: the HPF results provide a voltage waveform for time domain sim-
ulation, while the simulation results produce a current injection spectrum for HPF. Iterations continue until the
harmonic injection spectrum converges. The hybrid approach provides the greatest theoretical accuracy because
the injection currents are exact for any given voltage conditions. However, the procedure is very computationally
intensive and can exhibit numerical instability for certain models and voltage conditions [19].
This dissertation implements a meta-model alternative to hybrid analysis: harmonic current injections for diode
rectifiers are modeled as a piecewise linear function of total harmonic voltage distortion (THDV). Both the accuracy
and computational burden this approach lie between a fixed injection spectrum and hybrid analysis. To create the
model, the rectifier is first simulated at various levels of voltage distortion by varying the source impedance (typically
with a fixedX/R ratio). Each simulation yields one data point consisting of a THDV value and its associated harmonic
spectrum. Given a table of the simulation results, the harmonic current magnitudes and angles for an arbitrary THDV
may be calculated by interpolation. After the initial development of the interpolation table via simulation, the technique
requires minimal computational effort.
Use of this modeling approach in HPF requires the following iterative procedure:
1. Initialize the harmonic currents based on an estimate of system THDV.
2. Solve the HPF using the most recent current injection estimate.
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3. Compute THDV at the rectifier terminals.
4. Update the estimate of harmonic current injections.
5. If converged, stop. Otherwise, return to step 2.
Changes to THDV, total harmonic current distortion (THDI), or rectifier input power provide better convergence
criteria than individual harmonic current magnitudes, particularly since higher order harmonic currents can be very
sensitive to small changes in the input voltage profile.
This piecewise linear model can be further refined by applying several corrections:
• The fundamental frequency current of a constant power load varies inversely with voltage. For such loads, I1
should be adjusted such that I1V1 is constant, with the remaining harmonic magnitudes scaled proportionally.
• In general, THDI for diode rectifiers scales directly with voltage. Therefore, the harmonic current magnitudes
should be scaled directly with voltage (after any correction for a constant power load characteristic).9
• All injection currents should be adjusted to maintain a fixed angle with respect to the fundamental frequency
voltage. For harmonic currents, this implies adjustment of θh by the correction factor hδ1, where δ1 is the
fundamental frequency voltage angle.
Even given these corrections, harmonic current injections computed via interpolation are only approximate: nonlinear
effects and differences in voltage wave shapes may cause the rectifier current to deviate from its estimated character-
istic. In testing, however, the technique performs quite well—only slightly inferior to the hybrid approach.
The rectifier meta-model displayed in Figure 3.23 provides a good example of the performance of the piecewise
linear interpolation technique. This rectifier uses a capacitor filter only and closely approximates the behavior of the
CFL analyzed in [63]. The model parameters are
VD = 0.8 V, RD = 0.25 Ω, L = 0.8 H, RD = 0 Ω,
C = 3.3 µF, RESR = 64.3 Ω, Rleak =∞, Pout = 12.5 W.
The meta-model was generated by simulating the rectifier as the only load connected to a 230 V, 50 Hz AC source
with X/R = 5. The total source impedance was varied to achieve different levels of THDV.10
This rectifier was simulated and modeled via HPF for several test cases (Table 3.4). In each test, the rectifier
connects to a voltage source via a fixed impedance. No other loads are present in the test. To obtain the HPF results,
the rectifier injection currents are initialized for THDV = 0 and updated via interpolation at each iteration until THDV
converges. The HPF equations included odd harmonics up to h = 25. As shown in Table 3.4, the HPF algorithm tends
9For a constant power load, this implies that the fundamental current magnitude scales inversely with voltage, but the harmonic magnitudes actually
remain constant.
10The zigzag artifact for θ11 in the model reveals the limitations of using interpolation for current angles. For higher order harmonics, small changes
in THDV often correspond to large changes in current angle. Since the interpolations are performed between nearest angles on the unit circle,
if changes of greater than 180 deg between consecutive data points will cause the intermediate angles to interpolate incorrectly—the short way
around the circle rather than the long way. Such artifacts can be mitigated by collecting more data points (via more simulations). However, this is
not usually necessary, since higher order harmonics are usually greatly attenuated in situations where the artifacts occur.
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Figure 3.23: Modeled performance for CFL as a function of THDV: (a) current magnitudes and THDI, (b) current
angles for h = 1, 3, 5, and (c) current angles for h = 7, 9, 11.
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Table 3.4: Test case data for Table 3.5.
Test Source Characteristics THDV (%)
Case Voltage (V) Impedance (Ω) X/R Simulated Computed via HPF
1 230 11.53 5 1.8 2.2
2 220 3.84 5 0.6 0.7
3 240 30.76 5 4.0 4.6
4 230 26.66 1 2.9 3.5
5 230 18.87 20 3.1 3.5
6 215 2.27 10 3.7 4.5
Table 3.5: Performance of rectifier meta-model for a CFL.
Test THDI (%) Input Power (W) Conversion Loss (W)
Case Simulated Modeled Error Simulated Modeled Error Simulated Modeled Error
1 124.5 127.4 -2.32% 13.11 13.13 -0.17% 0.61 0.60 0.62%
2 107.8 108.7 -0.90% 13.06 13.04 -0.16% 0.56 0.53 5.16%
3 131.3 132.1 -0.62% 13.04 13.06 -0.16% 0.54 0.52 3.34%
4 127.8 132.4 -3.60% 13.13 13.08 0.40% 0.63 0.62 2.68%
5 136.6 133.3 2.43% 13.19 13.20 -0.08% 0.69 0.62 10.26%
6 103.0 103.5 -0.50% 13.06 13.03 0.29% 0.56 0.53 6.86%
to converge to slightly higher levels of voltage distortion than the simulation, possibly due to the h = 25 cutoff.
Table 3.5 provides the performance results from the tests. Losses are estimated using (3.38) with IDC approximated
as a piecewise function of THDV. In all cases, the interpolated injection spectrum yields results very similar to the
full simulation. Visual inspection of the current waveforms obtained from interpolation (not shown) confirmed that
the interpolated spectrum closely approximates the simulation results across all tests.
3.4.8 Fixed Power Loads
The fixed power load model, Figure 3.24, models an arbitrary load that delivers constant output power regardless
of the input voltage. Typically, such loads connect to the network via power electronics converters. This model is
therefore well suited for switching power supplies with active power factor correction (PFC). As regulatory concerns
over harmonic current injections increase, such supplies have become the standard for new electronic devices.
Like the fixed power source, the fixed power load models converter losses as a quadratic function of the converter
loading. However, for computational convenience, the loss function is written with respect to the output power rather
than input power,




















θh − δ1 = Constant
Figure 3.25: Illustration of assumptions for harmonic current injections for AC-connected fixed power loads.
Appropriate values for α, β, and γ may be determined empirically. The DC ZIP load model for a fixed power load
consists only of a constant power branch with P0 = PIn. The fundamental frequency AC ZIP load model includes
both constant power P1 = PIn and, if applicable, a nonzero reactive power consumption Q1.
Even with active PFC, AC-connected fixed power loads may inject harmonic currents into the network. However,
given the wide variety of active PFC technologies, developing a universally applicable, high-fidelity injection current
model is impractical [19]. The use of typical injection spectra is a lower fidelity alternative. This dissertation makes
two assumptions regarding the harmonic injections of fixed power loads:
1. The harmonic current magnitudes have fixed ratios relative to the fundamental frequency current magnitude,
that is, THDI is constant, and
2. The harmonic current angles are fixed relative to the fundamental frequency voltage angle.
Figure 3.25 illustrates these assumptions.
Let ψ̃h = ψDh + jψ
Q
h represent the normalized current injected at harmonic h, that is, the current injected for










Figure 3.26: Active power electronics converter.








ψDh ∠δ1 + ψ
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Under this definition, the harmonic current injection spectrum depends on the fundamental frequency power. There-
fore, the spectrum must be updated within the HPF algorithm, either by
1. Recomputing the injection spectrum after performing the fundamental frequency power flow, or by
2. Iteratively updating the injection spectrum between complete runs of the HPF algorithm until convergence.
While the former approach is more efficient, the latter approach is necessary when the HPF algorithm solves all
frequencies simultaneously, as is the case for the optimization algorithm developed in Chapter 6.
3.4.9 Active Converters
Active converters provide the paths for power flow between the AC and DC networks. Figure 3.26 displays the
active converter model conceptually. Depending on the sense of the input and output connections, an active converter
may be a controlled rectifier, an inverter, or a DC-DC converter. The model is unidirectional; devices capable of
bidirectional power flow are modeled as pairs of active converters with complementary connections.
In the active converter model, output power POut is an independent variable allowed to assume any value within
the power limits of the converter. Input power PIn is a function of output power and uses the same quadratic loss
model as fixed power loads,




Inverters serving AC islands may also supply reactive power at the fundamental frequency, within limits.
Modern inverters rarely supply real or reactive power at harmonic frequencies.11 Grid-connected inverters supply
little to no harmonic current in compliance with IEEE Standards 519 and 1547 [31, 36]. Inverters serving AC islands,
on the other hand, are required to sink harmonic currents in order to serve nonlinear loads. Typically, such inverters
filter harmonic currents by fixing the harmonic voltage magnitude to zero at the converter terminals. As a result, the
harmonic power transfer is negligible even though harmonic current is nonzero.
Although sinking excessive harmonic currents in theory degrades inverter efficiency, little data exist for the proper
modeling of harmonic-related internal inverter loss. This dissertation therefore neglects such loss. Instead, stand-alone
inverters are treated as ideal short circuits at harmonic frequencies within relevant current limits. Table 3.6 summarizes
the power and current relationships for the three types of active converters.
11Older model inverters had square or quasi-sinusoidal current waveforms, but newer PWM inverters produce nearly perfect sinusoidal currents.
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Table 3.6: Power and current relationships for active converters.
Input Output
Converter Type Architecture ZIP Load Model Input Power Architecture ZIP Source Model Output Power
Active Rectifier AC P1 = PIn
Q1 = 0
PIn = P1 DC Pmin0 ≤ P0 ≤ Pmax0 POut = P0
Inverter DC P0 = PIn PIn = P0 AC Pmin1 ≤ P1 ≤ Pmax1
Qmin1 ≤ Q1 ≤ Qmax1
0 ≤ Ih ≤ Imaxh , h > 1
POut = P1




You know I’m losin’ sleep, but I’m in too deep.
The power flow equations for mixed AC-DC electrical power systems represent a simple extension of HPF to
include the effects of AC-DC power conversion. However, the conventional form of the power flow equations does
not follow best modeling practice for nonlinear optimization. Therefore, this dissertation presents novel modifications
to the power flow equations that increase model tractability at the expense of dimensionality.
Throughout the remainder of this dissertation, italic font, a, denotes fixed parameters or indices, bold italic font,
a, denotes variables, and calligraphic font, A, denotes sets, as described in Section 1.4. Mathematical quantities are
defined where first introduced. Appendix B also summarizes the notation used here and in Chapter 5.
4.1 Conventional Power Flow Equations
Equations (3.2)–(3.3) describe the behavior of a mixed AC-DC electrical network provided the power injections
include AC-DC power conversion. The systems state variables consist of bus voltage magnitudesV in the DC network,
complex bus voltages Ṽ in the AC network, and converter input and output powers P̌C and P̂C or complex currents
ˇ̃IC and
ˆ̃IC. Most texts express complex voltage in polar coordinates using magnitude V and angle δ [33, 40, 49],
Ṽ = V ∠δ = V (cos δ + j sin δ) .
Conversely, current injections are typically specified in rectangular coordinates, Ĩ = I< + jI=.
4.1.1 Admittance Matrices
The AC admittance matrix Ỹ = G+ jB is derived from the application of Kirchoff’s current law to each general-
ized equivalent Π branch in the AC network. Given the set of all branches ik ∈ BA in the AC network (Section 3.1.1),






































































Aik 6 ϕik : 1
Figure 4.1: AC parameter and variable definitions for branch ik, including both polar and rectangular voltage defini-




































−gSekih sinϕkih + bSekih cosϕkih
)
. (4.4)
Figure 4.1 illustrates the branch parameters and variables used to define the admittance matrix and the power flow
equations for the AC network. Reference [51] in Appendix F presents a more complete development of (4.1)–(4.4).
Similarly, the DC conductance matrix G contains contributions from branches ik ∈ BD in the DC network. The
DC conductance matrix entries follow from their AC counterparts when all admittances are real-valued and all phase



































At each system bus, the net AC complex power injection at each harmonic h is the sum of powers from all



































































Figure 4.2: Relationships for AC power balance at bus i. (Harmonic indices are omitted.)
ĽAi is the set of all ZIP loads which connect to the AC network at bus i,
ĈAi is the set of all converters whose output connects to the AC network at bus i,
ČAi is the set of all converters whose input connects to the AC network at bus i,
P̂ Ssh is the real power supplied by source s at harmonic h,
Q̂Ssh is the reactive power supplied by source s at harmonic h,
P̌ L`h is the real power demanded by load ` at harmonic h,
Q̌L`h is the reactive power demanded by load ` at harmonic h,
P̂Cch is the real power supplied at the output of converter c at harmonic h,
Q̂Cch is the reactive power supplied at the output of converter c at harmonic h,
P̌Cch is the real power demanded at the input of converter c at harmonic h, and
Q̌Cch is the reactive power demanded at the input of converter c at harmonic h.
Sources and converter outputs supply power to the bus (positive power injected), while loads and converter inputs
demand power from the bus (negative power injected). Figure 4.2 illustrates the power balance at each AC bus.














in which ŜDi , ĽDi , ĈDi , and ČDi are sets of DC-connected sources, loads, converter inputs, and converter outputs at bus
i, respectively. There is no reactive power in the DC network.
ZIP source and load power injections are fixed functions of the voltage state at each bus. Partitioning (3.14) into
its real and imaginary components (Table 3.1) yields expressions for the complex power supplied by AC ZIP sources,




sh + Vih cos δihI
S,<
sh + Vih sin δihI
S,=




sh − VihIS,Qsh − Vih cos δihI
S,=







and demanded by loads,




`h + Vih cos δihI
L,<









`h − VihIL,Q`h − Vih cos δihI
L,=
`h + Vih sin δihI
L,<
`h − V 2ihbL`h, (4.13)
in which source s and load ` connect to bus i. Table 3.2 provides equivalent expressions for DC ZIP sources,




s,0 − V 2i,0gSs,0, (4.14)
and loads,









Converter power injections are decision variables rather than functions of voltage.
4.1.3 Harmonic Current Injections
At harmonic frequencies, it is conventional to use the power system current balance equation (3.1) rather than
the power balance equation (3.2) [33]. Use of the current balance representation avoids ambiguity associated with
zero power, since zero power can indicate either zero current magnitude or zero voltage magnitude. (There is no
such ambiguity at the fundamental frequency because the fundamental voltage magnitude is never zero during normal
operation.)
The net real and imaginary harmonic current injection equations at any system bus follow the same format as the






























sh is the complex current supplied by source s at harmonic h,
ǏL,<`h + jǏ
L,=
`h is the complex current demanded by load ` at harmonic h,
ÎC,<ch + jÎ
C,=
ch is the complex current supplied at the output of converter c at harmonic h, and
ǏC,<ch + jǏ
C,=
ch is the complex current demanded at the input of converter c at harmonic h.
As with power, sources and converter outputs supply current to the bus (positive current injected), while loads and
converter inputs demand current from the bus (negative current injected).
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The current injections for a ZIP device are nonlinear because the constant power branch is divided by voltage
magnitude V to yield the injection current(Table 3.1). However, practical devices are very rarely modeled using a
constant power at harmonic frequencies. The device models in this dissertation use only constant absolute current and
constant impedance branches at harmonic frequencies. Therefore, from Table 3.1, the equations
ÎS,<sh = I
S,<
sh − VihgSsh cos δih + VihbSsh sin δih, (4.18)
ÎS,=sh = I
S,=
sh − VihbSsh cos δih − VihgSsh sin δih (4.19)










`h cos δih + Vihg
L
`h sin δih (4.21)
specify the net harmonic current demanded by AC loads. As with converter power injections, converter harmonic
currents are a decision variable.
4.1.4 Power Flow Equations
The complete set of power flow equations for a mixed AC-DC electrical network consists of power balance at
each bus for DC (h = 0) and fundamental frequency AC (h = 1), current balance at each bus for each AC harmonic













Vk,1 (Gik,1 sin (δi,1 − δk,1)−Bik,1 cos (δi,1 − δk,1)) , (4.24)
in which PNeti,1 andQ
Net








Vkh (Gikh sin δkh +Bikh cos δkh) . (4.26)
Converter input-output power relationships follow the form of (3.42) with the input and output power variables
depending on the type of converter:
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Table 4.1: Number of equations and unknowns in mixed AC-DC power flow model.
Harmonic Index h = 0 h = 1 h > 1
(DC) (AC Fundamental) (AC Harmonic)
Equations Real power injection ND NA ·
Reactive power injection · NA ·
Real current injection · · NA(H − 2)
Imaginary current injection · · NA(H − 2)
Converter power CDA + CDD CAD ·
Unknowns Bus voltage magnitude ND NA NA(H − 2)
Bus voltage angle · NA NA(H − 2)
Converter input real power CDA + CDD CAD ·
Converter output real power CAD + CDD CDA ·
Converter output reactive power · CDA ·
Converter output real current · · CDA(H − 2)
Converter output imaginary current · · CDA(H − 2)





















The fundamental frequency reactive power input for active rectifiers (AC-DC converters) is considered zero, while the
fundamental frequency reactive power output of inverters (DC-AC converters) is a decision variable. Consistent with
the models described in Section 3.4.9, converters do not transfer power at harmonic frequencies, although inverters
may sink harmonic currents within specified limits.
Table 4.1 lists the equations and unknown variables in the mixed AC-DC power flow model. In the table,
• ND and NA represent the number of buses in the DC and AC networks, respectively,
• H is the total number of harmonic indices (including DC and the AC fundamental), and
• CAD, CDA, and CDD are the number of AC-DC, DC-AC, and DC-DC converters, respectively.
The total number of equations is
ND + 2NA (H − 1) + C,
in which C = CAD + CDA + CDD is the total number of converters. The total number of unknowns is
ND + 2NA (H − 1) + 2CAD + CDA (1 + 2 (H − 1)) + 2CDD.
Therefore, the system of equations is underdetermined.
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Subtracting the number of equations from the number of unknowns yields CAD + 2CDA(H − 1) + CDD extra
variables, which corresponds exactly to the total number of output variables for the various system converters. To
obtain an exactly determined system of equations, either the converter output power and current or the converter
terminal voltage must be fixed for each converter in the system. Fixing the converter terminal voltage models a
controlled converter: one which provides sufficient power to regulate the bus voltage. Conversely, fixing the converter
power models an uncontrolled converter, for instance, a grid-connected converter which may not provide voltage
regulation. Typically, the harmonic output terminal voltages for controlled converters are fixed to zero while the
harmonic output currents for uncontrolled converters are fixed to zero.
4.2 Modifications to Increase Tractability
The power flow equations (4.22)–(4.27) present difficulties for nonlinear optimization algorithms due to the pres-
ence of trigonometric functions, bilinear terms, and trilinear terms. In addition, it is not possible to insert or remove
system branches in the admittance matrices using binary variables without introducing additional trilinear terms in
(4.22)–(4.24); this hinders the tractability of the equations in an MINLP.
This dissertation introduces two modifications to the power flow equations which increase their tractability in
nonlinear optimization formulations:
1. Partial conversion of AC voltages to rectangular coordinates in order to eliminate trigonometric functions, and
2. Isolation of branch power flows and power injections using auxiliary variables.12
The resulting equations contain only bilinear terms and allow direct access to the real and reactive power contributions
of each system device, facilitating on/off device switching using binary variables.
4.2.1 State Variables
In rectangular coordinates, complex AC voltage Ṽ = E + jF , which allows substitutions
E = V cos δ,
F = V sin δ
(4.28)
in the power flow and harmonic current equations, eliminating trigonometric functions. A full conversion to rectangu-
lar coordinates would also require replacing individual AC voltage magnitude terms V with
V =
√
E2 + F 2
in, for example, the ZIP source and load power injection equations (4.10)–(4.13). However, this introduces unde-
sirable square root functions into the network equations. An alternative is to retain the individual V terms and add
12Auxiliary variables are extra variables which are not required to define the system state, that is, their values depend on the existing voltage states.
In optimization, auxiliary variables are often used to reformulate structurally complicated equations into simpler, more tractable forms.
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supplemental equations of the form
V 2 = E2 + F 2 (4.29)
to enforce the relationship between voltage magnitude V and voltage real and imaginary parts E and F . Equa-
tion (4.29) contains squared terms rather than a square root function and is therefore significantly more tractable for
nonlinear optimization algorithms.
4.2.2 Branch Power Flows
In mixed integer programming, switching constraints of the form x ≤ by are often used to allow a continuous
quantity x to be nonzero only if a binary decision variable y is equal to one [54]. In a distribution system design
problem, switching constraints can, for instance, select whether a particular network branch is present or absent. Use
of switching constraints for branches requires direct access to the power transfer of each branch. However, branch
power flows are not available directly from the conventional power flow equations due to the aggregate nature of the
admittance matrix.
The branch partial admittance matrix equation (3.8) provides the basis for individual branch current and power
transfer relationships. Since branches are not lossless, both current and power must be computed at both ends of each










































































































































































gSeikh cosϕikh − bSeikh sinϕikh
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gSeikh sinϕikh − bSeikh cosϕikh
)






















−gSeikh cosϕikh − bSeikh sinϕikh
)
(EihFkh − FihEkh) . (4.37)
Equation (3.12) provides the basis for the analogous branch current and power transfer expressions for the DC














































4.2.3 Power and Harmonic Current Injections
The expressions for power and harmonic current injections from sources and loads change only in the partial
substitution of voltage terms per (4.28). The AC power injection equations (4.10)–(4.13) become








sh − V 2ihgSsh, (4.42)
Q̂Ssh = Q
S




























`h − V 2ihbL`h. (4.45)
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Similarly, the AC harmonic current injection equations (4.18)–(4.20) become
ÎS,<sh = I
S,<
sh −EihgSsh + FihbSsh, (4.46)
ÎS,=sh = I
S,=













The DC power injections remain unchanged and converter powers and currents remain decision variables.
4.2.4 Modified Power Flow Equations
























































replace the conventional power flow equations (4.23)–(4.22). The sets BA and BD define all AC and DC network
branches, respectively, while the remaining sets and variables are as defined in Section 4.1.2. The power balance
representation requires auxiliary variables for all branch, source, and load powers. Similarly, the harmonic current





































The final system of equations includes
1. Power balance equations (4.50)–(4.52),
2. Current balance equations (4.53)–(4.54),
3. Definitions for branch AC powers (4.34)–(4.37), DC powers (4.40)–(4.41), and harmonic currents (4.30)–
(4.33),
4. Definitions for source and load AC powers (4.42)–(4.45), DC powers (4.14)–(4.15), and harmonic currents
(4.46)–(4.49), and
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5. Auxiliary voltage relationships





The dimension of this system is much larger than the conventional power flow equations due to the presence of the
auxiliary variables. Specifically, the system includes
NA + 2BD + 4BA (H − 1) + SD + 2SA (H − 1) + LD + 2LA (H − 1)
additional variables and equations which define the auxiliary power, current, and voltage relationships, in which
• BD and BA represent the number of branches in the DC and AC networks, respectively,
• SD and SA represent the number of sources in the DC and AC networks, respectively, and
• LD and LA represent the number of loads in the DC and AC networks, respectively.
Despite the large increase in dimension, the modified equations are (i) much more tractable for nonlinear optimization
algorithms and (ii) allow the use of special reformulation techniques for the mixed AC-DC distribution system design
problem (see Chapter 5).
4.3 Solution Procedure
As described in Section 1.2, total mixed AC-DC electrical distribution system loss include energy losses in sources,
loads, branches, and converters. Figure 4.3 illustrates a procedure which computes the system energy efficiency
by aggregating multiple runs of an HPF algorithm. The inner loop of the procedure solves the HPF equations to
convergence for each time period, alternating the solution to the mixed AC-DC HPF equations with updates to the
individual equipment models as described in Section 3.4. The inner loop converges when both the voltage states and
the model parameters have converged. The outer loop of the procedure extracts the system input power, output power,











































Neck ties, contracts, high voltage—Done dirt cheap.
The HPF algorithm developed in Chapter 4 allows precise quantification of system loss for a specific mixed AC-
DC electrical distribution system design. However, it does not provide a structured method of determining the best
system design given a set of design options. This chapter presents an optimization model for selecting a design that
minimizes utility energy supplied to a mixed AC-DC electrical distribution system over a fixed time horizon. The
resulting mathematical programming problem determines a set of optimal design decisions and the solution to the
mixed AC-DC HPF equations corresponding to those design decisions.
In the HPF equations, the losses for individual sources and loads are embedded within the device ZIP models.
Therefore, it is not possible to minimize loss or maximize efficiency directly. Instead, minimization of utility source
energy provides a proxy for the minimization of system energy loss (Figure 5.1). Although the two are not equivalent
per se, they are closely correlated. In particular, if the system output energy demand is inelastic with respect to voltage,
then changes in the net utility source energy consist almost entirely of changes in loss. A design which minimizes
utility source energy is, heuristically, a strong indicator of a design that minimizes total energy loss (maximizes energy
efficiency).
5.1 Problem Scope
This dissertation limits the scope of the mixed AC-DC electricity distribution design problem to the analysis of
total energy consumption in retrofit mixed AC-DC systems. Retrofitting existing buildings with DC networks is one
promising application for mixed AC-DC electrical distribution. DC distribution is compatible with existing AC wiring
systems [5, 11, 16], requiring a change of switchgear and protective equipment only. DC retrofits promise improved
power factor and, in the case of data centers, higher reliability [20]
Two factors motivate the focus on retrofit systems. First, analysis of AC and DC distribution for the retrofit case
provides a structured comparison of similarly configured AC, DC, and mixed AC-DC systems. The predefined network
layout allows a direct comparison of various types of system losses without the need to correct for differences in design
philosophy.
Second, the limited design space of the retrofit case is easier to understand and formulate as a mathematical
program than the more open-ended new design problem. Design of a retrofit mixed AC-DC electrical distribution
system is more tightly constrained than design of a new system because the placement of sources, loads, and branches
within the building is fixed a priori. Thus, the design decisions consist only in which portions of the building wiring to
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Figure 5.1: Utility source energy as an indicator of energy efficiency in a mixed AC-DC building electrical distribution system.
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convert to DC, how to connect sources and loads, and where to place AC-DC converters. This restriction in problem
scope permits greater focus on the practical and algorithmic aspects of the formulation.
A complete comparison between AC and DC distribution would analyze total system life-cycle cost rather than
only energy consumption. However, cost comparisons for mixed AC-DC distribution are more subjective and uncertain
than energy efficiency comparisons. Total system cost includes not only energy, capital equipment, and maintenance
costs but also indirect costs associated with electric power quality and safety. Capital equipment cost data for large AC-
DC converters is scarce and inconsistent because building scale DC distribution systems are not yet in widespread use.
Furthermore, AC distribution is a mature technology while building-level DC distribution is relatively new. Therefore,
comparison of capital and maintenance costs is not presently possible without considerable conjecture regarding the
future, at-scale cost of DC distribution apparatus.
A full treatment of the uncertainty and complexity of cost analysis for mixed AC-DC electricity distribution is
beyond the scope of this dissertation. Given that a cost-based objective function would yield highly uncertain results,
the formulation instead implements the much more precise objective of minimizing utility energy usage. Nevertheless,
when more accurate system cost data become available in the future, extension of the formulation to include these data
is straightforward (see Section 5.5).
5.2 Formulation
The mixed AC-DC electricity distribution design problem is a nonconvex MINLP of the general form
min F (x,y),
s.t. G(x,y) ≤ 0,
x ∈ X, y ∈ Y and binary. (5.1)
The continuous variables xmodel the system voltage states and power flows in each time period. The binary variables
y model design decisions, specifically the allocation of branches, sources, and loads to the AC or DC networks and
the inclusion or exclusion of AC-DC, DC-AC, and DC-DC converters. The objective function F (x,y) is linear and
represents the utility energy supplied over the specified time horizon. The constraints G(x,y) include both linear
functions and nonconvex, nonlinear functions which represent
1. Power and harmonic current balance constraints at each system bus,
2. Power and harmonic current relationships for branches, sources, loads, and converters,
3. Voltage limits,
4. Converter power and current limits,
5. Restrictions on architecture assignment for branches, sources, and loads, and
6. Feasibility restrictions which ensure a properly design electrical network.
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The nonconvexities in the constraints produce a nonconvex feasible region, greatly increasing the problem difficulty
despite the linear objective function.
The constraints in the formulation implement the mixed AC-DC HPF model developed in Chapters 3 and 4. The
formulation follows the network structure described in Section 3.1.1, extending the modified power flow equations
presented in Section 4.2.4 to accommodate system design choices via switching constraints. The formulation also
constrains system design decisions to reflect the electrical network design limitations described in Section 3.1.1. The
device models described in Section 3.4 provide the data for the individual branches, sources, loads, and converters in
the resulting HPF equations.
The mixed AC-DC electricity distribution design problem has several features in common with SCUC:
• The power flow equations in each time period form the core of the formulation,
• The formulation includes binary decision variables which affect system power flow, and
• The formulation includes several side constraints which govern the feasibility of the system.
Accordingly, the form of the constraints developed in this chapter closely parallel existing SCUC formulations [50,51].
Conversely, the mixed AC-DC electricity distribution design problem differs from SCUC in that the binary design
decisions are independent of time period. This allows decoupling the formulation by time period once the binary
decisions are fixed, similar to a two-stage stochastic programming model.
5.2.1 Notation
The mixed AC-DC network representation in the formulation follows the conventions developed in Section 3.1.1
and illustrated in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. The formulation employs the indices and sets
a ∈ A Set of system network architectures (a = 0 for DC and a = 1 for AC),
i, k ∈ N Set of system buses (nodes),
ik ∈ B Set of system branches (arcs),
s ∈ S Set of system sources (supply),
` ∈ L Set of system loads (demand),
c ∈ C Set of system converters (AC-DC, DC-AC, or DC-DC),
h ∈ H Set of harmonic frequencies, and
t ∈ T Set of time periods under evaluation.
The set of branches B exists in N ×N and branch indices i and k denote the buses at which the branch terminates.
Binary variables xB, xS, xL, and xC, model the system design decisions:
xBika equals 1 if branch ik is assigned to network architecture a and 0 otherwise,
xSsa equals 1 if source s is connected to the system using architecture a and 0 otherwise,
xL`a equals 1 if load ` is connected to the system using architecture a and 0 otherwise, and
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xCc equals 1 if converter c is present in the system and 0 otherwise.
The continuous variables include state variables for system voltage, control variables for converter input and output
power and harmonic current, and auxiliary variables defining the power and harmonic current for branches, sources,
and loads (see Chapter 4). Appendix B includes a full listing of the problem notation (which is extensive).
5.2.2 Mathematical Program
Equations (5.2)–(5.13) (subsequent pages) present the full formulation for the mixed AC-DC electricity distribution
design problem.
5.2.3 Objective Function
The objective function (5.2) minimizes the total energy supplied from the AC electric utility at the fundamental
frequency over the specified time horizon. (For convenience and without loss of generality, source s = 1 represents
the utility interconnection.) For each time period t, the energy demand equals the AC utility source power P̂ S1,1,t
multiplied by duration τt. The total energy is obtained by summing across the set of time periods t ∈ T .
The objective function does not include energy supplied at harmonic frequencies because the formulation does not
directly model power at harmonic frequencies. However, harmonic losses are captured indirectly via the fundamental
frequency power draw of system loads. In general, when a nonlinear device injects current into the AC network at a
harmonic frequency, the power required for the current injection is drawn from the AC network at the fundamental
frequency because AC sources typically do not supply real power at harmonic frequencies. Therefore, provided the
system properly models harmonic behavior, the fundamental frequency AC load reflects harmonic losses.
5.2.4 Power and Current Balance
Constraints (5.3) enforce the power balance equations (4.50)–(4.52) at each system bus in the DC and AC networks.
Similarly, constraints (5.4) enforce the harmonic current balance equations (4.53)–(4.54) at harmonic frequencies.
Source and converter output power and current are defined using the source convention (into the bus), while load and
converter input power and current are defined using the load convention (out of the bus). Branch power and current are
defined as entering the branch (leaving the bus). Therefore, the left hand sides of constraints (5.3) and (5.4) represent
net power and current injected into each bus and the right hand sides represent net power and current draw out of each
bus. By KCL, these quantities must always be exactly equal.
5.2.5 Branch Power and Current
Constraints (5.5) define the DC and AC power flow for each system branch per (4.34)–(4.37). Similarly, constraints
(5.6) define AC branch current at harmonic frequencies per (4.30)–(4.33). Binary variables xBika control whether each
branch ik is present in network a. If branch ik is not physically present in network a, then its current and power
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QBik,1,t ∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ t ∈ T (5.3c)



































IB,=ikht ∀ i ∈ NA, ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (5.4b)
































































































































































∀ ik ∈ BA, ∀ t ∈ T (5.5f)







































































































































∀ ik ∈ BA, ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (5.6d)
(Source and Load Power; See Section 5.2.6)




P Ss,0,t + Vi,0,tI
S
s,0,t − V 2i,0,tgSs,0,t
)
∀ i ∈ ND, ∀ s ∈ ŜDi , ∀ t ∈ T (5.7a)










s,1,t − V 2i,1,tgSs,1,t
)





QSs,1,t − Vi,1,tIS,Qs,1,t −Ei,1,tIS,=s,1,t + Fi,1,tIS,<s,1,t + V 2i,1,tbSs,1,t
)
∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ s ∈ ŜAi , ∀ t ∈ T (5.7c)












∀ i ∈ ND, ∀ ` ∈ ĽDi , ∀ t ∈ T (5.7d)

























`,1,t − V 2i,1,tbL`,1,t
)
∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ ` ∈ ĽAi , ∀ t ∈ T (5.7f)





IS,<sht −EihtgSsht + FihtbSsht
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IS,=sht −EihtbSsht − FihtgSsht
)




















∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ ` ∈ ĽAi , ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (5.8d)
(Converter Power; See Section 5.2.7)
xCc P̂
C,min
ch ≤ P̂Ccht ≤ xCc P̂
C,max
ch ∀ c ∈ C, ∀h ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ t ∈ T (5.9a)
xCc P̌
C,min
ch ≤ P̌Ccht ≤ xCc P̌
C,max

























 ∀ c ∈ C, ∀ t ∈ T (5.9c)
xCc Q̂
C,min
c,1 ≤ Q̂Cc,1,t ≤ xCc Q̂C,maxc,1 ∀ c ∈ C, ∀ t ∈ T (5.9d)
xCc Q̌
C,min
c,1 ≤ Q̌Cc,1,t ≤ xCc Q̌C,maxc,1 ∀ c ∈ C, ∀ t ∈ T (5.9e)
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(Converter Current; See Section 5.2.7)
−xCc ÎC,maxch ≤ Î
C,<
cht ≤ xCc Î
C,max
ch ∀ c ∈ C, ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (5.10a)
−xCc ǏC,maxch ≤ Ǐ
C,<
cht ≤ xCc Ǐ
C,max
ch ∀ c ∈ C, ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (5.10b)
−xCc ÎC,maxch ≤ Î
C,=
cht ≤ xCc Î
C,max
ch ∀ c ∈ C, ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (5.10c)
−xCc ǏC,maxch ≤ Ǐ
C,=
cht ≤ xCc Ǐ
C,max
ch ∀ c ∈ C, ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (5.10d)
(State Variable Relationships; See Section 5.2.8)




i,1,t ∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ t ∈ T (5.11a)
xCc E
min
ih ≤ Eiht ≤ xCc Emaxih ∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ c ∈ CIi , ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (5.11b)
xCc F
min
ih ≤ Fiht ≤ xCc Fmaxih ∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ c ∈ CIi , ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (5.11c)
(Binary Logic; See Section 5.2.9)∑
a∈A
xBika ≤ 1 ∀ ik ∈ B (5.12a)
∑
a∈A
xSsa = 1 ∀ s ∈ S (5.12b)
∑
a∈A




























































































xBki,1 ∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ c ∈ ĈAi (5.12k)
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xBik,0 = 0 ∀ ik ∈ B \ BD (5.12l)
xBik,1 = 0 ∀ ik ∈ B \ BA (5.12m)
xSs,0 = 0 ∀ s ∈ S \ SD (5.12n)
xSs,1 = 0 ∀ s ∈ S \ SA (5.12o)
xL`,0 = 0 ∀ ` ∈ L \ LD (5.12p)
xL`,1 = 0 ∀ ` ∈ L \ LA (5.12q)
(Variable Bounds; See Section 5.2.10)
V minih ≤ Viht ≤ V maxih ∀ i ∈ N , ∀h ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ t ∈ T (5.13a)
Eminih ≤ Eiht ≤ Emaxih ∀ i ∈ N , ∀h ∈ H \ {0} , ∀ t ∈ T (5.13b)
Fminih ≤ Fiht ≤ Fmaxih ∀ i ∈ N , ∀h ∈ H \ {0} , ∀ t ∈ T (5.13c)
xBika binary ∀ ik ∈ B, ∀ a ∈ A (5.13d)
xSsa binary ∀ s ∈ S, ∀ a ∈ A (5.13e)
xL`a binary ∀ ` ∈ L, ∀ a ∈ A (5.13f)
xCc binary ∀ c ∈ C (5.13g)
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transfer must equal zero; otherwise, current and power transfer are functions of the voltage at each end of the branch.
In both sets of constraints, the multiplication by xBika enforces this logical condition.
5.2.6 Source and Load Power and Current
Constraints (5.7) define the net power for each source and load in the system. Constraints (5.7a)–(5.7c) enforce
source power definitions (4.14) and (4.42)–(4.43), while (5.7d)–(5.7f) do the same for load power definitions (4.15)
and (4.44)–(4.45). Similarly, constraints (5.8) define the net source and load currents at harmonic frequencies per
(4.46)–(4.49). Binary variables xSsa control whether each source s connects to network a; binary variables x
L
`a do the
same for loads. As with branches, the multiplications by xSsa and x
L
`a enforce the condition that the device power is
zero if not connected to network a and otherwise is a function of bus voltage at the point of interconnection.
5.2.7 Converter Power and Current
Constraints (5.9) govern the real and reactive power processed by active converters. Unlike branch, source, and
load powers, which are functions of voltage, converter power can be actively controlled. If a particular converter c is
present in the system (xCc = 1), then it can supply real output power P̂
C
cht at harmonic h within the limits imposed by
constraint (5.9a). Constraint (5.9c) models converter input power, output power, and losses per (3.42). If a converter
is not present in the system (xCc = 0), then the converter input and output power are fixed to zero.




ch , and P̌
C,max
ch enforces the type of converter (AC-DC,
DC-AC, or DC-DC). For example, for a DC-DC converter, all four of these power limits are equal to zero at h = 1.
AC-connected converters may also supply or consume reactive power within the limits defined by (5.9d)–(5.9e).
Inverters feeding AC islands are required to source and sink harmonic currents in addition to supplying real and
reactive power at the fundamental frequency. Constraints (5.10) provide nonzero limits for harmonic currents provided
the corresponding converter c is present in the system (xCc = 1). The converter losses associated with processing
harmonic currents are assumed negligible.
In constraints (5.9)–(5.10), converter input and output power and current are defined independently of the buses
to which the converter terminals connect. Instead, the sets ĈDi , ĈAi , ČDi , and ČAi determine the converter connections
and therefore provide proper allocation of the contribution from each converter to the appropriate bus in the power and
current balance constraints.
5.2.8 State Variable Relationships
Constraints (5.11) enforce relationships among the various state variables. Constraint (5.11a) is an auxiliary con-
straint which defines fundamental frequency voltage magnitudes Vi,1,t in terms of the real and imaginary voltage
components Ei,1,t and Fi,1,t, respectively. This constraint enforces equivalence between the voltage as expressed in
polar and rectangular coordinates, permitting other constraints in the formulation to avoid the use of trigonometric and
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square root terms. Constraint (5.11a) is required only at the fundamental frequency because voltage magnitude terms
do not appear in the harmonic frequency equations.
Typically, inverters or filters that sink current at harmonic frequencies do so by constraining the harmonic voltage
to zero at the bus where they connect. Constraints (5.11b) and (5.11c) enforce this condition for the set of converters
CIi at each bus i that are capable of filtering harmonic currents.
5.2.9 Binary Logic
Constraints (5.12) enforce several logical conditions that define the feasible design of a mixed AC-DC electrical
distribution system. Constraints (5.12a)–(5.12c) are packing and partitioning constraints which define the proper
assignment of system equipment. Constraints (5.12a) prohibit a system branch from being assigned to the AC and DC
networks simultaneously, although it is permissible that a branch not be assigned to any network. Constraints (5.12b)
and (5.12c) ensure that all sources and loads, respectively, are assigned to exactly one network architecture (AC or
DC). Because sources and loads represent fixed supply and demand, it is not permissible to omit them from the system.
(Otherwise, the optimal solution would be to include all the sources and omit all the loads.)
Constraints (5.12d)–(5.12i) enforce common sense engineering design principles on the network configuration.
These constraints are redundant with the power balance equations and definitions for branch, source, load, and con-
verter power, and may therefore be considered feasibility cuts. The advantage of these cuts is that they operate
specifically on the binary variables, tightening the integer feasible region in relaxations of the formulation. The cuts
therefore aid convergence when decoupled solution methods are used.
The logic behind constraints (5.12d)–(5.12i) is as follows:
• Constraints (5.12d)–(5.12e) enforce that any source which connects to the system must feed either a load, a
branch, or the input terminal of a converter. Otherwise, source power supplied has no destination and the power
balance constraint is violated.
• Similarly, constraints (5.12f)–(5.12g) enforce that any load which connects to the system must be fed by either
a source, a branch, or the output terminal of a converter. Otherwise, the load is unpowered.
• Constraints (5.12h)–(5.12i) enforce that any converter which is present in the system is fed by either a source or
a branch. Otherwise, the converter is unpowered.
Although these constraints do not guarantee a completely connected network as is dictated by good engineering design
practice, they at least exclude a large number of infeasible network configurations.
Constraints (5.12j)–(5.12k) are optimality cuts for converter placement that ensure that all converter outputs con-
nect to a load or a branch such that there is a destination for power transfer through the converter. Every converter c
incurs fixed loss αc simply by being present in the system. It is therefore suboptimal to include a converter that serves
no load, since doing so will increase the system loss without performing any useful function.
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Finally, constraints (5.12l)–(5.12m), (5.12n)–(5.12o), and (5.12p)–(5.12q) prevent branches, sources, and loads,
respectively, from being assigned to an incompatible network architecture. In practice, these constraints are imple-
mented in pre-processing by fixing and eliminating the associated decision variables.
5.2.10 Variable Bounds
Constraints (5.13a)–(5.13c) provide limits on the system voltages. Bounds for Eiht and Fiht are derived from the
voltage magnitude limits and any restrictions on the bus voltage angles. Constraints (5.13d)–(5.13g) define the scope
of the binary decision variables. There are no explicit bounds on the power flow variables, although implicit bounds
may be computed from the power flow constraints.
5.3 Reformulation
The mathematical program (5.2)–(5.13) contains both nonconvex, continuous terms formed from the products of
state variables and nonconvex, discrete terms formed from the products of voltages and binary decision variables. Such
a formulation presents considerable difficulty for both local and global nonlinear optimization algorithms. However,
several reformulation techniques are available that increase the tractability of the mathematical program. These include
1. The isolation of nonconvexity using reformulation variables,
2. Exact linearization of binary-continuous terms using big M constraints, and
3. Implementation of valid cuts which improve algorithm performance.
The application of these reformulation techniques to the power flow equations is a novel contribution to the state of
the art. Appendix C presents the full version of the reformulated mathematical program.
5.3.1 Isolation of Nonconvexity
In order to isolate the nonconvexity caused by bilinear terms containing products of continuous variables, the
formulation replaces such terms with auxiliary reformulation variables w—one per bilinear term. This requires the















wik = xixk ∀ i, k.
The advantages of the reformulation are that (i) it renders the original constraint linear, isolating the nonconvexity
in the reformulation constraints, and (ii) it facilitates explicit relaxation strategies for the reformulation variables
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w [101, 102].
Isolation of all continuous bilinear terms in the formulation requires reformulation variables and associated con-
straints for voltage products (used in the device power definitions) and squared converter power terms (used in the
converter input-output power relationship),
wVVikht = VihtVkht ∀ i, k ∈ N | i ≥ k, ∀h ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ t ∈ T , (5.14a)
wEEikht = EihtEkht ∀ i, k ∈ N | i ≥ k, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T , (5.14b)
wEFikht = EihtFkht ∀ i, k ∈ N , ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T , (5.14c)








)2 ∀ c ∈ C, ∀ t ∈ T . (5.14f)
These w variables replace their associated bilinear or otherwise composite terms in the formulation. For example,
constraint (5.7a) becomes









Constraints (5.5), (5.7), (5.9c), and (5.11a) may all be reformulated this way. To enforce the reformulation definitions,
constraints (5.14) are then added to the state variable definitions (5.11).
5.3.2 Linearization of Binary-Continuous Terms
After reformulating the nonlinearities in the continuous terms, the formulation still contains constraints of the
form u = yf(x) where u and x are continuous, y is binary, and f(x) is a linear function. Such constraints may be
linearized using big M switching constraints,
u ≤ f(x) +M (1− y) , (5.15a)
u ≥ f(x)−M (1− y) , (5.15b)
u ≤My, (5.15c)
u ≥ −My, (5.15d)
in which M is a sufficiently large number to render a constraint nonbinding when added or subtracted, as appropriate,
from the right hand side of the inequality [102]. When y = 0, constraints (5.15a)–(5.15b) are nonbinding but con-
straints (5.15c)–(5.15d) fix the value of u to zero. When y = 1, constraints (5.15c)–(5.15d) become nonbinding but
constraints (5.15a)–(5.15b) fix the value of u to f(x).
Constraints (5.5) and (5.7) in the formulation may be linearized this way. For example, constraint (5.7a) is replaced
with the set of constraints
P̂ Ss,0,t ≤
(














V 6 δ = E + jF
Figure 5.2: Geometry of AC voltage in rectangular coordinates.
P̂ Ss,0,t ≥
(










P̂ Ss,0,t ≥ −MxSs,0.
Constraint (5.9c) also follows this pattern, but can be linearized more directly. From (5.9a), all P̂Ccht = 0 whenever












5.3.3 Valid Feasibility Cuts
In testing, the original formulation resulted in very loose lower bounds during the initial search phase of several
global solvers. This motivated the development of two tailored feasibility cuts derived from the power flow equations:
1. Cuts that constrain branch real power losses to be nonnegative, and
2. Cuts that constrain the geometry of the AC voltages.
The cuts are valid in the sense that they hold for any solution which satisfies the original MINLP formulation, that is,
the cuts are redundant for the full nonconvex model. However, the presence of the cuts tightens the feasible regions
in MILP relaxations of the model, significantly improving the lower bounds on the objective function value (see
Appendix D).
The branch loss cuts take the form
PBik + P
B
ki ≥ 0, (5.16)
which states that the power entering the branch from each terminal must sum to a nonnegative net power (representing
the branch loss). The intuition is that branch losses can never be negative, as then the branch would be creating
energy—a violation of the laws of physics. Similar cuts may be derived for branch reactive power loss, but the sense
of the inequality depends on the electrical characteristics of the branch. Unlike real power, reactive power represents
circulating energy, and therefore may either be “lost” in an inductive branch or “gained” in a capacitive branch.
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The voltage magnitude cuts follow from the definition of AC voltage in rectangular coordinates and the relationship
V 2 = E2 + F 2, (5.17)
as illustrated in Figure 5.2. From the geometry of the voltage triangle, the cuts
|V | ≤ |E|+ |F | , (5.17a)
|E| ≤ |V | , (5.17b)
|F | ≤ |V | (5.17c)
are valid for any values of V , E, and F which satisfy (5.17). In practice, cuts (5.18) require either a linearization
of the absolute value function or a restriction on the signs of V , E, and F . As implemented, the cuts apply only to
voltage combinations for which the bounds enable dropping the absolute value function.
5.4 Convex Relaxation
Strictly speaking, all mixed-integer programs (linear or nonlinear) are nonconvex due to the integrality require-
ment. Nevertheless, problem (5.1) may be termed a convex MINLP if the functions F andG are convex [102]. Convex
MINLPs are significantly more tractable than nonconvex MINLPs because they are readily solved to global optimality
using local NLP solvers coupled with branch and bound techniques on the integer variables.
A convex MINLP (P̆) is a convex relaxation of a nonconvex MINLP (P) if (i) every feasible solution for (P̆) is
also feasible for (P), and (ii) the optimal objective function value z̆∗ of (P̆) is better than or the same as the optimal
objective function value z∗ of (P), that is
z̆∗ ≤ z∗ for a minimization problem and
z̆∗ ≥ z∗ for a maximization problem [103].
Solving convex relaxation (P̆) provides a bound on the objective function value of (P). Solving convex relaxations is a
key element of the search strategy in many global optimization algorithms.
After reformulation, the nonconvexities in the mixed AC-DC electricity distribution design problem are isolated in
quadratic reformulation constraints of the formw = x2 and bilinear reformulation constraints of the formw = x1x2.
Therefore, a convex relaxation for the problem may be obtained by replacing these reformulation constraints with
convex underestimators [101]. Several relaxation strategies for bilinear and quadratic equations exist, including linear
relaxations [101], piecewise linear approximations [102], and higher order polynomial functions [104].
From a practical perspective, the relaxation strategy selected must balance tightness to the original objective func-
tion value against the computational burden associated with solving the relaxed MINLP. In testing, linear relaxations
based on the McCormick inequalities [105, 106] were found to provide adequate performance for the mixed AC-
DC distribution system design problem when feasibility cuts (5.16) and (5.18) are included in the formulation. The
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McCormick inequalities define an outer approximation of the feasible region. The resulting relaxation is a MILP.
Appendix C presents the MILP relaxation of mathematical program (5.2)–(5.13), while Appendix D compares the
performance of several alternative relaxation strategies to the performance of the linear relaxations described here.
5.4.1 Relaxation of Bilinear Terms
Given x1 ∈ [xL1 , xU1 ] and x2 ∈ [xL2 , xU2 ], the McCormick inequalities
w ≥ xL1x2 + x1xL2 − xL1xL2 , (5.18a)
w ≥ xU1 x2 + x1xU2 − xU1 xU2 , (5.18b)
w ≤ xU1 x2 + x1xL2 − xU1 xL2 , (5.18c)
w ≤ xL1x2 + x1xU2 − xL1xU2 , (5.18d)
define the convex envelope of the bilinear term w = x1x2 [101]. Since x1x2 is nonconvex for arbitrary bounds
on the x variables, no tighter purely linear relaxation is possible [106]. In the reformulated mathematical program,






ikht are defined by bilinear functions. Appendix C includes
convex relaxations of the form (5.18) for these variables.
5.4.2 Relaxation of Univariate Quadratic Terms
The quadratic term w = x2 is a special case of the bilinear term w = x1x2 in which x1 = x2 = x. If











w ≤ xLx+ xUx− xLxU (5.19c)
provide a valid linear relaxation ofw [101]. However, the McCormick inequalities generally produce a weak relaxation
unless xL and xU are close together.
Fortunately, because the function f(x) = x2 is convex, the underestimating terms (5.19a)–(5.19b) can be strength-
ened by adding cuts at points intermediate to xL and xU. For a univariate, differentiable, convex function w = f(x),
the tangent line at any point x = x′ provides the valid underestimator




· (x− x′) ,



















Figure 5.3: Illustration of convex relaxation for quadratic terms.
w ≥ 2x′kx− (x′k)
2 ∀ k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, (5.20a)
w ≤ xLx+ xUx− xLxU, (5.20b)
provide a valid linear relaxation that is tighter than (5.19). Figure 5.3 illustrates the resulting relaxation. Given
a sufficiently large K, the underestimating constraints (5.20a) can be made arbitrarily tight. However, the overall
relaxation remains weak because the overestimating constraint (5.20b) is weak.
In the reformulated mathematical program, the reformulation variables wCCct are defined by univariate quadratic




ikht are defined by univariate quadratic functions for i = k. Appendix C
includes convex relaxations of the form (5.20) for these variables.
5.5 Extensions
As developed in this dissertation, the mixed AC-DC distribution system design problem is a deterministic problem:
it is assumed that the exact system load and generation for each time period is available. However, given the natural
two-stage structure of the mathematical program, it is straightforward to extend the formulation to a stochastic model
by converting the individual time periods into a set of scenarios. In this approach, each time period would require
an additional probabilistic weight and the objective function would become an expectation that operates across all
scenarios. Nevertheless, the general form of the mathematical program and its solution algorithm (Chapter 6) would
remain unchanged.
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Although the formulation is tailored to building retrofits, extensions for the new system design case are also
straightforward. For instance, the formulation could be extended to allow multiple options for each branch. Such
an extension would require reindexing the branches and adding set packing constraints to allow selection of only
one option for each branch. Similarly, the set of sources could be extended to present multiple options. To provide
more design flexibility, the set of loads could be altered to allow a choice among several possible points of intercon-
nection. Finally, modification of the objective function to model capital, maintenance, and energy costs would not




No stop signs, speed limit; nobody’s gonna slow me down.
The reformulated version of the mixed AC-DC distribution system design problem is a nonconvex mixed integer
quadratically constrained program (MIQCP), a special case of MINLP which includes only constant, linear, bilinear,
and quadratic terms. Throughout this chapter, the MIQCP problem
z = min F (x,y) ,
s.t. G (x,y) ≤ 0,
x ∈ X, y ∈ Y and integer,
(P)
represents the reformulation of the mixed AC-DC distribution system design problem given in Appendix C. The
objective function F is linear. The constraints G are nonlinear and nonconvex, but they are separable in x and y. In
addition, problem (P) decomposes in x by time period when y is fixed, although it remains nonconvex.
Several commercial global optimization software suites are available for MIQCPs, including the general purpose
MINLP algorithms BARON [107] and LINDOGlobal [108] and the specialized MIQCP algorithm GloMIQO [109].
However, all three of these solvers exhibit slow convergence when tested on a small instance of the formulation (see
Chapter 7). Fortunately, the two-stage structure of (P) lends itself to efficient decomposition techniques.
This chapter presents an efficient solution procedure for (P) based on Nonconvex Generalized Benders’ Decom-
position. The procedure also applies two pre-processing techniques which improve the tractability of the formulation:
computation of minimal big M values and a bound-tightening procedure. Under certain mild assumptions, the result-
ing algorithm guarantees both finite convergence and a globally optimal solution of (P) with a specified tolerance.
Because the data in (P) are derived from voltage, temperature, and frequency dependent equipment models, (P)
is only an approximate representation of a mixed AC-DC distribution system. Therefore, a globally optimal solution
to (P) does not necessarily guarantee that the design selected is globally optimal for the broader design problem.
However, the successive approximation algorithm of Figure 6.1 provides a heuristic approach which iteratively updates
(P) in response to the computed voltages and powers in each time period. Each update to the problem data alters (P)
to more accurately represent the system model corresponding to the chosen design. Subsequent solutions to (P) may
then move away from this design if it is no longer globally optimal for the modified data.
Although the solution procedure for (P) is finitely convergent, the successive approximation algorithm’s outer loop
cannot guarantee finite convergence. Updates to (P) may change the problem data sufficiently to cause oscillation or
chaotic movement of the optimal solution rather than convergence. In tests, the solution remains stable with respect








See Section 6.1 
See Section 6.2 

























i = i+ 1
Figure 6.1: Successive approximation solution algorithm for the mixed AC-DC distribution system design problem.
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that the algorithm determines a globally optimal system design, although it may not precisely predict globally optimal
operating conditions.
6.1 Computation of Big M Values
Recall from Section 5.3.2 that the big M switching constraints
f(x)−M+ (1− y) ≤ u ≤ f(x) +M− (1− y) , (6.0c)
−M−y ≤ u ≤M+y, (6.0d)
provide a linear reformulation of the bilinear constraint u = yf(x) if f(x) is linear and y is binary. With such
reformulations, the use of arbitrarily large values for M can lead to slow convergence or numerical instability in
practical MILP solvers [110]. It is therefore desirable to use the smallest possible values of M+ and M− that provide
adequate switching for u.
When y = 1, (6.0c) enforces u = f(x) and (6.0d) simplifies to
−M− ≤ f(x) ≤M+.







Solving a set of small auxiliary optimization problems for f(x) subject to known bounds on x can therefore yield
tighter valid values for M+ and M−. Given simple bounds x ∈ X for the continuous variables, the big M pre-














for each big M constraint set in (P). This procedure is similar to the coefficient tightening procedure for MILPs
described in [102]. Setting M = 0 if it would otherwise be negative simplifies the construction of (6.0c)–(6.0d)
while retaining the correct sense of the constraints, facilitating automatic elimination of redundant constraints when
the formulation is passed to a MILP solver.
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6.2 Bound Tightening
Many MINLP solvers rely on spatial branch-and-bound (sBB) to solve nonconvex MINLPs [102]. In sBB, the
solver partitions the search space by breaking the original problem into two or more subproblems with restricted
bounds on the continuous decision variables, that is, sBB transforms (P) into the set of k ∈ K disjoint MINLPs
min F (x,y) ,
s.t. G (x,y) ≤ 0,
x ∈ Xk, y ∈ Y and integer,
in which





Any minimum among the optima obtained from the set of partitioned MINLPs is then an optimum of the original
MINLP. Conventional branch-and-bound (BB), in contrast, branches on the integer variables y only.
Bound tightening procedures can improve the performance of both conventional BB and sBB by reducing the
problem domain and, by extension, the size of the branch-and-bound tree. Although many nonconvex MINLP solvers
employ internal bound tightening procedures [102], performing bound tightening explicitly in pre-processing can also
improve algorithm performance. Bound tightening may be implemented by solving a series of MINLPs that minimize
and maximum each of theN variables in (P) in turn, but doing so would require solving 2N nonconvex MINLPs [102].
Since each such MINLP may be as difficult as the original problem (P), this would not be an efficient approach.
An alternative is to perform bound tightening using a convex relaxation (P̆) for problem (P). Since the feasible
domain of (P) is by definition a subspace of the feasible domain for (P̆), any feasibility-based bound tightening that is
valid for (P̆) remains valid for (P). Therefore, given a convex relaxation G of the nonconvex constraints G in (P), the
lower bound tightening problem
zLk = min xk or yk,
s.t. G (x,y) ≤ 0,
x ∈ X, y ∈ Y,
(LBT)
and upper bound tightening problem
zUk = max xk or yk,
s.t. G (x,y) ≤ 0,
x ∈ X, y ∈ Y,
(UBT)
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variables. For speed, the integer decisions y are relaxed to be continuous during bound tightening, hence the need for
floor and ceiling operations to obtain the tightened bounds.
Bound tightening problems (LBT) and (UBT) may be solved sequentially for each continuous variable x and
integer variable y to perform bound tightening over the entire domain of (P). In addition, knowledge of the exact
nonlinear relationships in (P) may be exploited to improve the tightness of the relaxation. For example, consider the
























































Similarly, for the generic reformulation variable wii = x2i , an update to upper bound w
U
ii may be used to tighten the















This dissertation implements the iterative bound tightening procedure shown in Figure 6.2, in which
XN defines the set of all continuous decision variables which participate in nonlinear terms,
XR defines the set of all reformulation variables for the nonlinear terms (the w variables),
XO defines the set of remaining (linear) continuous decision variables, and
Y defines the set of binary decision variables.
Tolerance ε provides a slight relaxation of each updated bound to account for roundoff error or other numerical error.
However, the algorithm only tightens bounds; it never loosens them.
The iterative portion of the bound tightening algorithm operates on the nonlinear and reformulation variables
only, since nonlinear relationships may be exploited to improve their bounds. (Without exploitation of nonlinear
relationships, bound tightening provides no improvement after the first iteration because (LBT) and (UBT) are linear
programs.) The loop repeats until the bounds converge within a specified absolute tolerance ε or for the maximum
number of iterations, whichever occurs first. After iteratively bound tightening the variables related to nonlinear
terms, a single pass tightens the bounds on the remaining continuous and binary variables. Although the binary
variables could be included in the iterative portion of the bound tightening procedure, testing indicated that the gains














Set Iteration i = 1
For Each
xk ∈ XN
Solve (LBT) for xk
Set xLk ← zLk − ε
Solve (UBT) for xk





Solve (LBT) for wk
Set wLk ← zLk − ε
Solve (UBT) for wk










i = i+ 1










Solve (LBT) for xk
Set xLk ← zLk − ε
Solve (UBT) for xk
Set xUk ← zUk + ε
For Each
yk ∈ Y












6.3 Nonconvex Generalized Benders’ Decomposition
Generalized Benders’ Decomposition (GBD) [111] is an extension of Benders’ Decomposition [112, 113] to gen-




s.t. G (x,y) ≤ 0,
x ∈ X, y ∈ Y,
(6.1)
in which y is a set of “complicating” variables in the sense that (6.1) becomes much easier to solve for x when y are




s.t. y ∈ Y ∪ V,
(6.2)
in which V defines the domain of y which allows feasible values of x,
V := {y | G(x,y) ≤ 0 for some x ∈ X} ,
and a subproblem in x,
v(y) = min
x
F (x, y) ,
s.t. G (x, y) ≤ 0,
x ∈ X.
(6.3)
Typically, (6.3) may be solved efficiently in x for a given y. The idea of GBD is to successively approximate (6.2)
using valid cuts derived from solving (6.3) at a series of trial points for y. The procedure relies on a reformulation
using Lagrangian multipliers to generate optimality cuts for (6.2); see [111] for details.
Although GBD does not require that (6.1) be convex jointly in x and y, it does require that functions F and G
are convex in x when y is fixed. Therefore, GBD is not applicable to problem (P) because the constraint set G in
(P) remains nonconvex in x even for fixed y. However, a relatively recent algorithm called Nonconvex Generalized






s.t. Gt (ξt,y) ≤ 0 ∀ t ∈ T ,
ξt ∈ Ξt ∀ t ∈ T ,
y ∈ Y and integer,
(6.4)
in which T represents a set of time periods or scenarios which are independent for fixed y. Problem (6.4) is a special
case of (P) in which
x =
{












X = Ξ1 × . . .× Ξ|T |.
Since (P) and (6.4) are equivalent for the mixed AC-DC distribution system design problem, this chapter uses the more
compact and less confusing notation in (P) throughout this chapter.
Like GBD, NGBD seeks solutions by generating trial points for y and computing the corresponding feasible




s.t. G (x,y) ≤ 0,
x ∈ X, y ∈ Y and integer,
(LBP)
is a convex relaxation of (P) that generates trial points y = y′i and associated lower bounds zi on the optimal objective
function value of (P). In (LBP), F and G are convex underestimators for F and G. The upper bounding problem
z (y) = min
x
F (x, y) ,
s.t. G (x, y) ≤ 0,
x ∈ X,
(UBP)
is a nonconvex MINLP in x, the solution of which provides a feasible solution x = x′i for (P) and associated upper
bound zi on the optimal objective function value of (P) for a given trial point y′i.
Given (LBP) and (UBP), the main loop of the NGBD algorithm may be summarized as follows:
1. Set iteration counter i = 1.
2. Solve (LBP) to global optimality.
(LBP) feasible: Yields trial point y = yi and valid lower bound zi.
(LBP) infeasible: Set zi = +∞.
3. If (LBP) is infeasible, stop; no more feasible design combinations exist.
(LBP) infeasible and i = 1: Problem (P) is infeasible.
(LBP) infeasible and i > 1: Best feasible (UBP) solution found thus far, if any, is globally optimal.
4. Otherwise, fix y = yi.
5. Solve (UBP) to global optimality.
(UBP) feasible: Yields feasible solution x = xi and valid upper bound zi.
(UBP) infeasible: Set zi = +∞.
6. If min{z1, . . . , zi}− zi ≤ ε, stop; the solution at iteration i′ = arg min{z1, . . . , zi} is globally optimal within
tolerance ε.
7. Otherwise, add solution elimination constraint y 6= y′i to (LBP) and return to step 2.
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The solution elimination constraints ensure that the main loop never generates a given trial point more than once.
Therefore, in the worst case, NGBD enumerates all points y ∈ Y , solving (UBP) for each trial point. The finite
convergence of NGBD therefore requires that domain Y contain a finite number of integer points. Figure 6.3 illustrates
the NGBD procedure.
The logic behind NGBD is as follows: the algorithm solves a sequence of increasingly restrictive (LBP)’s, gen-
erating a sequence of non-decreasing lower bounds zi which apply to the current trial point y = y
′
i and all solutions
y that have not yet been visited. Then, by solving a sequence of (UBP)’s using the trial points y′i at each iteration i,
the algorithm generates a sequence of upper bounds zi. These upper bounds are not necessarily non-increasing, so the
NGBD algorithm must track which is the tightest. At each iteration i, the tightest upper bound zi′ corresponds to the
best feasible solution (x′i′ , y
′
i′) found during any iteration up to and including i. As soon as the lower bound zi on the
unvisited values of y is greater than or equal to the upper bound zi′ on the visited values of y within tolerance ε, then





i′) is globally optimal.
As presented thus far in this dissertation, the NGBD algorithm is agnostic about the procedures used to solve
(LBP) and (UBP). As described in the original literature, the NGBD algorithm uses regular GBD to solve (LBP) at
each iteration [21, 114]. However, any solution procedure for (LBP) may replace GBD provided that (i) it is finitely
convergent and (ii) it returns a global optimum to (LBP). Similarly, any finitely convergent, ε-optimal global solution
algorithm for (UBP) may replace the approach described in [21].
6.3.1 Solution to Lower Bounding Problem
For the mixed AC-DC distribution system design problem, (LBP) follows from (P) by replacing all reformulation
constraints for the w variables with their convex relaxations as described in Section 5.4. The resulting mathematical
program is a MILP and may be solved directly using commercial mixed integer linear solvers, such as CPLEX [115].
Standard commercial MILP solvers were used for the test cases presented in this dissertation.
Alternatively, if the number of scenarios is large, Benders’ Decomposition may be employed. Benders’ Decompo-
sition applies because (LBP) exhibits the necessary block structure: the problem decouples into individual subprob-
lems in x when binary variables y are fixed. Since the resulting Benders’ subproblems in x are linear, they produce
exact duality-based feasibility and optimality cuts as required for the Benders’ master problem in y.
6.3.2 Solution to Upper Bounding Problem
For the mixed AC-DC distribution system design problem, (UBP) is a continuous, nonconvex, quadratically-









See Figure 6.4 
Set Iteration i = 1
Solve (LBP) to
Global Optimality
Yields trial point y = y′i







solution x = x′i
and upper bound zi
(UBP) infeasible:
Yields zi = +∞
Compute Gap ∆z =
min{z1, . . . , zi} − zi
∆z ≤ ε?
Add Constraint
y 6= y′i to (LBP)
i = i+ 1
Figure 6.3: Overview of Nonconvex Generalized Benders’ Decomposition.
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• Problem (UBP) decouples completely by time period into distinct subproblems (UBP)t.
• Once the binary design decisions are fixed, the harmonic power flow constraints for h > 1 decouple as separate
linear programs. Therefore, the (LBP) solution for harmonic currents h > 1 is exact and (UBP) need model
only DC (h = 0) and fundamental frequency AC (h = 1), for which the power flow constraints are nonlinear.
• Since y is fixed, there is no need for big M reformulations in (UBP); exact equality constraints may be used
instead. This allows a significant reduction in the number of constraints per time period compared to (LBP).
For each time period t ∈ T , subproblem (UBP)t may be solved using an applicable global optimization algorithm.
Aggregation of the solutions for each subproblem generates the solution to (UBP). Figure 6.4 illustrates this solution
procedure.
To ensure that NGBD converges to an ε-optimal solution, the (UBP) solver employed must compute a globally
valid lower bound within tolerance ε. This limits the field of potential solvers to global, nonconvex, nonlinear solvers,
such as BARON, LINDOGlobal, and GloMIQO. Although local nonlinear solvers can often provide solutions of
comparable quality in less time, they do not provide a globally valid lower bound. Therefore, if local nonlinear solvers
or heuristic optimization methods are used to solve (UBP), then NGBD no longer guarantees a global optimum.
6.4 Implementation
The models, formulation, and solution algorithm for the mixed AC-DC distribution design problem were im-
plemented using the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) for mathematical programming [116] and the
MATLAB technical computing software environment [117]. The GAMS model includes the formulation, the big M
computation procedure, the bound tightening procedure, and the NGBD algorithm. The MATLAB code provides im-
plementations of the equipment models described in Chapter 3 as self-documenting MATLAB objects, allowing rapid
generation of test cases. The MATLAB code also provides a script which executes the outer loop of the successive
approximation algorithm of Figure 6.1.
The GAMS utility GDXMRW [118] provides a data and control link between MATLAB and GAMS. GDXMRW
allows MATLAB to read or write binary data files in GAMS Data Exchange (GDX) format and to call GAMS from
within MATLAB. As implemented, the MATLAB scripts for the solution algorithm allow either fully autonomous
execution of the entire successive approximation procedure or manual iteration with GAMS execution provided by
the user. The former approach is best when MATLAB and GAMS are running on the same machine, while the latter
approach allows the user to execute the GAMS model on a separate machine, such as a high performance computer.
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for Time Period t
zi ← zi + ζ∗t
zi ← +∞
Break Loop




My mind raced—and I thought, what could I do.
The iterative solution algorithm presented in Chapter 6 was applied to two case studies: a three bus system and
a medium office building. The three bus test case is designed to test and validate the capabilities of the algorithm
and does not represent a typical building. The medium office building test case represents a typical three-story office
building under a DC distribution retrofit scenario.
7.1 Three Bus Test Case
The three bus test system contains three buses, three branches, two sources, and two loads (Figure 7.1). Although
practical building electrical distribution systems typically have radial topologies, the test case uses a loop topology to
test the capabilities of the solution algorithm. The loop topology allows a large number of feasible designs.
The design decisions include the allocation of the PV array, the lighting load, and the three branches to the AC
or DC network and the inclusion or exclusion of two active converters. (The utility source and the compressor motor
load require AC connections.) There are 108 possible design combinations, of which 28 are feasible. The test case
examines three frequencies—DC (h = 0), the AC fundamental (h = 1), and the 3rd harmonic (h = 3)—and includes
three time periods. Data for the test case is available in Appendix E.
7.1.1 Algorithm Performance
To assess the tractability of the three bus test case, three tests were performed:
1. Solution of a single instance of the MIQCP using commercially available global solvers,
2. Solution of a single instance of the MIQCP using NGBD, and
3. Solution of the entire design problem using the successive approximation algorithm of Figure 6.1.
For the first two test cases, the system component models were initialized using flat start voltages. All tests were
performed using GAMS 24.0.2 (32-bit) on a personal computer with an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU operating at 3.00 GHz
and 4 GB of RAM running Windows Vista (32-bit).
The commercial solvers BARON, LINDOGlobal, and GloMIQO were selected for the test case. These solvers
were chosen because they represent the state of the art in global, nonconvex, nonlinear optimization. Each solver
guarantees a ε-optimal solution, which (i) allows a direct comparison of bound convergence between the monolithic
solution approach and NGBD, and (ii) satisfies the requirements for the (UBP) solver specified in Section 6.3.2. A




















Figure 7.1: Three bus test system for the mixed AC-DC electrical distribution system design problem.
Table 7.1: Solver performance for the monolith for the three bus test case.
Solver Nodes Time (s) Objective (kWh) Best Bound (kWh) Gap
BARON 11.9.1 1607 1800 · 1.778 ∞
GloMIQO 2.1 755 1801 1.795 1.778 1.0%
LINDOGlobal 7.0.1.497 661 1800 1.795 1.777 1.0%
Prior to presolve, the MIQCP formulation for the test case contains 12 binary variables, 341 continuous variables,
and 871 constraints. The problem is of a modest size, but the nonconvexity and tightly constrained feasible region
prevent commercial global solvers from solving it within a reasonable amount of time. Table 7.1 displays the perfor-
mance for BARON, LINDOGlobal, and GloMIQO for the MIQCP monolith for the test case. All three solvers exceed
the 30 minute time limit without closing the gap within the specified relative optimality tolerance of 0.1%. BARON
does not find a feasible solution. The solutions returned by GloMIQO and LINDOGlobal are feasible and optimal as
verified by NGBD, but their optimality cannot be verified in the monolith within the time limit.
In contrast, the NGBD algorithm presented in Section 6.3 solves the test case rapidly to within a global tolerance
of 0.1%. The (LBP) relaxation for the test case contains 334 variables (12 binary) and 1477 constraints—a trivial size
for modern MILP solvers. Each (UBP) contains 83 continuous variables and 108 constraints. Table 7.2 displays the
performance of the NGBD algorithm using BARON and GloMIQO for the bound tightened MIQCP. (LINDOGlobal
was unable to solve the (UBP) at some iterations to the specified tolerance within a 10 minute time limit and is therefore
omitted from the results.)
The results indicate that NGBD is considerably faster than solving the monolith. In addition, for this test case,
NGBD finds the optimal design on the first iteration. However, the number of iterations required to guarantee global
optimality is large because the gap between the (LBP) and the (UBP) converges to zero slowly (Figure 7.2). For this
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Table 7.2: NGBD algorithm performance for the three bus test case.
(LBP) Solver (UBP) Solver NGBD Iterations Time (s) Objective (kWh)
CPLEX 12.5.0.0 BARON 11.9.1 28 172.5 1.788
CPLEX 12.5.0.0 GloMIQO 2.1 28 82.3 1.795
Iteration































Figure 7.2: Performance of NGBD algorithm for three bus test case.
test case, the NGBD algorithm visits all 28 feasible designs prior to converging. The large spike in the lower bound
at 29 iterations occurs when the algorithm has exhausted all feasible designs. At this point, the relaxation remains
feasible but yields a much higher objective function value, which causes the cutoff to occur.
The objective function value returned by BARON is considerably lower than that returned by GloMIQO, but
further investigation revealed that BARON’s solution for the test case is not exact. BARON’s solution satisfies the
nonlinear definitions for branch, source, and load power within a feasibility tolerance of approximately 10−4, while
in GloMIQO’s solution these definitions are exact within 10−10. This difference in feasibility tolerance accounts for
the difference in the optimal objective function value—and illustrates the tightly constrained nature of power systems
optimization.
Figure 7.3 displays the performance of the successive approximation algorithm using BARON and GloMIQO. With
both solvers, the optimal design values (binary decision variables) remain stable at every iteration. With GloMIQO, the
algorithm converges in four outer iterations. With BARON, the voltages fluctuate more widely than with GloMIQO,
possibly due to BARON’s looser feasibility tolerance. As a result, the outer loop of the successive approximation




















































































































































































Figure 7.3: Algorithm convergence for three bus test case using GloMIQO and BARON, (a) objective function values,
(b) computed energy efficiency, (c) convergence of objective function values, and (d) convergence of computed energy
efficiency.
For this test case, the performance of the successive approximation algorithm using NGBD is excellent compared
to the monolith. Each outer iteration—which includes model generation, big M computation, bound tightening, and
NGBD—takes approximately 170 seconds when using BARON and 80 seconds when using GloMIQO.
7.1.2 Design Results
Figure 7.4 displays the optimal design for the three bus test case returned by the successive approximation algo-
rithm. The optimal design places the PV array and lighting load in the DC network and connects them to the AC
network using the inverter and rectifier. Bus (1,3) connects the compressor motor directly to the utility in the AC
network. Buses (1,2) and (2,3) are in the DC network and allow both the utility (via the rectifier at bus 1) and the PV






















Figure 7.4: Optimal solution for the three bus test case.
is very small. For the optimal design, the utility source energy is 1.796 kWh, the total input energy is 2.600 kWh, and
the computed system energy efficiency is 92.88%. In the base case (all AC distribution), the utility source energy is
1.798 kWh, the total input energy is 2.605 kWh, and the computed system energy efficiency is 92.64%.
Figure 7.5 displays the objective function value and corresponding energy efficiency for all feasible design com-
binations for the test case sorted in order of increasing objective function value. The objective function is a good
predictor of system energy efficiency for the test case, but the relationship is imperfect to elasticity in the system
demand with respect to voltage. The figure demonstrates that the system performance for the three bus test case is
similar across a wide range of feasible designs. The difference in objective function value between the best and worst
design is only 1.4% and the change in energy efficiency only 1.0%. Although these differences are numerically small,
they are significant: for this test case a 1.0% decrease in energy efficiency represents approximately a 15% increase
in electrical energy loss. Nevertheless, the small relative differences in objective function value among alternative
designs makes the problem challenging from an optimization perspective.
The relative ranking of the designs depends strongly on the efficiency of the AC-DC converters. For example,
Figure 7.6 displays the sensitivity of the optimal design to the efficiency of the rectifier at bus 1. When the rectifier
peak efficiency is above 98%, the optimal design places the lighting load in the DC network and serves it with the
rectifier. When the rectifier peak efficiency is below 98%, it becomes optimal to exclude the rectifier and serve the
lighting load from the AC network. For comparison, the nominal rectifier peak efficiency is 98.8%.
7.2 CRBM Medium Office Building
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) maintains a database of commercial reference building mod-
els (CRBM) for typical commercial buildings of various end-use types [55, 119]. Collectively, the available models
represent approximately 70% of commercial buildings in the United States. The models are intended to provide a
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of feasible design performance for three bus test case.
baseline for comparison among competing building technologies [119]. Considerable development effort has been
dedicated to ensure that the models accurately represent the energy consumption of real buildings [55, 120].
The baseline CRBM models are written for the EnergyPlus simulation software (an energy balance modeling
software for building analysis) and as such do not include specifications for the electrical distribution system. However,
[121] presents a standard electrical distribution system for the CRBM medium office building using the Seattle location
and the 1980–2000 age category as an example. This building provides an ideal case study for the energy efficiency
of retrofit DC distribution systems.
The CRBM medium office building is three stories tall and has exterior dimensions of 50.0 m × 33.3 m. The total
interior floor space is 4982 m2 (1661 m2 per floor). Figure 7.7 presents the layout of the building electrical distribution
system used in the case study. The boxed labels indicate panel and subpanel designations per [121]. The system
includes one main panel each at 480 V and 208 V. Each floor has individual subpanels and load circuits for interior
lighting, electric heating, and receptacle loads. In addition, distribution circuits exist for parking lot lighting, elevators,
and rooftop HVAC equipment.
The case study presented in this dissertation modifies the original distribution system in several ways:
1. All parallel load circuits at each subpanel are condensed into a single equivalent distribution feeder and lumped
load. Harmonic attenuation factors are applied to each equivalent feeder to correct the loss of load diversity
[66]. This modification greatly increases the model tractability without a significant loss of fidelity.
2. Unbalanced three-phase circuits are converted to balanced three-phase circuits.
3. Direct connections replace some very short feeders (5 m or less).
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Figure 7.6: Sensitivity of optimal design to rectifier efficiency.
4. The original distribution system includes both 3 kW and 6 kW variable air volume (VAV) boxes. To facilitate
the creation of equivalent feeders, the case study uses an equivalent number of 3 kW VAV boxes instead.
5. The original distribution system includes one single-phase distribution circuit which serves 1774 VA of exterior
façade lighting. This circuit is omitted in the case study. To compensate, the total parking lot lighting load is
re-normalized to include the energy consumption of the façade lighting.
6. The case study adds a 60 kW nominal rooftop PV array which is absent from the original building model. This
PV array allows analysis of DG integration within the case study.
Load models for the system are derived based on the previous analysis in [19] and Chapter 3. As modeled, all loads
except the VAV boxes may connect to either the AC network or the DC network. All system cables may connect in
either network, but the transformers, if present, must remain in the AC network.
Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9 present the design options for the 480 V and 208 V portions of the distribution system,
respectively. In the figures, solid lines indicate required design elements and dotted lines indicate design choices. The
design decisions include
• Allocation of loads to either the AC or the DC network (except the VAV boxes),
• Allocation of the PV array to either the AC or the DC network,
• Allocation of cables to either the AC or the DC network (except the AC feeders serving the VAV boxes),
• Inclusion or exclusion of the step-down transformer, and
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Figure 7.9: Design options for CRBM medium office building: 208 V network.
AC-DC converter R3 and DC-DC converter D1 represent replacement options for the step-down transformer and
therefore connect between the 480 V main panel MHDP and the 208 V main panel LDP. DC-AC inverters I2 and I3
model alternative options for the AC interconnection of the PV array. Appendix E documents placement and sizing
options for the converters.
The case study examines six total frequencies: DC (h = 0), the AC fundamental (h = 1), and odd harmonics
through h = 9. The study includes load and generation profiles for four typical weekdays—one per season. Each day
is partitioned into six time periods for a total of 24. The load profiles are derived from EnergyPlus simulation data
per [58]. Appendix E contains complete data for the case study, including modeling details, feeder schedules, and load
and generation schedules.
7.2.1 Algorithm Performance
The formulation for the CRBM medium office building is approximately two orders of magnitude larger than that
of the three bus test case. Prior to presolve, the MIQCP has 31950 variables (77 binary) and 87952 constraints. A non-
linear, nonconvex mathematical program of this size is difficult to solve to global optimality using current technology.
The (LBP) has 31326 variables (77 binary) and 107584 constraints. The (UBP) subproblems are considerably smaller:
593 continuous variables and 776 constraints each.
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Table 7.3: NGBD algorithm performance for the CRBM medium office building.
Bound NGBD Lower Bound Upper Bound
(UBP) Solver Tightening Iterations Time (s) (MWh) (MWh) Gap
BARON 11.9.1 No 50† 180461 736.4 783.6 6.03%
BARON 11.9.1 Yes 35 168173‡ 759.0 783.6 3.14%
GloMIQO 2.1 Yes 14 79475‡ 757.9 784.0 3.33%
†Termination after reaching maximum iterations (50)
‡Termination upon exceeding maximum (LBP) time (2 hours)
Three tests of the NGBD algorithm were performed for the CRBM medium office building:
1. Solve the (LBP) with CPLEX 12.5.0.0, solve the (UBP) with BARON 11.9.1, and omit bound tightening;
2. Solve the (LBP) CPLEX 12.5.0.0, solve the (UBP) with BARON 11.9.1, and include bound tightening; and
3. Solve the (LBP) CPLEX 12.5.0.0, solve the (UBP) with GloMIQO 2.1, and include bound tightening.13
Due to the size and complexity of the test case, each test consisted of only a single iteration of the successive approx-
imation algorithm. All tests were performed using GAMS 24.0.2 (32-bit) on a high performance computer with dual
six core Intel Xeon X5670 CPUs operating at 2.93 GHz and 48 GB of RAM running Ubuntu Linux 10.04.4. Each test
used a single core at 100% CPU.
The tractability of the test case depends greatly on the optimality tolerances selected for the (LBP) and the (UBP).
Since the objective function values for alternative system designs may vary by less than 1%, optimality tolerances
on the order of 0.1% or tighter are desired to ensure that the final design is globally optimal. Unfortunately, (UBP)
tolerances less than 1% render certain instances of the (UBP) intractable for this test case. The GloMIQO 2.1 node log
in Figure 7.10 illustrates the difficulty: GloMIQO determines a high quality solution quickly, but is unable to close the
relative gap within the desired tolerance of 0.1% within a one hour time limit.
This pattern of early arrival at high quality solutions but slow convergence in the lower bound is common among
many (LBP) and (UBP) solves for the test case using a variety of solvers. As a compromise, relative optimality gaps
of 0.2% and 2.0% were selected for the (LBP) and (UBP), respectively. The 2.0% (UBP) gap means that the solution
obtained cannot be proven globally optimal among competing designs, but the behavior of the mathematical program
suggests that it will nevertheless be of high quality.
Figure 7.11 presents the NGBD algorithm performance for the three tests, and Table 7.3 summarizes the test results.
In all three tests, the algorithm arrives at its best solution quickly, but the lower bound converges only gradually. As a
result, all tests terminate prior to convergence due to iteration or time limits.
Besides the slow rate of convergence, the practicality of the NGBD algorithm for the CRBM medium office
test case is limited by the time required for each iteration. Figure 7.12 plots the (LBP) solution time for each test,
13The fourth combination—GloMIQO 2.1 without bound tightening—was omitted due to a limit in the availability of CPU cores.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Time (s) Nodes explored Nodes remaining Best possible Best found Relative Gap
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 1 1 +3.764e+03 +4.027e+03 +6.521e-02
6 1 1 +3.764e+03 +4.027e+03 +6.520e-02
11 1 1 +3.764e+03 +4.027e+03 +6.520e-02
16 1 1 +3.764e+03 +4.027e+03 +6.520e-02
21 1 1 +3.884e+03 +4.027e+03 +3.548e-02
26 1 1 +3.938e+03 +4.027e+03 +2.200e-02
31 1 1 +3.939e+03 +4.027e+03 +2.177e-02
36 1 1 +3.940e+03 +4.027e+03 +2.171e-02
41 1 1 +3.950e+03 +4.027e+03 +1.921e-02
46 1 1 +4.015e+03 +4.027e+03 +3.017e-03
51 1 1 +4.015e+03 +4.027e+03 +3.017e-03
56 1 1 +4.017e+03 +4.027e+03 +2.453e-03
60 1 1 +4.018e+03 +4.027e+03 +2.230e-03
65 1 1 +4.018e+03 +4.027e+03 +2.230e-03
71 1 1 +4.018e+03 +4.027e+03 +2.230e-03
75 1 1 +4.018e+03 +4.027e+03 +2.230e-03
83 1 2 +4.018e+03 +4.027e+03 +2.153e-03
88 3 4 +4.018e+03 +4.027e+03 +2.153e-03
93 6 5 +4.018e+03 +4.027e+03 +2.141e-03
98 13 8 +4.018e+03 +4.027e+03 +2.141e-03
...
3590 37372 25413 +4.018e+03 +4.027e+03 +2.140e-03
3595 37413 25447 +4.018e+03 +4.027e+03 +2.140e-03
3600 37453 25481 +4.018e+03 +4.027e+03 +2.140e-03
3600 37456 25483 +4.018e+03 +4.027e+03 +2.140e-03
Figure 7.10: Node log of GloMIQO 2.1 attempting to solve an instance of the (UBP) for the CRBM medium office
building. The requested relative optimality tolerance is 0.1% (1×10−3).
and Table 7.4 summarizes the timing results. Although bound tightening decreases the optimality gap significantly
(Figure 7.11), it also increases the average (LBP) solution time per iteration by approximately 33%.
With a more limited design space, the NGBD algorithm performance for the test case improves significantly.
Figure 7.13(a) plots the algorithm convergence for a scenario in which all 480 V system loads are fixed to AC, the
receptacle loads are fixed to DC, and the algorithm must determine only the inclusion or exclusion of the step-down
transformer, converter R2, and converter R3. The NGBD algorithm efficiently determines and tests all four feasible
configurations and computes the corresponding system states and objective function values. Similarly, Figure 7.13(b)
plots the convergence for a scenario in which the system lighting is fixed to DC and the remaining loads to AC. The
NGBD algorithm successfully determines the optimal placement of branches and converters to meet the lighting load
by cycling through all feasible designs.
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(a) BARON without bound tightening
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(b) BARON with bound tightening
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(c) GloMIQO with bound tightening
Figure 7.11: Performance of NGBD algorithm for CRBM medium office building.
7.2.2 Design Results
In all three tests, the NGBD algorithm finds the best solution (Figure 7.14) in the 4th iteration. This solution
represents an 0.7% reduction in utility source energy and a 3% reduction in energy loss compared to a baseline case
which uses only AC distribution. The validity of the solution was verified heuristically via scenario analysis. Table 7.5
presents six scenarios with reduced or fixed design spaces that provide system performance benchmarks for mixed
AC-DC distribution. Table 7.6 summarizes the scenario results. The best solution returned by the full formulation is
also the best among the scenarios. The system energy loss and energy efficiency for each scenario were computed
in post-processing using MATLAB. The relative ranking among the scenarios is consistent using all three measures,


































































● BARON (without BT)
BARON (with BT)
GloMIQO (with BT)
Figure 7.12: Time required to solve (LBP) for CRBM medium office building.
Table 7.4: Average and maximum subproblem solution times for CRBM medium office building.
(LBP) Time (s) (UBP) Time (s)†
(UBP) Solver Bound Tightening Average Maximum Average Maximum
BARON 11.9.1 No 3518 6741 3.7 49.0
BARON 11.9.1 Yes 4705 7202‡ 4.2 35.2
GloMIQO 2.1 Yes 4726 7203‡ 25.2 412.0
†Per time period
‡Maximum time reached (2 hours)
7.3 Discussion
The case study results provide insight into both the performance of the NGBD optimization algorithm and the
nature of the underlying mixed AC-DC electrical distribution design problem.
7.3.1 Algorithm Performance
The case study results demonstrate that NGBD can quickly determine high quality designs for the mixed AC-DC
electrical distribution system design problem. In addition, the successive approximation algorithm test for the three bus
system indicates that the outer loop converges rapidly provided that the feasibility tolerances in the optimal solution
are sufficiently tight. Nevertheless, the case studies illuminate several algorithmic challenges:
• Because the objective function values for competing designs lie close together, tight gap settings are required
to prove global optimality. However, the specification of sufficiently tight gaps degrades the performance of the
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Table 7.5: Scenarios for CRBM medium office building.
Scenario Description Algorithm Performance Design Outcome
Baseline (AC Distribution) This scenario computes the efficiency of the
conventional AC distribution system. All sys-
tem branches, sources, and loads are assigned
to the AC network; all converters are omitted.
With all binary variables fixed, only
the (UBP) remains. The NGBD al-
gorithm calculates the system perfor-
mance in 794 s.
The utility energy supplied is 789.8
MWh.
Full Formulation This scenario explores all possible design de-
cisions.
The algorithm does not converge suc-
cessfully (Section 7.2.1). However,
prior to termination it determines the
best solution (Figure 7.14) among
scenarios analyzed.
Omit the step-down transformer;
serve the receptacle loads at DC us-
ing converter R3. The utility energy
supplied is 784.0 MWh.
Maximum Use of DC This scenario assigns as many loads and
sources as possible to the DC network. Con-
verters R1, I1, and D1 are preselected. The
design choices are the network allocation of
feeder 4 and the inclusion or exclusion of con-
verters I1 and R7, that is, how to serve the
mix of AC and DC load at panel HM1.
The algorithm successfully completes
three iterations, but times out during
a (UBP) solve in the 4th iteration.
Allocate feeder 4 to the AC network
and serve the elevator load using
converter R7. The utility energy
supplied is 799.9 MWh—inferior to
the baseline value.
DC Lighting Load This scenario assigns all lighting loads to the
DC network and the remaining loads to the
AC network. The design choice is whether to
use central converter R1 or distributed con-
verters R4–R6 to serve the lighting loads.
The algorithm converges successfully
in eight iterations by enumerating
and evaluating all feasible designs.
Omit converter R1, include con-
verters R4–R6, and allocate feeders
1–3 to the AC network. The utility
energy supplied is 798.5 MWh—
inferior to the baseline value.
DC Receptacle Load This scenario assigns all receptacle loads to
the DC network and the remaining loads to
the AC network. The design choices are the
inclusion or exclusion of the step-down trans-
former, converter R2, and converter R3.
The algorithm converges successfully
in four iterations by enumerating and
evaluating all feasible designs.
Include converter R3 and exclude
the step-down transformer. The re-
sulting design is identical to the full
formulation solution.
Rooftop Equipment Choices This scenario tests the optimal configuration
of the rooftop equipment. The design choices
are network assignment for the rooftop HVAC
load and the PV array and the inclusion or
exclusion of converters R8 and I2. The re-
mainder of the system is AC.
The algorithm successfully finds six
feasible designs, but times out while
searching for a feasible point during a
(UBP) solve in the 7th iteration.
Place the rooftop HVAC load and
the PV array in the AC network; ex-
clude the two converters. The result-
ing design is identical to the baseline
solution (all AC distribution).
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Figure 7.13: Performance of NGBD algorithm for two scenarios for CRBM medium office building.
Table 7.6: Summary of results for CRBM medium office building scenarios.
Scenario Objective (MWh) Energy Loss (MWh) Energy Efficiency
Baseline (AC Distribution) 789.8 177.8 78.7%
Full Formulation 784.0 171.9 79.4%
Maximum Use of DC 799.9 195.5 77.0%
DC Lighting Load 798.5 186.3 78.1%
DC Receptacle Load 784.0 171.9 79.4%
Rooftop Equipment Choices 789.8 177.8 78.7%
See Table 7.5 for scenario descriptions and outcomes.
global solvers used for the (UBP).
• Even after bound tightening, the (LBP) relaxation is loose compared to the differences in objective function
value among competing designs. As a result, in the three bus test case, the algorithm enumerates all feasible
solutions prior to termination.
• The (LBP) solution time per iteration is large and tends to increase as the (LBP) becomes more restrictive. Use
of a decomposition algorithm such as Benders’ Decomposition or the full NGBD algorithm may alleviate this
challenge.
• Solution times for the (UBP) are variable and occasionally very poor.
Several of these algorithmic challenges relate to the unique nature of OPF. Historically, OPF formulations have
had very tight feasible regions. In addition, optimal solutions for OPF problems often represent improvements in the
objective function of less than 10% compared to the base case. (Confer, for example, numerical results presented
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Figure 7.14: Best design found for CRBM medium office building.
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than OPF problems for electric power generation and transmission, the range of objective function values for the
mixed AC-DC electrical distribution system design problem is correspondingly smaller.
Despite these challenges, the performance of the NGBD algorithm for the mixed AC-DC electrical distribution
design problem compares favorably with nonlinear solver performance for other large, nonconvex engineering design
problems. For example, NGBD algorithm execution times for the two test cases are comparable to the execution times
reported for the nonconvex concrete structure design problem described in [126]. The mixed AC-DC distribution
design problem appears to solve slightly faster than similarly sized instances of the concrete structure design prob-
lem. However, the mixed AC-DC distribution design problem contains fewer integer variables and more continuous
variables than the concrete structure design problem.
The solution times and number of NGBD iterations required for the mixed AC-DC distribution design problem are
also similar to the performance of NGBD as applied to other nonconvex engineering design problems [21, 127, 128].
For example, NGBD requires 80 iterations to determine the optimal solution to the 1331 scenario pump network
configuration problem presented in [21], terminating only after enumerating all feasible solutions. For comparison,
the 1331 scenario pump network configuration problem has 18 binary and 50578 continuous variables.
On the other hand, some aspects of NGBD performance contrast with previous work. The mixed AC-DC distri-
bution design test cases have fewer scenarios than the other problems to which NGBD has been applied but the size
of each scenario is much larger. In addition, the mixed AC-DC distribution design tests use standard MILP solvers
rather than a full decomposition procedure for the (LBP). As a result, the bottleneck in solution time for the mixed
AC-DC distribution design problem is in the solution of the (LBP), whereas for other problems NGBD spends the
majority of the time solving the (UBP). Finally, the optimality gap requirements for the mixed AC-DC distribution
design problem are tighter than the relative termination criterion of 1.0% used in previous NBGD tests, leading to
longer solution times.
Several performance enhancements for NGBD have been proposed, such as the exploitation of dual information
from the (UBP) to tighten the lower bounds generated by the (LBP) [128]. Alternatively, use of Benders’ Decomposi-
tion or tailored cuts for the (LBP) may enhance convergence. Such modifications are left for future work.
7.3.2 Distribution System Performance
From an electrical engineering perspective, the CRBM medium office building case study provides several insights
into electrical distribution system energy efficiency. First, the electrical energy efficiency of the building is less than
80%, which is far lower than the peak power efficiency of the individual system components. Over half of energy loss
is attributable to the utility transformer. The weighted average loading of the utility transformer is only 11.3%; the
transformer efficiency at this loading is approximately 87.5%. In contrast, the utility transformer peak efficiency is
96.4%. (Overall, the efficiency of this utility distribution transformer is somewhat low compared to a typical power
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transformer, which also contributes to the low system energy efficiency.)
Transformer efficiency at reduced load plays a key role in the decision to operate the receptacle loads at DC.
For the baseline AC case, the weighted average loading of the step-down transformer is 32.1% with a corresponding
transformer efficiency of 97.4%. If converter R3 replaces the step-down transformer, it achieves a weighted average
loading of 29.5% with a corresponding conversion efficiency of approximately 98.1%. The substitution of the AC-DC
converter for the transformer therefore results in significant energy savings.
Elsewhere, however, use of AC-DC converters detracts from the system energy efficiency. Although most system
loads and cables operate more efficiently in the DC network, the energy savings are insufficient to compensate for
the energy losses introduced by the AC-DC converters. The same is true for the PV array interconnection: direct
coupling of the PV array to the rooftop HVAC load in the DC network does not compensate for the increased energy
loss introduced by converter R8 when the PV array output is too low to meet the rooftop HVAC load.
The CRBM medium office building case study results suggest four general principles for mixed AC-DC electrical
distribution system design:
1. Converter and transformer efficiency must be evaluated under partial loading to provide an accurate picture of
system energy efficiency.
2. Use of AC-DC conversion provides the greatest energy savings when it allows elimination of a transformer.
3. Use of localized DC distribution provides an energy efficiency benefit only if the energy savings in conversion
losses at individual loads offset the energy losses in the centralized converter. This is more likely to occur for
integrated designs which omit the rectifiers at individual loads entirely, rather than for retrofit designs which
reuse existing rectifiers within the DC network.
4. A well designed mixed AC-DC distribution network can offer greater energy savings than either AC distribution




Many a mile I’ll never take.
This dissertation systematically explores the overall energy efficiency of mixed AC-DC electrical distribution
systems for commercial buildings and develops an optimization procedure for determining a design that maximizes
system energy efficiency. The major contributions of the research are
1. A tailored harmonic power flow model for electrical loss in mixed AC-DC electrical distribution systems,
2. A nonlinear mathematical program which determines a mixed AC-DC electrical distribution system design that
maximizes system energy efficiency, and
3. A global solution algorithm for the mathematical program based on Nonconvex Generalized Benders’ Decom-
position.
The research pursues a bottom-up modeling approach to ensure a comprehensive and detailed treatment of electrical
energy loss in buildings; such an approach has not been applied previously. Finally, this dissertation presents two
case studies which demonstrate that judicious use of mixed AC-DC distribution can improve the energy efficiency of
building electrical distribution systems.
8.1 Summary of Research Outcomes
Building upon the background presented in Chapter 2, Chapters 3 and 4 extend harmonic power flow analysis
to mixed AC-DC distribution systems and tailor it to efficiency analysis. These chapters provide a consistent loss
modeling framework for building electrical distribution equipment, sources, loads, and AC-DC converters. Novel con-
tributions include refinements of existing power systems models to provide more accurate loss estimates, development
of a meta-model for passive rectifiers, incorporation of of AC-DC power conversion into the power flow equations,
and reformulation of the harmonic power flow equations to increase their tractability for optimization.
Chapter 5 extends optimal power flow to the optimal design of retrofit mixed AC-DC electrical distribution systems
for commercial buildings. The mathematical program determines a configuration of system branches, sources, loads,
and AC-DC converters which minimizes the energy supplied by the electric utility over a specified time horizon.
The solution to the mathematical program represents an optimally energy efficient mixed AC-DC distribution system
design.
The mathematical program is a large-scale, nonconvex, mixed integer quadratically constrained program—a diffi-
cult class of problem to solve. To enhance its tractability, chapter 5 applies several reformulation techniques, includ-
ing isolation of nonconvexity using auxiliary variables, reformulation of bilinear functional forms, and introduction
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of valid cuts which tighten convex relaxations of the problem. Several of these reformulation techniques have not
previously been applied to optimal power flow.
Chapter 6 presents a global solution algorithm for the mathematical program based on Nonconvex Generalized
Benders’ Decomposition. The algorithm guarantees discovery of an ε-optimal system design in a finite number of
iterations. Chapter 6 also presents two performance enhancements for the solution algorithm: computation of minimal
big M values and bound tightening for the model variables. To enhance engineering analysis, Chapter 6 describes a
successive approximation outer loop for the solution algorithm. This outer loop, or wrapper, refines the system model
after each solve to correct for temperature effects, changes in harmonic current injections, and other model features
that cannot be incorporated directly into the mathematical program.
Finally, Chapter 7 applies the formulation and solution algorithm to two case studies: a three bus test system and a
typical medium-sized office building. The case study results demonstrate that (i) the solution algorithm can determine
high quality mixed AC-DC distribution system designs, and (ii) such designs can significantly improve the electrical
energy efficiency of commercial buildings. Nonetheless, the case studies also demonstrate that DC distribution is not
always more efficient than AC: the efficiency value of DC distribution depends on the partial load efficiency of the
AC-DC converters, the difference in load efficiency between DC and AC interconnection, and the ability to replace
under-loaded system transformers with more energy efficient AC-DC converters.
The case studies also reveal several algorithmic challenges. These include maintaining good performance of
commercial optimization software for large instances of the mathematical program, obtaining reasonable rates of
algorithm convergence for large design spaces, and efficient handling of problems with many time periods. These
challenges provide a rich environment for future research.
8.2 Avenues for Future Work
The work presented in this dissertation provides a foundation for the analysis of mixed AC-DC electrical distribu-
tion systems but is by no means a complete treatment. Opportunities for future research exist in each of the major task
areas: modeling, formulation, algorithmic development, and case studies. The following tasks are recommended for
future work:
1. Component modeling
• Validate the device models via experimentation using a sufficient selection of real-world devices.
• For each device model, develop reference parameter values which represent typical building loads.
• Expand the base of available device data to facilitate future work.
2. Formulation of the mathematical program
• Extend the power flow equations and formulation to model unbalanced three-phase operation.
• Extend the formulation to permit more design flexibility, improving its applicability to new design studies.
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• Adapt the objective function to examine system life cycle cost.
• Extend the formulation to accommodate uncertainty via stochastic analysis.
3. Improvement of solution algorithm
• Develop additional cuts or other techniques to tighten the (LBP) relaxation in order to accelerate algorithm
convergence and improve confidence in final solution quality.
• Extend the (LBP) solution method to use a decomposition algorithm, such as Benders’ Decomposition, to
accommodate cases with large numbers of time periods.
• Identify performance improvements for the (UBP) when using commercial global solvers, particularly to
allow use of smaller optimality gaps.
• Explore heuristic techniques for generating good initial candidate solutions for the algorithm.
• Compare algorithm performance with other mixed integer nonlinear solvers (both global and local) in
order to further validate the utility of the approach.
4. Case studies
• Refine the data for the medium office building test case to include more detailed loss and harmonic
modeling for the system loads, particularly the lighting load.
• To gain further insight into mixed AC-DC electrical distribution, provide a more in-depth analysis of
the case study results, including loss segregation, efficiency characteristics of individual devices, and the
impact of temperature and harmonic currents.
• Apply the analysis to other building types, sizes, ages, and climate zones.
5. Validation
• Perform measurements in existing buildings and compare with harmonic power flow results to validate
the system modeling approach.
• Calibrate the models using measured data.
• Implement small mixed AC-DC distribution system test cases in hardware and compare the performance
with the optimization results.
Perhaps the most promising extension to this dissertation is the application of the model and solution algorithm to
the design of mixed AC-DC electrical distribution systems for actual buildings. The author hopes that this dissertation
encourages and accelerates the responsible deployment of such systems by the commercial building industry.
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APPENDIX A - MODELING ASSUMPTIONS AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION
Equivalent circuit models or even detailed performance data are rarely available for practical building loads. In
many cases, such as when modeling future buildings, no data may exist apart from an estimate of load power. Con-
structing representative models for generic building equipment requires reliance on typical operating characteristics
and published performance data. This appendix provides assumptions and parameter estimation techniques for several
of the equipment models presented in Chapter 3. Much of the material presented in this appendix is paraphrased or
otherwise adapted from [19].
A.1 Electric Utility
Typical electric utility data include the connection voltage, the short circuit availability (SCA) or short circuit
ratio (SCR), and the X/R ratio. SCA specifies the available current in Amperes during an electrical fault while SCR
specifies the per-unit ratio of short circuit to rated current,
ISC = SCA,
ISC = SCR · IBase,
in which IBase is the base current and ISC is the short circuit current in Amperes. The equivalent Thévenin impedance



















The NEC [27] contains tables which specify all required data for modeling electrical conductors in buildings. NEC
Chapter 9, Tables 8 and 9 specify the DC resistance, 60 Hz. resistance, and 60 Hz. reactance in Ω/km for standard
building conductor sizes in American Wire Gauge (AWG) and kcmil. The tables give resistance values at 75 °C. When
using the equivalent ladder circuit model of Section 3.4.1, applying the DC resistance and 60 Hz. reference reactance
values for non-magnetic conduit will yield an approximately correct 60 Hz. resistance per Table 9.
NEC Table 310.16 specifies maximum rated temperatures and corresponding current limits in Amperes for stan-
dard conductor sizes. These current limits assume a 30 °C ambient temperature. Therefore, the rated temperature rise
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for a particular cable is
TRise-Rated = TMax − 30 °C,
in which TMax is the specified conductor maximum temperature per Table 310.16. For use in (3.17), rated conductor




in which RTMax is the conductor resistance corrected to TMax.
Care is required to properly model cable neutral impedance depending on the cable configuration. For single-
phase cables, the neutral impedance must be included at all frequencies, including positive- and negative-sequence
frequencies in three-phase systems. When converted to DC, equivalent single-phase cable resistance does not change.
When three-phase, four-wire systems are converted to DC, two conductors each may be used for the DC posi-
tive and negative feeds [16]. When three-phase, three-wire systems are converted to DC, only a single conductor is
available for each feed (with one spare). In addition, a DC model includes the neutral resistance whereas a balanced
three-phase AC model does not. The net result is that equivalent cable resistance is identical between AC and DC for
three-phase, four-wire cables but doubled at DC for three-phase, three-wire cables.
A.3 Transformers
Transformer nameplates and manufacturer’s data sheets do not supply transformer equivalent circuit parameters
directly. Instead, one or more of the following data are available:
• Series impedance magnitude,
• X/R ratio,
• Full load loss,
• No load current,
• No load loss,
• Rated ambient temperature,
• Rated temperature rise,
• Peak efficiency, and
• Loading at which the peak efficiency occurs.
Deriving the transformer equivalent circuit requires only a subset of these data. If any critical data are missing, the
typical values given in Table A.1 may be used instead.
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Table A.1: Typical data for distribution transformers.
Data Symbol Typical Values Sources
Series impedance
magnitude
ZSe 0.02–0.07 pu [40,129]
X/R ratio X/R 1–5 [129]
No load current
magnitude
INL 0.01–0.05 pu [40]
Rated ambient
temperature
TAmb-Rated 20 °C or 30 °C (depending on the type of test) [76, 77]
Rated temperature
rise
TRise-Rated 80 °C (least common), 115 °C, or 150 °C (most common) [25]
Peak efficiency ηMax 95–97% for transformers which predate NEMA TP-1




IMax-η 35% for NEMA TP-1 compliant LV, dry-type transformers
50% for NEMA TP-1 compliant MV, dry-type transformers
50% for NEMA TP-1 compliant LV, liquid-filled transformers
45% for 115 °C or 150 °C transformers that predate NEMA TP-1
80% for 80 °C transformers that predate NEMA TP-1
[25, 26]
A.3.1 Series Impedance
Transformer nameplates typically specify the series impedance magnitude ZSe and either the X/R ratio or the full













in which PLL is the full load loss in kW and SRated is the transformer rating in kVA. Given RSe, the transformer
fundamental frequency series reactance is
XSe =
√




RSe represents the series combination ofRW,REC, andROSL in the transformer model presented in Section 3.4.2.
In general, values for RW, REC, and ROSL are not available directly from transformer data. However, it is possible
to assign typical values for these equivalent resistances relative to RSe [19]. Stray load loss is approximately 10% of
the total transformer load loss [26, 130]. Furthermore, in the absence of other information, winding eddy current loss
may be assumed 67% of the total stray loss in dry-type transformers and 33% of the total stray loss in liquid-filled











A.3.2 Core Loss Resistance
Shunt resistance RC models transformer core loss, that is, no-load loss. No-load loss varies with voltage, and is





If no-load loss is not given, then RC may be derived from the transformer series resistance and the peak efficiency










If temperature effects are included, then instead of explicit equation (A.1), the set of implicit equations




RSe = f (T ) per (3.15) and (3.33), (A.2b)





TRise-Rated per (3.17), (A.2c)
govern transformer losses and temperature. Using (A.2), RC may be estimated via the following iterative procedure:
1. Initialize RSe to its value at rated temperature rise per (3.15) and (3.33).





3. For a representative set of I values, solve
η ≈ I
I + I2RSe +
1
RC
to convergence. This requires computing an implicit solution for (3.15), (3.33), and (3.17) via Newton-Raphson
or another numerical method for nonlinear equations.
4. Out of the set of I values, determine the current I ′ at which the peak value of η occurs.







and return to 3.
A.3.3 Magnetizing Reactance





in which INL is the transformer no-load current magnitude in per-unit.
A.4 Induction Motors
References [131] and [78] in Appendix F provide guidance for determining induction motor equivalent circuit
parameters from nameplate data, fitting ZIP models for induction motors, and modeling induction motor impedance
at harmonic frequencies.
A.5 Passive Rectifiers
When modeling passive rectifiers for efficiency analysis, the loss parameters selected must match the harmonic
current injection spectrum being used. Otherwise, the computed rectifier output power will be incorrect. The best way
to generate an accurate injection spectrum is to simulate the rectifier circuit.
Unfortunately, few data are available regarding typical values for filter inductance L, filter capacitance C, and loss
parameters VD, RD, RL, and RESR in Figure 3.22. The filter components found in passive rectifiers vary widely.
Very small single-phase rectifiers, such as those used in battery chargers or CFLs, typically omit filter inductor L.
Large three-phase rectifiers may omit filter capacitor C. In addition, the required value of C is smaller for three-phase
rectifiers because the current is lower and the effective ripple frequency is higher.
Despite the lack of data, some general modeling principles may be derived from application notes and manufac-
turer’s data sheets [95–97].
• Diodes—Neglecting resistance, diode current is an exponential function of forward voltage, or conversely, diode
forward voltage is a logarithmic function of current. Silicon rectifier diode forward voltage rises rapidly with
current up to approximately 0.6 V, then rises more slowly. After approximately 0.8 V, most of the additional
voltage drop in practical diodes is attributable to the diode internal resistance. However, diode forward voltages
rarely exceed 0.9 V at rated current.
Diode data sheets typically provide I–V curves over a wide range of currents. Diode resistance RD may be
estimated from the slope of this curve (∆V/∆I) at high values of I (where resistance dominates). Nominal
diode forward voltage drop VD is then
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VD = VF-Rated − IRatedRD,
in which VF-Rated is the total diode forward voltage drop at rated current and IRated is the rated forward current.
• Inductors—Inductor series resistance depends on the length and cross-sectional area of the wire in the coil
winding. The length of the wire increases with inductance while the cross-sectional area increases with power
rating. Therefore, inductor series resistance is directly proportional to the inductance and inversely proportional
to the inductor rated current. A reasonable modeling approach is to first find a data sheet for an inductor of
similar size and power rating, then adjust the parameters according to these guidelines to obtain an equivalent
inductor for the rectifier being modeled.
• Capacitors—Capacitor data sheets often specify the capacitor dissipation factor (DF), also called tan δ, which is
the ratio of capacitor equivalent series resistance to capacitive reactance at a specific frequency. (Angle δ is the
capacitor impedance angle; DF therefore equals tan δ.) 120 Hz DF values of 0.1–0.2 are typical for electrolytic





in which f usually equals 120 Hz.
The following procedure may be used to determine a reasonable passive rectifier circuit model for a given load:




in which ∆ is the desired fractional ripple (for example, 0.2), VDC is the approximate DC link voltage, IDC =
PLoad/VDC is the DC load current, and f is the ripple frequency. For single-phase 60 Hz rectifiers, f = 120 Hz
and VDC is approximately 90% of the peak AC line-to-neutral voltage. For three-phase 60 Hz rectifiers, f =
360 Hz and VDC is approximately 90% of the peak AC line-to-line voltage.
2. Model and simulate the rectifier using ideal components.
3. Add inductance L and adjust capacitance C as needed to approximate the desired current waveform, injection
spectrum, or THDI.
4. Calculate VD, RD, RL, and RESR based on the rectifier power rating and the present values of L and C; add to
the model.
5. Resimulate. If the current waveform, injection spectrum, and THDI are satisfactory, stop. Otherwise, return to
step 3.
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A.6 Power Electronics Converters
AC-DC converter data is often given graphically as an efficiency curve or in tabular form as a set of load levels
with corresponding efficiencies. For example, the California Energy Commission (CEC) has a large public database
of efficiency test results for grid-tied PV inverters [37]. These efficiency data may be used to estimate loss coefficients
α, β, and γ.
Given a set of output powers and corresponding efficiencies, input powers may be calculated using PIn = POut/η.































computes optimal values of α, β, and γ using a linear least squares fit.
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APPENDIX B - NOTATION
This appendix documents the notation used in the formulation of the mixed AC-DC electricity distribution design
problem (5.2)–(5.13) developed in Chapter 5 and its reformulation (C.1)–(C.15) presented in Appendix C. To aid in
the organization of this appendix, symbols are grouped by type and presented in order per the discussion in Chapters
4–5 rather than presented in alphabetical order.
B.1 Sets and Indices
This section documents the primary sets, subsets, and auxiliary sets used in the mathematical program.
B.1.1 Primary Sets
The primary sets and indices for the formulation and its relaxation are:
a ∈ A Set of system network architectures: a = 0 for DC, a = 1 for AC,
i, k ∈ N Set of all system buses (nodes),
ik ∈ B Set of all system branches (arcs),
s ∈ S Set of all system sources (supply),
` ∈ L Set of all system loads (demand),
c ∈ C Set of all system converters,
h ∈ H Set of harmonic frequencies,
t ∈ T Set of time periods, and
d ∈ D Set of breakpoints for linear underestimation of convex quadratic terms.
The set of branches B exists in N ×N such that indices ik indicate the from bus i and to bus k for each branch. For
harmonics h, harmonic frequency fh = hf1, in which f1 is the fundamental frequency. Therefore, h = 0 corresponds
to DC, h = 1 corresponds to fundamental frequency AC, and h > 1 and integer corresponds to the conventional
definition of harmonic frequencies in power systems engineering.
B.1.2 Subsets
The following subsets partition the system components by network architecture and point of interconnection:
BA ⊆ B Subset of branches able to participate in the AC network,
BD ⊆ B Subset of branches able to participate in the DC network,
ŜAi ⊆ S Subset of sources able to connect to bus i ∈ N in the AC network,
ŜDi ⊆ S Subset of sources able to connect to bus i ∈ N in the DC network,
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ĽAi ⊆ L Subset of loads able to connect to bus i ∈ N in the AC network,
ĽDi ⊆ L Subset of loads able to connect to bus i ∈ N in the DC network,
ĈAi ⊆ C Set of active converters with output terminals able to connect to bus i ∈ N in the AC network,
ĈDi ⊆ C Set of active converters with output terminals able to connect to bus i ∈ N in the DC network,
ČAi ⊆ C Set of active converters with input terminals able to connect to bus i ∈ N in the AC network, and
ČDi ⊆ C Set of active converters with input terminals able to connect to bus i ∈ N in the DC network.
In Chapter 4, these sets represent fixed design decisions rather than choices.
B.1.3 Auxiliary Sets
The following auxiliary sets define notationally convenient unions of subsets:
NA Set of all system buses which may exist in the AC network,
NA ≡
{




















i | ČAi 6= ∅
}
,
ND Set of all system buses which may exist in the DC network,
ND ≡
{




















i | ČDi 6= ∅
}
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CIi Set of active converters at bus i able to source or sink current at harmonic frequencies, that is, har-
monic filters or inverters capable of feeding AC islands,
CIi ≡
{









HH Set of harmonic indices corresponding to harmonic AC frequencies,
HH ≡ H \ {0, 1} .
B.2 Parameters
This section describes the data fields for system buses, branches, sources, loads, and converters as well as refor-
mulation parameters and other miscellaneous parameters.
B.2.1 Buses
The following are data for each bus i at harmonic h:
V minih Minimum allowable voltage magnitude,
V maxih Maximum allowable voltage magnitude,
Eminih Minimum allowable real component of complex voltage,
Emaxih Maximum allowable real component of complex voltage,
Fminih Minimum allowable imaginary component of complex voltage, and
Fmaxih Maximum allowable imaginary component of complex voltage.
Voltage magnitude limits apply for h ∈ {0, 1} while voltage real and imaginary component limits apply for h ≥ 1.
B.2.2 Branches
The following are data for each branch ik at harmonic h in time period t:
gSeikht Branch series conductance,
gShikht Branch shunt conductance,
bSeikht Branch series susceptance,
bShikht Branch shunt susceptance,
Aikht Magnitude of branch turns ratio, and
ϕikht Phase shift of complex branch turns ratio.
Branch susceptance and phase shift are required only for h ≥ 1.
B.2.3 Sources
The following are data for each source s at harmonic h in time period t:
P Ssht Constant real power of P branch of ZIP source model,
QSsht Constant reactive power of P branch of ZIP source model,
ISsht Constant DC current of I branch of ZIP source model,
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IS,<sht Real component of constant absolute AC current of I branch of ZIP source model,
IS,=sht Imaginary component of constant absolute AC current of I branch of ZIP source model,
IS,Dsht Direct (in phase) component of constant relative AC current of I branch of ZIP source model,
IS,Qsht Quadrature (orthogonal) component of constant relative AC current of I branch of ZIP source model,
gSsht Constant conductance of Z branch of ZIP source model, and
bSsht Constant susceptance of Z branch of ZIP source model.
At DC (h = 0), ZIP source current is defined as a single quantity ISsht because there is no angle associated with DC




sht , or a






ejδ , as discussed in Section 3.2.2.
B.2.4 Loads
The following are data for each load ` at harmonic h in time period t:
PL`ht Constant real power of P branch of ZIP load model,
QL`ht Constant reactive power of P branch of ZIP load model,
IL`ht Constant DC current of I branch of ZIP load model,
IL,<`ht Real component of constant AC current of I branch of ZIP load model,
IL,=`ht Imaginary component of constant AC current of I branch of ZIP load model,
IL,D`ht Direct (in phase) component of constant AC current of I branch of ZIP load model,
IL,Q`ht Quadrature (orthogonal) component of constant AC current of I branch of ZIP load model,
gL`ht Constant conductance of Z branch of ZIP load model, and
bL`ht Constant susceptance of Z branch of ZIP load model.
As with ZIP sources, DC ZIP load current is defined as a single quantity IL`ht while AC ZIP load current may be














The following are data for each converter c at harmonic h:
P̂C,minch Minimum allowable real power output,
P̂C,maxch Maximum allowable real power output,
P̌C,minch Minimum allowable real power input,
P̌C,maxch Maximum allowable real power input,
Q̂C,minch Minimum allowable reactive power output,
Q̂C,maxch Maximum allowable reactive power output,
Q̌C,minch Minimum allowable reactive power input,
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Q̌C,maxch Maximum allowable reactive power input,
ÎC,maxch Maximum allowable harmonic current output magnitude, and
ǏC,maxch Maximum allowable harmonic current input magnitude.
Real power limits apply at DC (h = 0) and the AC fundamental frequency (h = 1), reactive power limits apply only
at the AC fundamental frequency (h = 1), and harmonic current limits apply for h > 1.
In addition, three coefficients define the 2nd order loss model for each converter c:
αc Constant loss coefficient,
βc Linear loss coefficient, and
γc Quadratic loss coefficient.
B.2.6 Relaxation Parameters
This section presents relaxation parameters that define underestimating cuts for the reformulation variables. Such
cuts may be used for quadratic terms (which are convex), but not for general bilinear terms (which are nonconvex).
The following parameters define breakpoints for voltage-related cuts at bus i at harmonic h in time period t:
V bpihtd Piecewise linear breakpoint d for voltage variable Viht,
Ebpihtd Piecewise linear breakpoint d for voltage variable Eiht, and
F bpihtd Piecewise linear breakpoint d for voltage variable Fiht.
Similarly, the following parameter define limits and breakpoints for converter power-related cuts for converter c in
time period t:
ŵC,maxct Maximum allowable value of w
C





ŵC,minct Minimum allowable value of w
C










The remaining parameters for the formulation are defined as follows:
τt Duration of time period t, and
M A sufficiently large number (used for logical switching in constraints).
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B.3 Variables
The variables for the original formulation include voltage state variables at each bus, power and harmonic current
flow variables for branches, sources, loads, and converters, and binary decision variables. The reformulation introduces
several reformulation variables.
B.3.1 State Variables
The following are voltage state variables at bus i at harmonic h in time period t:
Viht Voltage magnitude,
Eiht Real component of complex voltage, and
Fiht Imaginary component of complex voltage.
Voltage magnitudes are defined only for DC (h = 0) and the AC fundamental frequency (h = 1), while complex
voltage components are defined for h ≥ 1.
B.3.2 Power Flow Variables
The following are power flow variables at harmonic h in time period t:
PBikht Branch real power flowing from bus i toward bus k,
QBikht Branch reactive power flowing from bus i toward bus k,
P̂ Ssht Net real power supplied by source s,
Q̂Ssht Net reactive power supplied by source s,
P̌ L`ht Net real power consumed by load `,
Q̌L`ht Net reactive power consumed by load `,
P̂Ccht Real power delivered at the output terminal of converter c,
Q̂Ccht Reactive power delivered at the output terminal of converter c,
P̌Ccht Real power consumed at the input terminal of converter c, and
Q̌Ccht Reactive power consumed at the input terminal of converter c.
The real power variables are defined for DC (h = 0) and the AC fundamental frequency (h = 1), while the reactive
power variables are defined only for the AC fundamental frequency (h = 1).
B.3.3 Harmonic Current Flow Variables
The following are harmonic current flow variables at harmonic h in time period t:
IB,<ikht Real component of branch current flowing from bus i toward bus k,
IB,=ikht Imaginary component of branch current flowing from bus i toward bus k,
ÎS,<sht Real component of net current supplied by source s,
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ÎS,=sht Imaginary component of net current supplied by source s,
ǏL,<`ht Real component of net current consumed by load `,
ǏL,=`ht Imaginary component of net current consumed by load `,
ÎC,<cht Real component of current delivered at the output terminal of converter c,
ÎC,=cht Imaginary component of current delivered at the output terminal of converter c,
ǏC,<cht Real component of current consumed at the input terminal of converter c, and
ǏC,=cht Imaginary component of current consumed at the input terminal of converter c.
These variables are defined only for h > 1.
B.3.4 Binary Decision Variables
The following binary variables model design decisions:
xBika Equals 1 if branch ik is assigned to network architecture a and 0 otherwise,
xSsa Equals 1 if source s is connected to the system using architecture a and 0 otherwise,
xL`a Equals 1 if load ` is connected to the system using architecture a and 0 otherwise, and
xCc Equals 1 if converter c is present in the system and 0 otherwise.
B.3.5 Reformulation Variables
The reformulation variables isolate nonconvexity as described in Section 5.3.1. The following are voltage refor-
mulation variables for harmonic h in time period t:
wVVikht Product of voltage magnitude at bus i with voltage magnitude at bus k,
wVVikht = VihtVkht,
wEEikht Product of real component of voltage at bus i with real component of voltage at bus k,
wEEikht = EihtEkht,
wEFikht Product of real component of voltage at bus i with imaginary component of voltage at bus k,
wEFikht = EihtFkht,
and
wFFikht Product of imaginary component of voltage at bus i with imaginary component of voltage at bus k,
wFFikht = FihtFkht.
The following converter power reformulation variables apply for converter c in time period t,
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APPENDIX C - REFORMULATED MATHEMATICAL PROGRAM
This appendix presents the full reformulation of nonlinear mathematical program (5.2)–(5.13) and its convex re-
laxation as described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.
C.1 Nonlinear Mathematical Program
Equations (C.1)–(C.15) present the reformulated version of mathematical program (5.2)–(5.13). The reformula-
tion (i) isolates nonconvexity in reformulation variables and associated constraints (Section 5.3.1), (ii) uses big M
switching constraints to eliminate bilinear binary-continuous terms (Section 5.3.2), and (iii) introduces feasibility cuts
(5.16) and (5.18) to the formulation (Section 5.3.3).
C.2 Convex Relaxation
Equations (C.16)–(C.23) present the linear relaxation of the nonconvex reformulation constraints (C.12b)–(C.12e)
















































































































































∀ ik ∈ BD, ∀ t ∈ T (C.4b)




































∀ ik ∈ BD, ∀ t ∈ T (C.4e)









































































∀ ik ∈ BA, ∀ t ∈ T (C.4h)






























































∀ ik ∈ BA, ∀ t ∈ T (C.4k)









































































∀ ik ∈ BA, ∀ t ∈ T (C.4n)


































































∀ ik ∈ BA, ∀ t ∈ T (C.4q)
















































































∀ ik ∈ BA, ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (C.5b)


































































∀ ik ∈ BA, ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (C.5e)











































































∀ ik ∈ BA, ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (C.5h)


































































∀ ik ∈ BA, ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (C.5k)












∀ i ∈ ND, ∀ s ∈ ŜDi , ∀ t ∈ T (C.6a)
P̂ Ss,0,t ≥
(








∀ i ∈ ND, ∀ s ∈ ŜDi , ∀ t ∈ T (C.6b)
















∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ s ∈ ŜAi , ∀ t ∈ T (C.6d)
P̂ Ss,1,t ≥
(












∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ s ∈ ŜAi , ∀ t ∈ T (C.6e)
−MxSs,1 ≤ P̂ Ss,1,t ≤MxSs,1 ∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ s ∈ ŜAi , ∀ t ∈ T (C.6f)
Q̂Ss,1,t ≤
(






∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ s ∈ ŜAi , ∀ t ∈ T (C.6g)
Q̂Ss,1,t ≥
(






∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ s ∈ ŜAi , ∀ t ∈ T (C.6h)










∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ s ∈ ŜAi , ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (C.7a)
ÎS,<sht ≥
(






∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ s ∈ ŜAi , ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (C.7b)
−MxSs,1 ≤ ÎS,<sht ≤MxSs,1 ∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ s ∈ ŜAi , ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (C.7c)
ÎS,=sht ≤
(






∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ s ∈ ŜAi , ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (C.7d)
ÎS,=sht ≥
(






∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ s ∈ ŜAi , ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (C.7e)































∀ i ∈ ND, ∀ ` ∈ ĽDi , ∀ t ∈ T (C.8b)






































∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ ` ∈ ĽAi , ∀ t ∈ T (C.8e)
−MxL`,1 ≤ P̌ L`,1,t ≤MxL`,1 ∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ ` ∈ ĽAi , ∀ t ∈ T (C.8f)
Q̌L`,1,t ≤
(










∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ ` ∈ ĽAi , ∀ t ∈ T (C.8g)
Q̌L`,1,t ≥
(










∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ ` ∈ ĽAi , ∀ t ∈ T (C.8h)
























∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ ` ∈ ĽAi , ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (C.9b)


























∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ ` ∈ ĽAi , ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (C.9e)




ch ≤ P̂Cc,1,t ≤ xCc P̂
C,max
ch ∀ c ∈ C, ∀h ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.10a)
xCc P̌
C,min
ch ≤ P̌Cc,1,t ≤ xCc P̌
C,max










ct ∀ c ∈ C, ∀ t ∈ T (C.10c)
xCc Q̂
C,min
c,1 ≤ Q̂Cc,1,t ≤ xCc Q̂C,maxc,1 ∀ c ∈ C, ∀ t ∈ T (C.10d)
xCc Q̌
C,min
c,1 ≤ Q̌Cc,1,t ≤ xCc Q̌C,maxc,1 ∀ c ∈ C, ∀ t ∈ T (C.10e)
(Converter Current)
−xCc ÎC,maxch ≤ Î
C,<
cht ≤ xCc Î
C,max
ch ∀ c ∈ C, ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (C.11a)
−xCc ǏC,maxch ≤ Ǐ
C,<
cht ≤ xCc Ǐ
C,max
ch ∀ c ∈ C, ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (C.11b)
−xCc ÎC,maxch ≤ Î
C,=
cht ≤ xCc Î
C,max
ch ∀ c ∈ C, ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (C.11c)
−xCc ǏC,maxch ≤ Ǐ
C,=
cht ≤ xCc Ǐ
C,max






ii,1,t ∀ i ∈ N , ∀ t ∈ T (C.12a)
wVVikht = VihtVkht ∀ i, k ∈ N , ∀h ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.12b)
wEEik,1,t = Ei,1,tEk,1,t ∀ i, k ∈ NA, ∀ t ∈ T (C.12c)
wEFik,1,t = Ei,1,tFk,1,t ∀ i, k ∈ NA, ∀ t ∈ T (C.12d)








)2 ∀ c ∈ C, ∀ t ∈ T (C.12g)
xCc E
min
ih ≤ Eiht ≤ xCc Emaxih ∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ c ∈ CIi , ∀h ∈ HH, ∀ t ∈ T (C.12h)
xCc F
min





kiht ≥ 0 ∀ ik ∈ B, ∀h ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.13a)
QBik,1,t +Q
B






≥ 0, ∀ t ∈ T (C.13b)






≥ 0, ∀ t ∈ T (C.13c)
Ei,1,t ≤ Vi,1,t ∀ i ∈ NA | V minih ≥ 0, ∀ t ∈ T (C.13d)
Fi,1,t ≤ Vi,1,t ∀ i ∈ NA | V minih ≥ 0, ∀ t ∈ T (C.13e)
(Binary Logic)∑
a∈A
xBika ≤ 1 ∀ ik ∈ B (C.14a)
∑
a∈A
xSsa = 1 ∀ s ∈ S (C.14b)
∑
a∈A




























































































xBki,1 ∀ i ∈ NA, ∀ c ∈ ĈAi (C.14k)
xBik,0 = 0 ∀ ik ∈ B \ BD (C.14l)
xBik,1 = 0 ∀ ik ∈ B \ BA (C.14m)
xSs,0 = 0 ∀ s ∈ S \ SD (C.14n)
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xSs,1 = 0 ∀ s ∈ S \ SA (C.14o)
xL`,0 = 0 ∀ ` ∈ L \ LD (C.14p)
xL`,1 = 0 ∀ ` ∈ L \ LA (C.14q)
(Variable Bounds)
V minih ≤ Viht ≤ V maxih ∀ i ∈ N , ∀h ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.15a)
Eminih ≤ Eiht ≤ Emaxih ∀ i ∈ N , ∀h ∈ H \ {0} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.15b)
Fminih ≤ Fiht ≤ Fmaxih ∀ i ∈ N , ∀h ∈ H \ {0} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.15c)
xBika binary ∀ ik ∈ B, ∀ a ∈ A (C.15d)
xSsa binary ∀ s ∈ S, ∀ a ∈ A (C.15e)
xL`a binary ∀ ` ∈ L, ∀ a ∈ A (C.15f)
xCc binary ∀ c ∈ C (C.15g)
(Relaxation of wVVikht for i = k)
s.t. wVViiht ≤ V minih Viht + V maxih Viht − V minih V maxih ∀ i ∈ N , ∀h ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.16a)




∀ i ∈ N , ∀h ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ t ∈ T , ∀ d ∈ D (C.16b)
(Relaxation of wVVikht for i 6= k)
wVVikht ≤ V maxih Vkht + V minkh Viht − V maxih V minkh ∀ i, k ∈ N | i > k, ∀h ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.17a)
wVVikht ≤ V minih Vkht + V maxkh Viht − V minih V maxkh ∀ i, k ∈ N | i > k, ∀h ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.17b)
wVVikht ≥ V minih Vkht + V minkh Viht − V minih V minkh ∀ i, k ∈ N | i > k, ∀h ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.17c)
wVVikht ≥ V maxih Vkht + V maxkh Viht − V maxih V maxkh ∀ i, k ∈ N | i > k, ∀h ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.17d)
(Relaxation of wEEikht for i = k)
wEEiiht ≤ Eminih Eiht + Emaxih Eiht − Eminih Emaxih ∀ i ∈ NA, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.18a)




∀ i ∈ NA, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T , ∀ d ∈ D (C.18b)
(Relaxation of wEEikht for i 6= k)
wEEikht ≤ Emaxih Ekht + Eminkh Eiht − Emaxih Eminkh ∀ i, k ∈ NA | i > k, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.19a)
wEEikht ≤ Eminih Ekht + Emaxkh Eiht − Eminih Emaxkh ∀ i, k ∈ NA | i > k, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.19b)
wEEikht ≥ Eminih Ekht + Eminkh Eiht − Eminih Eminkh ∀ i, k ∈ NA | i > k, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.19c)
wEEikht ≥ Emaxih Ekht + Emaxkh Eiht − Emaxih Emaxkh ∀ i, k ∈ NA | i > k, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.19d)
(Relaxation of wFFikht for i = k)
wFFiiht ≤ Fminih Fiht + Fmaxih Fiht − Fminih Fmaxih ∀ i ∈ NA, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.20a)




∀ i ∈ NA, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T , ∀ d ∈ D (C.20b)
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(Relaxation of wFFikht for i 6= k)
wFFikht ≤ Fmaxih Fkht + Fminkh Fiht − Fmaxih Fminkh ∀ i, k ∈ NA | i > k, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.21a)
wFFikht ≤ Fminih Fkht + Fmaxkh Fiht − Fminih Fmaxkh ∀ i, k ∈ NA | i > k, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.21b)
wFFikht ≥ Fminih Fkht + Fminkh Fiht − Fminih Fminkh ∀ i, k ∈ NA | i > k, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.21c)
wFFikht ≥ Fmaxih Fkht + Fmaxkh Fiht − Fmaxih Fmaxkh ∀ i, k ∈ NA | i > k, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.21d)
(Relaxation of wEFikht)
wEFikht ≤ Emaxih Fkht + Fminkh Eiht − Emaxih Fminkh ∀ i, k ∈ NA, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.22a)
wEFikht ≤ Eminih Fkht + Fmaxkh Eiht − Eminih Fmaxkh ∀ i, k ∈ NA, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.22b)
wEFikht ≥ Eminih Fkht + Fminkh Eiht − Eminih Fminkh ∀ i, k ∈ NA, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.22c)
wEFikht ≥ Emaxih Fkht + Fmaxkh Eiht − Emaxih Fmaxkh ∀ i, k ∈ NA, ∀h ∈ {1} , ∀ t ∈ T (C.22d)
(Relaxation of wCCct )
wCCct ≤ ŵC,minc wCct + ŵC,maxc wCct − ŵC,minc ŵC,maxc ∀ c ∈ C, ∀ t ∈ T (C.23a)




∀ c ∈ C, ∀ t ∈ T , ∀ d ∈ D (C.23b)
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APPENDIX D - COMPARISON OF CONVEX RELAXATIONS
This appendix documents and compares the performance of four relaxation strategies for the MIQCP reformulation
(C.1)–(C.15) of the mixed AC-DC electricity distribution design problem:
1. Linear relaxation,
2. Piecewise linear relaxation using McCormick inequalities,
3. Piecewise linear relaxation using logarithmic transformations, and
4. Convex quadratic relaxation.
Although the four relaxation strategies produce similarly tight lower bounds, they require vastly different amounts
of computation. The linear relaxation has the best computational performance, while the piecewise linear relaxation
using the McCormick inequalities performs the worst.
D.1 Relaxation Strategies
The McCormick inequalities
w ≥ xL1x2 + x1xL2 − xL1xL2 , (D.1a)
w ≥ xU1 x2 + x1xU2 − xU1 xU2 , (D.1b)
w ≤ xU1 x2 + x1xL2 − xU1 xL2 , (D.1c)
w ≤ xL1x2 + x1xU2 − xL1xU2 , (D.1d)
define the linear convex envelope of the nonconvex bilinear constraint w = x1x2, that is, the tightest possible purely











w ≤ xLx+ xUx− xLxU. (D.2c)
The nonconvex MIQCP (C.1)–(C.15) contains both bilinear constraints of the form w = x1x2 and quadratic con-
straints of the formw = x2. As implemented, the MILP relaxation (C.16)–(C.23) uses linear relaxation (Section 5.4),
but many other relaxation strategies are possible [101, 102, 104]. Three such strategies are piecewise linear relaxation
using McCormick inequalities, piecewise linear relaxation using logarithmic transformations, and convex quadratic
relaxation.
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D.1.1 Piecewise Linear Relaxation Using McCormick Inequalities
For quadratic terms w = x2, use of a piecewise linear relaxation can improve the strength of the overestimator
(D.2c) by partitioning the space [xL, xU] into D segments, each of which uses (D.2c) as a local overestimator. Several
possible formulations for such a piecewise partitioning are possible, most of which use binary variables to select the
segment in which x lies. One of the more elegant forms uses a set of variables λ which form a special ordered set of
type II (SOS-2) [102].
An SOS-2 set is an ordered set of variables of which at most two consecutive variables may be nonzero. SOS-2


















λd ≥ 0 ∀ d ∈ {0, . . . , D},
{λ0, . . . ,λD} SOS-2,
form a valid overestimator for w = x2, in which x′d are the breakpoints of the piecewise linear segments (in order),
with x′0 = x
L and x′1 = x
U [102]. The linear cuts (5.20a) remain a valid underestimator which can be made arbitrarily
tight (Section 5.4).
A similar strategy may be used to tighten the McCormick relaxation (D.1) of bilinear terms w = x1x2: partition
the (x1,x2) space into D ×D′ subregions, then apply the McCormick inequalities to each subregion. Let
• d ∈ {1, . . . , D} represent the partitions on x1,
• d′ ∈ {1, . . . , D′} represent the partitions on x2,
• x′1,d−1 and x
′
1,d represent the lower and upper bounds of partition d on x1, respectively, and
• x′2,d′−1 and x
′
2,d′ represent the lower and upper bounds of partition d
′ on x2, respectively.









xi if xi lies in partition (d, d′),
0 otherwise.














x′1,d−1ydd′ ≤ χ1,dd′ ≤ x′1,dydd′ ∀ (d, d′) ∈ {1, . . . , D} × {1, . . . , D′},






constrain the active subregion to match the current values of x1 and x2. The McCormick inequalities may then be













































The summations are valid because χ1,dd′ , χ2,dd′ , and ydd′ are zero whenever (x1,x2) lies outside subregion (d, d′).
For moderate values of D and D′, the piecewise linear approach provides a much tighter relaxation of bilinear
terms than either the linear or convex quadratic approaches. However, the disadvantage is that this approach requires
a large number of auxiliary binary variables to represent the piecewise linear system. In addition, there is no readily
apparent simplification that uses SOS-2 variables because the partitioning is done in two dimensions.
D.1.2 Piecewise Linear Relaxation Using Logarithmic Transformation
For the special case in which x1 > 0 and x2 > 0, [102] suggests applying a logarithmic transformation for bilinear
constraints using the relationship
w = x1x2 ⇔ lnw = lnx1 + lnx2.
This transformation separates the nonconvexity into univariate natural log functions, which may then be relaxed indi-
vidually using piecewise linear functions. The natural log function’s concavity also allows some exploitation of special
structure.
Let ω = lnw and ξi = lnxi. Then, the constraint
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ω = ξ1 + ξ2
relates w to x1 and x2 indirectly. Constraints which relate w to ω and ξi to xi are also required.
Using w as an example, the relaxation proceeds as follows:
1. Because f(w) = lnw is concave, its tangent lines form valid overestimators




· (w − w′) ,
Using K discrete points w′k and given df/dw = 1/w, the overestimating constraints have the form
ω ≤ lnw′k +
w
w′k
− 1 ∀ k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.
2. Piecewise linear underestimators for f(w) = lnw follow the same strategy presented in Section D.1.1 for the
overestimators of quadratic terms. Letw′d represent the breakpoints ofD segments onw, with d ∈ {0, . . . , D},
w′0 = w
L, and w′D = w
















λd ≥ 0 ∀ d ∈ {0, . . . , D},
{λ0, . . . ,λD} SOS-2,
form a valid underestimator for ω = lnw.
Similar sets of constraints apply to the ξ’s.
D.1.3 Convex Quadratic Relaxation
In a linear relaxation scheme, the series of linear cuts (5.20a) create the underestimator for the quadratic term
w = x2. However, because x2 is convex, the quadratic inequalityw ≥ x2 may be used directly as an underestimator,
replacing constraints (5.20a). The resulting relaxation is still convex but is no longer linear, and therefore requires an
algorithm capable of solving convex quadratically constrained programs. In addition, the overestimator (D.2c) remains
weak even though the quadratic underestimator is exact.
For bilinear terms, the function f(x1,x2) = x1x2 is convex for x1 ≥ 0 and x2 ≥ 0. Under these conditions,
w ≥ x1x2
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becomes a valid underestimator for w, replacing (D.1a)–(D.1b). Direct use of the bilinear term tightens the under-
estimator considerably, but the overestimator (D.1c)–(D.1d) remains weak. (Similar cases exist for the other three
quadrants, but in all cases either the underestimator or the overestimator remains weak.)
D.2 Comparison
In order to evaluate the quality and performance of the four relaxation strategies, each is applied to the three bus
test system (Section 7.1). The relaxations tested are
1. Linear relaxation—implements the McCormick inequalities on all terms as well as valid underestimating cuts
on univariate squared terms,
2. Quadratic relaxation—implements the McCormick inequalities as overestimators and exact quadratic func-
tions as underestimators on all terms,
3. Piecewise linear relaxation using the McCormick inequalities—implements the McCormick inequalities over
individual piecewise segments as well as valid underestimating cuts on univariate squared terms, and
4. Piecewise linear relaxation using log transformation—implements a logarithmic transformation to obtain uni-
variate functions for all bilinear terms which can then be relaxed using the McCormick inequalities and other
valid underestimating and overestimating cuts.
The quadratic relaxation requires nonnegative voltages and the piecewise linear relaxation using logarithmic transfor-
mation requires strictly positive voltages. These requirements are satisfied by careful selection of the voltage bounds
in the test case.
In the test, the relaxations are applied both with and without the feasibility cuts (5.16) and (5.18) discussed in Sec-
tion 5.3.3. Table D.1 and Table D.2 give the number of variables and constraints, respectively, for the four relaxations
using various dimensions for the number of cuts and piecewise segments. The same number of breakpoints are used
for both under- and overestimating linear cuts and piecewise linear segments. Although optimal breakpoint selection
algorithms exist [132, 133], the test uses evenly spaced breakpoints for simplicity.
Table D.1 and Table D.2 demonstrate that the piecewise relaxations greatly increase the complexity of the problem
by adding both continuous and binary variables. In particular, the number of both binary variables and constraints
in the piecewise linear relaxation which uses the McCormick inequalities scales with the square of the number of
breakpoints, quickly rendering the problem impractically large. Adding the extra feasibility cuts does not change the
number of variables except in one instance (noted in Table D.1), but it does increase the number of constraints in each
of the relaxations slightly.
The MILP relaxations were solved using CPLEX 12.5.0.0 and the MIQCP relaxations using GloMIQO 2.1, both
as implemented in GAMS 24.0.2 (32-bit). All tests were performed on a high performance computer with dual six
core Intel Xeon X5670 CPUs operating at 2.93 GHz and 48 GB of RAM running Ubuntu Linux 10.04.4. Each test
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Table D.1: Variable counts in convex relaxations, after presolve.
Relaxation Segments Continuous SOS-2 Binary Total
Linear 1 250 0 10 260
Linear 3 250 0 10 260
Linear 10 250 0 10 260
Quadratic 281 0 10 291
Piecewise Linear + McCormick Inequalities 1 250 0 10 260
Piecewise Linear + McCormick Inequalities 3 1348 42 496 1886
Piecewise Linear + McCormick Inequalities 10 11470 42 5410 16922†
Piecewise Linear + Log Transformation 1 306 0 10 316
Piecewise Linear + Log Transformation 3 628 96 10 734
Piecewise Linear + Log Transformation 10 1300 96 10 1406
†With extra cuts, reduces to 5110 binaries, 42 SOS-2, and 10870 continuous, for a total of 16022.
Table D.2: Constraint counts in convex relaxations, after presolve.
Without Extra Cuts With Extra Cuts
Relaxation Segments Linear Nonlinear Linear Nonlinear
Linear 1 845 0 899 0
Linear 3 929 0 983 0
Linear 10 1223 0 1277 0
Quadratic 701 96 755 96
Piecewise Linear + McCormick Inequalities 1 845 0 899 0
Piecewise Linear + McCormick Inequalities 3 3116 0 3170 0
Piecewise Linear + McCormick Inequalities 10 23066 0 21920 0
Piecewise Linear + Log Transformation 1 878 0 953 0
Piecewise Linear + Log Transformation 3 1418 0 1472 0
Piecewise Linear + Log Transformation 10 2339 0 2393 0
used a single core at 100% CPU. In order to stress test the solvers, the relative optimality tolerance selected for the
tests was 1× 10−6.
Table D.3 presents the quality and computational performance of the relaxations in the absence of feasibility cuts
(5.16) and (5.18). All the relaxations are of very poor quality. (For reference, the optimal objective function value
of the original nonconvex MIQCP is 1.795.) In addition, the piecewise relaxations provide little improvement before
the problem becomes intractable. (For this test, intractability is defined as the inability to solve within the 1 × 10−6
relative tolerance in under one hour.) The quadratic relaxation quickly converges to its final value but the solver is
unable to verify global optimality within the allotted hour. In contrast, the linear relaxation solves rapidly.
Including feasibility cuts (5.16) and (5.18) vastly improves the quality of the relaxations with a relatively minor
impact on the solution times (Table D.4). After including the cuts, even the weakest relaxations are within 3% of the
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Table D.3: Performance of convex relaxations, excluding feasibility cuts.
Relaxation Segments Final Objective Solve Time (s) Nodes
Linear 1 −48.626 0.22 15
Linear 3 −48.624 0.18 7
Linear 10 −48.119 0.32 9
Quadratic −48.093† 3600.00 17724
Piecewise Linear + McCormick Inequalities 1 −48.655 0.39 19
Piecewise Linear + McCormick Inequalities 3 −48.106 29.98 2263
Piecewise Linear + McCormick Inequalities 10 +∞‡ 3600.00 18597
Piecewise Linear + Log Transformation 1 −48.727 0.25 19
Piecewise Linear + Log Transformation 3 −48.648 66.45 27635
Piecewise Linear + Log Transformation 10 +∞‡ 3600.00 1148257
†Time limit exceeded; incumbent solution not proven optimal within tolerance
‡Time limit exceeded; no integer solution found
Table D.4: Performance of convex relaxations, including feasibility cuts.
Relaxation Segments Final Objective Solve Time (s) Nodes
Linear 1 1.755 0.07 0
Linear 3 1.760 0.12 3
Linear 10 1.761 0.16 3
Quadratic 1.761 1.38 1
Piecewise Linear + McCormick Inequalities 1 1.755 0.13 6
Piecewise Linear + McCormick Inequalities 3 1.772 385.85 74561
Piecewise Linear + McCormick Inequalities 10 +∞‡ 3600.00 26070
Piecewise Linear + Log Transformation 1 1.755 0.07 0
Piecewise Linear + Log Transformation 3 1.770† 3600.00 1320059
Piecewise Linear + Log Transformation 10 +∞‡ 3600.00 2587548
†Time limit exceeded; incumbent solution not proven optimal within tolerance
‡Time limit exceeded; no integer solution found
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optimum. However, this is expected, as including the cuts ensures that the difference between the relaxed optimum
and true optimum consists primarily of branch and converter losses. Since such losses are generally small with respect
to total energy consumption, the bound is relatively tight. As before, the piecewise relaxations produce only a modest
improvement at great computational expense.
The test results suggest that the theoretical and computational effort required to generate piecewise linear relax-
ations for the mixed AC-DC electrical distribution system design problem is not justified in light the small differences
in objective function value when compared to linear relaxation. In contrast, addition of problem-specific feasibility
cuts greatly improves the tightness of the relaxations. A linear relaxation with the problem-specific cuts provides the
greatest return on investment with respect to computational performance.
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APPENDIX E - CASE STUDY DATA
This appendix documents the data and modeling decisions for the three bus and CRBM medium office building
test cases described in Chapter 7. In addition to the description provided here, Appendix G contains MATLAB scripts
for generating both test cases.
E.1 Three Bus Test Case
System data for the three bus test case are selected to test algorithm performance rather than model a typical
building. Table E.1 summarizes the key data for each system component. The utility interconnection is modeled at the
low side of a distribution transformer and connects to a network of three #12 AWG single-phase copper cables. Cable
resistance and reactance are derived from NEC Tables 8 and 9 [27]; see Appendix A. The models for the remaining
sources, loads, and converters are drawn directly from the existing literature as cited in Table E.1.
Table E.2 displays the schedule of nominal source and load power for each time period in the test case. (Actual
source and load power vary with connection type: AC or DC.) The first two time periods model normal operation with
and without the PV array output, while the third time period enforces the condition that the PV array output power
must have a destination under a no load scenario. Since the third time period represents a feasibility criterion, it carries
little weight in the objective function.
E.2 CRBM Medium Office Building
The data for the CRBM medium office building test case are drawn from several sources:
• The distribution system configuration, conductor data, and equipment data from [121],
• The load models from [19], with modifications based on Chapter 3 and engineering judgment,
• The seasonal load profiles from full year EnergyPlus simulation output for the Seattle 1980–2000 CRBM
medium office building [119], and
• Temperatures and seasonal PV array generation profiles from Typical Meteorological Year 3 (TMY3) weather
data [134].
Load and PV array generation profiles are obtained by averaging similar hours of the day within each of the following
four seasons:
Winter December 1–February 28,
Spring March 1–May 31,
Summer June 1–August 31, and
Fall September 1–November 30.
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Table E.1: Data for the three bus test case (Figure 7.1).
Category Component Device Type Design Data
Branch (1,2) Cable #12 AWG Stranded Copper Cable, Type THHN, 6.0 m
Branch (1,3) Cable #12 AWG Stranded Copper Cable, Type THHN, 7.5 m
Branch (2,3) Cable #12 AWG Stranded Copper Cable, Type THHN, 4.5 m
Source Utility Fixed voltage source 120 V, SCA = 415 A, X/R = 10
Source PV array Fixed power source 1000 W nominal, Loss coefficients:
(DC) α = 0.0025 pu, β = 0.005 pu, γ = 0.025 pu,
(AC) α = 0.0050 pu, β = 0.010 pu, γ = 0.050 pu
Load Luminaires Passive rectifier 15 parallel lamps at 14 W nominal each, modeled after
the CFL bulb in [63] (Section 3.4.7)
Load Compressor Induction motor 1000 W nominal, per-unit parameters per the example
motor in [79], 70° rated temperature rise
Converter Rectifier Active converter (AC-DC) 1000 W nominal, performance modeled after SMA
Technology SB10000TL-US (240 V) inverter [37],
Loss coefficients:
α = 0.0018 pu, β = −0.0014 pu, γ = 0.0273 pu
Converter Inverter Active converter (DC-AC) 1500 W nominal, performance modeled after SMA
Technology SB3000-HFUS (240 V) inverter [37],
Loss coefficients:
α = 0.0052 pu, β = 0.0070 pu, γ = 0.0281 pu
A typical daily load profile is developed for each season using six time periods which represent divisions in a typical
workday (Table E.3). In order to simulate typical building use, only non-holiday weekdays are used to generate the
profiles. Time periods are weighted according to the total number of non-holiday weekday hours in each season in
each time period. The model objective function therefore yields annual building electrical energy consumption during
weekday operation.
Figure E.1 through Figure E.5 present seasonal load profiles for each of the following major load categories:
• Interior lighting (Figure E.1),
• Parking lot lighting (Figure E.2),
• Heating (Figure E.3),
• Ventilation and air conditioning (Figure E.4),
• Elevators (Figure E.5), and
• Receptacle loads (Figure E.6).
The heating load applies to the VAV boxes, while the ventilation and air conditioning load applies to the rooftop air
handlers. For loads present in multiple locations, the total profile is apportioned equally among the load points of
interconnection. For reference, Figure E.7 displays the total building load profile for each season.
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Table E.2: Source and load schedules for the three bus test case.
Time Period
t = 1 t = 2 t = 3
Duration (h) 1.0 1.0 0.001
Source Schedule† PV Array (W) 800 0 800
Load Schedule† Luminaires (W) 220 220 0
Compressor (W) 1060 1060 0
†Source and load powers differ by connection (AC or DC)
Table E.3: Time periods for the CRBM medium office building test case.
Time Period Description Times Duration (Hours)
1 Night 9 PM–7 AM 10
2 Morning rush hour 7 AM–9 AM 2
3 Morning 9 AM–12 PM 3
4 Afternoon 12 PM–4 PM 4
5 Evening rush hour 4 PM–6 PM 2
6 Evening 6 PM–9 PM 3
Figure E.8 presents seasonal generation profiles for the PV array. These profiles assume 60 kW of PV production
for each 1000 W/m2 of global horizontal incident solar radiation. Incident solar radiation is drawn from TMY3 weather
data [134]. For simplicity, the PV array generation profiles exclude temperature correction.
E.2.1 Branches
Branch data is drawn directly from the distribution system specification in [121] and supplemented from [19]. The
utility transformer is a liquid-filled, 1000 kVA, three-phase, solidly grounded ∆-Y transformer with Z = 0.058 pu,
X/R = 2.38, and a rated temperature rise of 80 °C. The step-down transformer is a dry-type, 112.5 kVA, three-phase,
solidly grounded ∆-Y transformer with Z = 0.061 pu, X/R = 1.51, and a rated temperature rise of 150 °C. The case
study assumes that the utility transformer peak efficiency occurs at 80% loading and the step-down transformer peak
efficiency occurs at 45% loading [25].
Table E.4 provides the feeder schedule for the distribution system in the case study. Subpanel feeders 1–10 are
exactly as specified in [121]. The equivalent feeders for the load circuits (feeders 11–19 and 21–23) are derived from
the feeders given in [121] using average three-phase circuit lengths. Feeder 20 serves the PV array and is not present
in the original distribution system. It is sized for an 10 kW PV array with a 277 V single-phase interconnection; six
such individual arrays make up the total PV array.
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Figure E.1: Load profiles for interior lighting for CRBM medium office building.








































































Figure E.2: Load profiles for parking lot lighting for CRBM medium office building.
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Figure E.3: Load profiles for electric heating for CRBM medium office building.








































































Figure E.4: Load profiles for ventilation and air conditioning for CRBM medium office building.
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Figure E.5: Load profiles for elevators for CRBM medium office building.
















































































Figure E.6: Load profiles for receptacle loads for CRBM medium office building.
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Figure E.7: Load profiles for total CRBM medium office building load.
















































































Figure E.8: Generation profiles for PV array for CRBM medium office building.
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Table E.4: Feeder schedule for the CRBM medium office building.
Connected Load Temperature
Feeder Origin Destination No. Circuits per Circuit (VA) Configuration Size Length (m) Rating (°C)
1 Panel MHDP Panel HL1 1 79970 3-phase, 4-wire #3/0 AWG 6 90
2 Panel MHDP Panel HL2 1 62566 3-phase, 4-wire #1 AWG 10 90
3 Panel MHDP Panel HL3 1 62566 3-phase, 4-wire #1 AWG 14 90
4 Panel MHDP Panel HM1 1 152400 3-phase, 4-wire 500 kcmil 6 90
5 Panel MHDP Panel HM2 1 108000 3-phase, 4-wire #3/0 AWG 10 90
6 Panel MHDP Panel HM3 1 108000 3-phase, 4-wire #3/0 AWG 14 90
7 Panel MHDP Panel HMR 1 230685 3-phase, 3-wire 500 kcmil 14 90
8 Panel LDP Panel LP1 1 33876 3-phase, 4-wire #3/0 AWG 3 90
9 Panel LDP Panel LP2 1 33876 3-phase, 4-wire #3/0 AWG 7 90
10 Panel LDP Panel LP3 1 33876 3-phase, 4-wire #3/0 AWG 11 90
11 Panel HL1 1st Floor Lighting 18 3476 1-phase, 2-wire #12 AWG 56 90
12 Panel HL2 2nd Floor Lighting 18 3476 1-phase, 2-wire #12 AWG 56 90
13 Panel HL3 3rd Floor Lighting 18 3476 1-phase, 2-wire #12 AWG 56 90
14 Panel HM1 1st Floor HVAC 33 3000 1-phase, 2-wire #12 AWG 25 90
15 Panel HM2 2nd Floor HVAC 33 3000 1-phase, 2-wire #12 AWG 25 90
16 Panel HM3 3rd Floor HVAC 33 3000 1-phase, 2-wire #12 AWG 25 90
17 Panel HMR Rooftop HVAC 3 76895 3-phase, 3-wire #1/0 AWG 9 90
18 Panel HL1 Parking Lot Lighting 6 2605 1-phase, 2-wire #12 AWG 152 75
19 Panel HM1 Elevators 2 28200 3-phase, 3-wire #4 AWG 9 90
20 Panel HMR Rooftop PV Array 6 8000 1-phase, 2-wire #6 AWG 10 90
21 Panel LP1 1st Floor Receptacle Loads 36 941 1-phase, 2-wire #12 AWG 79 90
22 Panel LP2 2nd Floor Receptacle Loads 36 941 1-phase, 2-wire #12 AWG 79 90
23 Panel LP3 3rd Floor Receptacle Loads 36 941 1-phase, 2-wire #12 AWG 79 90
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E.2.2 Sources
The building utility interconnection is a MV connection at the primary side of the utility distribution transformer.
In the case study, the utility is modeled with a short circuit availability of 10.0 kA and X/R = 20. A utility voltage
magnitude of 12.47 kV (1.0 pu) is assumed for every time period.
The 60 kW PV array is modeled as six individual 10 kW arrays equipped with 10 kW single-phase converters.
Based on a nominal power density of 150 W/m2, an array of this size requires approximately 400 m2, or 24% of the
building roof area. The PV array connects to the distribution system at the termination of feeder 20.
The AC and DC conversion loss models for the PV array are derived from inverter data publicly available in the
CEC inverter database [37]. For AC interconnection, the each PV inverter follows the efficiency profile of a Fronius
IG Plus 10.0 kW (277 V) single-phase inverter. This inverter has a peak efficiency of 96.4% and a CEC weighted
efficiency of 96.3%—typical values for grid-tied PV inverters.
Since DC-DC conversion is typically more efficient than AC-DC conversion, each PV DC-DC converter follows
the efficiency profile of an Advanced Energy Industries Solaron model 3159200 high efficiency inverter (250 kW).
This inverter has a peak efficiency of 98.1% and a CEC weighted efficiency of 97.9%. The efficiency characteristic
for this inverter provides a proxy for an efficient DC-DC converter since publicly available efficiency characteristics
for large DC-DC converters are not readily available.
E.2.3 Loads
Building loads include interior lighting, parking lot lighting, electric heating, ventilation and air conditioning,
elevators, and receptacle loads. Table E.5 provides a schedule for total connected system load.
Interior lighting consists entirely of single-phase fluorescent lamps, while the parking lot lighting consists of high
pressure sodium lamps [121]. The case study assumes that electronic ballasts are used for both interior and exterior
lamps. Many electronic ballasts employ a passive single-phase rectifier at the grid interface. For electronic ballasts
matching the building age, a typical value of THDI is 20% and the maximum permissible value is 32% [19, 135].
However, very little reliable data are available regarding the waveshapes produced by such ballasts.
Electronic ballasts are rated according to ballast factor (BF), which is the ratio of the light output for the ballast
compared with a standard reference ballast, and the ballast efficacy factor (BEF), which is the ratio of BF to the ballast
input wattage [136]. Higher BEF indicates a higher efficiency ballast. However, BEF does not specify efficiency
directly, nor do lighting data sheets provide an estimate of rectifier losses. Therefore, no method for modeling the
rectifier portion of electronic ballast loss is readily available.
Given the lack of data, electronic ballasts in the case study are modeled as rectifiers with a fixed harmonic injection
spectrum. Harmonic current magnitudes are proportional to 1/h and scaled to yield a THDI of 20% when computed
through the ninth harmonic. The harmonic injections are further attenuated by the impedance magnitude diversity
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Table E.5: Load schedule for the CRBM medium office building.
Circuit Apparent Total Apparent
Load Feeder Device Model Power (VA) No. Circuits Power (VA) Comments
1st Floor Lighting 11 Passive rectifier 3476 18 62568 Electronic ballast
2nd Floor Lighting 12 Passive rectifier 3476 18 62568 Electronic ballast
3rd Floor Lighting 13 Passive rectifier 3476 18 62568 Electronic ballast
1st Floor HVAC 14 Static linear load 3000 33 99000 Resistive heating coil
2nd Floor HVAC 15 Static linear load 3000 33 99000 Resistive heating coil
3rd Floor HVAC 16 Static linear load 3000 33 99000 Resistive heating coil
Rooftop HVAC 17 Passive rectifier 76895 3 230685 VFD
Parking Lot Lighting 18 Passive rectifier 2605 6 15630 Electronic ballast
Elevators 19 Passive rectifier 28200 2 56400 VFD
1st Floor Receptacle Loads 21 Fixed power load 941 36 33876 Switching power supply with PFC
2nd Floor Receptacle Loads 22 Fixed power load 941 36 33876 Switching power supply with PFC
3rd Floor Receptacle Loads 23 Fixed power load 941 36 33876 Switching power supply with PFC
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factors recommended in [66]. The case study establishes a rough loss estimate for the ballasts per (3.37) using an
assumed rectifier diode voltage VD = 0.8 V and capacitor equivalent series resistance RESR = 6.0 Ω for each 128
W ballast. Under this assumption, ballast rectification losses are approximately doubled under AC distribution, but
remain sufficiently small that total ballast energy usage increases by only 0.5%.
The electrical heating load consists entirely of VAV boxes with electric reheat coils evenly distributed among
the three building floors [19]. The original distribution system specificies a combination of 3 kW and 6 kW VAV
boxes [121], but the case study simplifies the heating load to use an equivalent number of 3 kW VAV boxes only. Each
VAV box is modeled as a static resistive load with a power factor of 0.95 lagging based on engineering judgment.
Three rooftop air handlers comprise all ventilation and air conditioning load for the building. Each air handler
includes two compressors, a supply fan, an exhaust fan, and several condenser fans [121]. In the case study, each air
handler is modeled as an 80 kW nominal VFD. The VFD characteristic is derived from a simulation model that uses
the six-pulse VFD described in [64] as a template.
In the case study, each elevator load is modeled as a 30 kW nominal VFD. The VFD characteristic is the same
as for the rooftop air handlers. Elevators are categorized as MELs in the building model and consume approximately
15% of total MEL energy on an annual basis. However, unlike the other load categories, a dedicated load profile for
the elevators is unavailable. Therefore, the elevator load profile is assumed heaviest at the beginning and end of the
workday and lower during the middle of the workday based on engineering judgment. Evening and night usage is
assumed negligible. The profile is scaled to provide the correct energy usage fraction on an annual basis (Figure E.5).
All receptacle loads are assumed to consist of computing equipment and other MELs with switching power sup-
plies. Such devices comprise some 90% of plug loads in commercial office buildings [19]. For simplicity, all rectifiers
for receptacle loads are assumed to employ active PFC to PF = 1.0. Since in reality some percentage of power supplies
do not employ active PFC, this assumption favors AC distribution slightly.
The total conversion efficiency for switching power supplies for computers and electronics typically peaks at
about 75% [6, 18]. Conversion losses include both rectifier losses and losses associated with DC-DC conversion. For
rectifiers with active PFC, use of DC distribution over AC affects the efficiency of both conversion stages. Therefore,
total conversion efficiency must be modeled for a correct comparison. The case study uses a model fitted to the power
supply efficiency characteristic of the Nokia mobile phone charger documented in [18] to represent all receptacle
loads. The peak power supply efficiencies are 73% and 75% when operating from AC distribution and DC distribution,
respectively.
E.3 Converters
System AC-DC converters are sized to provide sufficient power to serve the total load connected downstream
of their output terminals. The converters are assumed adjacent to distribution panels and therefore do not require
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dedicated feeders. Table E.6 presents the available converter options and their respective sizes.
A large quantity of efficiency data for large DC-AC inverters (primarily grid-tie PV inverters) is publicly available
from the CEC [37] and manufacturers’ specifications. AC-DC and DC-DC converters are typically more efficient than
inverters of similar quality and power rating, but very little public data is available for such converters. Therefore, the
test case uses inverter data from [37] to represent all three converter types. The template inverters are
AC-DC: SMA Technologies model SC250U, 250 kW, peak efficiency = 97.5%, CEC weighted efficiency
= 97.0%;
AC-DC: Advanced Energy Industries Solaron model 3159200-0002, 250 kW, peak efficiency = 98.1%, CEC
weighted efficiency = 97.9%; and
DC-DC: Advanced Energy Industries Solaron model 3159200-0002, 250 kW, peak efficiency = 98.1%, CEC
weighted efficiency = 97.9%.
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Table E.6: Converter placement and sizing options for the CRBM medium office building.
Converter Type Input Panel Output Panel Rating (W) Intended load or source
R1 AC-DC MHDP MHDP 625000 All loads except VAV boxes at HM1, HM2, and HM3
R2 AC-DC LDP LDP 120000 All receptacle load circuits
R3 AC-DC MHDP LDP 120000 All receptacle load circuits
R4 AC-DC HL1 HL1 100000 All HL1 lighting circuits
R5 AC-DC HL2 HL2 80000 All HL2 lighting circuits
R6 AC-DC HL3 HL3 80000 All HL3 lighting circuits
R7 AC-DC HM1 HM1 80000 Elevators
R8 AC-DC HMR HMR 250000 Rooftop air handlers
I1 DC-AC HM1 HM1 125000 HM1 VAV boxes
I2 DC-AC HMR HMR 50000 Rooftop PV array
I3 DC-AC MHDP MHDP 50000 Rooftop PV array
D1 DC-DC MHDP LDP 120000 All receptacle load circuits
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APPENDIX F - REPRINTS OF SELECTED REFERENCES
This electronic appendix includes reprints of the references listed in Table F.1. References [58], [79], and [131]
are reprinted with permission per IEEE copyright policy regarding dissertations. In reference to IEEE copyrighted
material which is used with permission in this dissertation, the IEEE does not endorse any of the author’s or Col-
orado School of Mines’ products or services. Internal or personal use of this material is permitted. If interested in
reprinting/republishing IEEE copyrighted material for advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collec-
tive works for resale or redistribution, please go to http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/
publications/rights/rights_link.html to learn how to obtain a License from RightsLink.
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Table F.1: Reprints of selected references.
File Name Description
FrLeSe2012.pdf Reprint of reference [79]:
S. Frank, K. Lee, P. K. Sen, L. Gentile Polese, M. Alahmad, and C. Waters, “Reevalua-
tion of induction motor loss models for conventional and harmonic power flow,” in Proc.
2012 North American Power Symposium (NAPS), Urbana, IL, Sep. 2012, pp. 1–6. ©2012
IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
FrRe2012.pdf Reprint of reference [51]:
S. Frank and S. Rebennack, “A primer on optimal power flow: Theory, formulation, and
practical examples,” Colorado School of Mines, Working paper, 2012, Division of Eco-
nomics and Business Working Paper Series. [Online]. Available: http://econbus.
mines.edu/working-papers/wp201214.pdf
FrSe2011.pdf Reprint of reference [58]:
S. M. Frank and P. K. Sen, “Estimation of electricity consumption in commercial build-
ings,” in Proc. 2011 North American Power Symposium (NAPS). Boston, MA: IEEE,
Aug. 2011, pp. 1–7. ©2011 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
FrSe2013.pdf Reprint of reference [75]:
S. Frank and P. K. Sen, “Practical compact ladder circuit models for the skin effect,”
2013, to be published.
FrSeMo2013.pdf Reprint of reference [78]:
S. Frank, J. Sexauer, and S. Mohagheghi, “Temperature-dependent power flow,” 2013,
submitted for publication.
LeFrSe2012.pdf Reprint of reference [131]:
K. Lee, S. Frank, P. K. Sen, L. Gentile Polese, M. Alahmad, and C. Waters, “Estimation
of induction motor equivalent circuit parameters from nameplate data,” in Proc. 2012
North American Power Symposium (NAPS), Urbana, IL, Sep. 2012, pp. 1–6. ©2012
IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
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APPENDIX G - GAMS AND MATLAB CODE
This electronic appendix includes the MATLAB and GAMS source code used to generate and run the test cases
presented in Chapter 7. The MATLAB code consists of an object library for modeling mixed AC-DC electrical
distribution systems (Chapter 3), a collection of functions which supplements the object library, and a set of scripts to
generate and analyze the case studies (Chapter 7). The GAMS code implements the mathematical program (Chapter
5), its reformulation (Appendix C), and the NGBD solution algorithm (Chapter 6).
All source code is included in the zipped archive AppendixG.zip. Table G.1 documents the directory structure
of the appendix. All the code in this appendix is self-documented via extensive comments at the head of and within
each file. The code is released under the Gnu Public License (GPL) version 3 [138]. A copy of this license is available
in the root directory of the archive.
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Table G.1: Description of included source code.
Directory Name Description of Contents
GAMS/ Contains the GAMS source code.
GAMS/Batch/ Contains a set of GAMS files for running batch solves of the AC-DC model.
The core file is solve-acdc-model.gms, which is designed to be called
from other GAMS scripts or from MATLAB. The files beginning with batch-
implement various batch runs of the algorithm for use with the case study data.
The file solve_acdc_model.m implements the successive approximation
algorithm described in Chapter 6. It is located here rather than with the other
MATLAB code because it is designed to run in the same directory as the GAMS
scripts.
GAMS/Formulation/ Contains the formulation of the mixed AC-DC electrical distribution design
problem, its relaxations, and the code for the NGBD solution algorithm de-
scribed in Chapters 5–6.
GAMS/Tests/ Contains test scripts for most of the files in the formulation. This is a good place
to start if you are trying to understand the GAMS code.
MATLAB/ Contains the MATLAB source code.
MATLAB/case_studies/ Contains MATLAB scripts which generate the case studies of Chapter 7. These
scripts output GDX files while may be imported into GAMS using the files in
the GAMS formulation. This directory also contains scripts for the analysis of
the test cases (these end in _analysis) and a script for manual iteration of the
successive approximation algorithm’s outer loop.
MATLAB/data/ Contains the data required to generate the case studies in a set of .csv files.
Most of the data has been condensed from its original source or otherwise pro-
cessed. This directory is not intended as a repository for the original data; rather,
it is provided to allow recreation of the case studies.
MATLAB/library/ Contains the MATLAB object library which implements the device models doc-
umented in Chapter 3. Place this directory in the MATLAB path to gain access
to the object library. Each object model has its own directory with an @ prefix,
the contents of which provide the object definition and methods.
MATLAB/test/ Contains test scripts for the library objects and the utility functions.
MATLAB/utilities/ Contains MATLAB utility functions which supplement the object library. Place
this directory in the MATLAB path to gain access to the functions. Most of these
scripts implement model fitting techniques described in Chapter 3 or Appendix
A. The others implement generic functions which are used by the object library.
R/ Contains several auxiliary scripts written in R [137].
R/CRBM analysis/ Contains a script which creates the load profile and weather data for the CRBM
medium office building test case.
R/utilities/ Contains two utility scripts which assist with the creation of high quality plots.
(Incidentally, R was used to create the majority of the plots in this dissertation.)
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